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Abstract
This dissertation’s thesis states Ps 42 is the synecdochic lead of the Elohistic
Psalter, arguing for a particular type of literary relationship between Ps 42 and this
collection (Pss 42-83). As synecdoche, Ps 42 introduces and represents, in microcosm,
the themes, imagery, language, and actuational potential of the collection. The lead psalm
becomes a lens that affects what aspects and commonalities come to light in the
following psalms. This is not merely an intertextual study, however. This study is situated
within psalms studies and the long reach of Gerald Wilson’s work and the Shape and
Shaping approach to the Psalter. Therefore, I draw from the study of poetic collections
and anthologies, and I seek to refine notions of psalms collections, articulating a
conception of the collection. A collection, I propose, is more than a set of psalms with
intertextual resonances, but a set of psalms framed and organized as belonging together,
which creates an expectation of commonality and forms a new work, not just a set of
previous works. This new work and one’s experience of it derives from its constituent
poems. Through the collection, the compiler coopts and extends the themes and
potentiality of the constituent poems and harnesses the intertextual connections. The
collection is non-narrative, built on paratactic juxtapositions, marked primarily by
framing devices, and the lead psalm shapes impressions of the whole as both microcosm
and lens to the collection.

ii

The method employed in this study is literary, attending to manuscript evidence
and spacing, poetic analysis, and literary connections. However, I have chosen not to
examine the Elohistic collection in isolation, but in comparison to another ancient
collection, TH 1-42, utilizing Jonathan Z. Smith’s method of comparison. I compare the
Elohistic collection to TH 1-42 because TH 1-42 is an ancient corollary, in contrast to
more modern and western models, and is a return to where Wilson began his study. The
result of this approach is the picture of a collection that amplifies or extends the thematic
emphasis and effective potential of its constituent poems. The collection is a poetic
expression itself, discerned gradually. The cumulative collection is encapsulated in the
lead psalm, the synecdochic lead.
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Introduction

This study began with a close reading and an impression. I read Ps 42 in the MT1
and was struck as I read and re-read. Psalm 42 is a powerful lament that lends voice to
existential anxiety, to the threats to one’s life and well-being, and to the desire to return to
the physical things that mediate God’s life-restoring presence including water and the
temple. The psalm is voiced in the first person but carries the concerns and hopes of a
people, speaking in words that many could sing individually or together. Psalm 42 is not
simplistic or trite, but voices the ambiguity, the anxiety, and the questions of whether the
desires expressed will be met with a quenched thirst and a return to the temple, or with
continued absence of God and an experience represented by rushing chaos waters and
enemy taunts. The psalm closes with a hopeful persistence despite the deep lament, but a
persistence that is yet unfulfilled, and its organic structures reinforce a sense of closure
despite unfulfilled longing.2

1

Karl Elliger, Willhelm Rudulph, and Institute for NT Textual Research Munster, eds., Biblia Hebraica
Stuttgartensia (German Bible Society, 1997). I use MT as the standard abbreviation for the Masoretic Text.
Except where noted, I utilize and refer to MT as the text.

2

Dobbs-Allsopp speaks of organic structures. I utilize his term to refer to the structural aspects of a poem
that are not overly fixed, rigid, nor consistent. Organic structures emerge in the poem and may be discerned
largely as a construction of the reader. Biblical poetry does not employ standard or consistent structures
like meter or stanza. F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, On Biblical Poetry (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015),
113-114, 192.

1

My reading of Ps 42 is no doubt due in part to my own disposition and
experiences as a reader. But my reading is also dictated by the textual boundaries. The
numbering and spacing, as transmitted in the MT, tell me to stop and read back, to
discern how the psalm is organized, to understand its features in light of this demarcated
unit, and to accept and experience its lingering lament. Herrnstein Smith terms this
“retrospective patterning.”3 We understand the poetry and how it develops and where it
closes in light of perceived boundaries and a perceived whole, and we read back to
discern how the features of the poem work together. In addition, that perception of
closure causes one to read the next poem as its own unit though connected somehow as
part of a collection. A collection of independent psalms highlights connection and
cooperation at the same time reinforcing independence and singularity.
In that initial reading, I attended to Ps 42 as an independent and isolated psalm.
Psalm 42, however, is not encountered in isolation, but as a collected psalm. This
dissertation, therefore, is attentive to the literary environment of a psalm, that is, the
collection of psalms. Analysis of Ps 42 as an independent psalm attends to the psalm’s
singularity,4 but it also sets the stage to analyze how this psalm relates to and participates
in its literary environment—the psalms collection.

3

Barbara Herrnstein Smith, Poetic Closure: A Study of How Poems End (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2007), 10, 119.

4

Derek Attridge, “Performing Metaphors: The Singularity of Literary Figuration,” Paragraph 28.2 (2005):
18–34; Derek Attridge, The Singularity of Literature (London; New York: Routledge, 2004), 63-70.
Attridge describes singularity as that quality whereby, despite however much a work reflects its cultural
context, including style, genre, structure, tropes, and cultural assumptions, that a literary work can offer
something unique or new in an interpretive moment.

2

This dissertation is an extension of that initial reading and impression of Ps 42,
following the textual boundaries and spacing not only of Ps 42 but of a collection of
psalms of which Ps 42 is a part. I argue in this dissertation that Ps 42, as an independent
lament and lead psalm, is synecdochic of the Elohistic collection (Pss 42-83). In brief, by
synecdochic I mean that Ps 42 contains the themes and potential effect of the collection
in microcosm. It introduces and stands for the collection. The collection is conceived of
through one of its parts. The experience of the collection is refracted through the lens of
the initial poem.
My method is literary. I posit a type of relationship between a poem and its
collection. I analyze Ps 42 poetically as an independent psalm and for its role and
relationship to the Elohistic collection. I am attentive to the textual evidence and the
demarcation of poems and collections, to the dynamics of retrospective patterning, and to
the common themes and aspects the psalms of the Elohistic collection share. While
literary, there is a historical and contextual concern entwined in this project. I am
attentive to these literary texts in their ancient context and the conceptions or
expectations around such poems and collections including what use or function a
collection may perform. In both my reading of Ps 42 and my analysis of the Elohistic
collection, I am interested in imagery, metaphors, and cultural conceptions of the divine
that arise out of Israel and Judah’s ancient context. We cannot perfectly reconstruct the
conceptions around nor the ways a poem was experienced in ancient Israel. The
reconstruction will inevitably be directed by evidence of ancient conceptions, contexts,
and customs, as well as inflected with the modern reader’s perspective, assumptions, and
perceptions.
3

Any such project will be plagued by subjectivity, as any interpretation or
experience of a poem is, or the connections perceived among a set of poems.
Nonetheless, I am interested in the context out of which this poem and collection come, if
only attainable in approximate measures, and the functional and actuational aspects of
ancient poetry and poetry collections. I am also attentive to the particularity of a
collection of poetic texts, in contrast to other literary works, and the openness that a set of
poems creates, and how that open medium might direct and affect our task of analysis
and interpretation. My argument for a synecdochic relationship is attentive to the
particular dynamics of a poetic collection and its paratactic tendencies.5
Making claims about poetry, and collections of poetry, is fraught with difficulty.
A whole set of intersecting questions arise. Whose intentions, or context, or impressions,
or what stage of the poem’s transmission is determinative? I recognize these difficulties
and I acknowledge my role as an interested reader and the subjectivity involved in
reading. I also attempt to mitigate these difficulties by attending to the practices of
writing and spacing, the literary environment where poems are encountered, and the
dynamics of retrospective patterning that these practices and environments foster. For
while there is much that is subjective about a poem, the reader’s experience is also
dictated and affected by textual boundaries and by the literary context in which one finds
a particular poem. My analysis is directed by these aspects. At the same time, while I

5

Furthermore, I acknowledge the intertwined reality of my role as a reader and my context and
motivations. I am an interested reader and my questions and interests will direct and influence what I see
and find. Jonathan Z. Smith, Drudgery Divine: On the Comparison of Early Christianities and the
Religions of Late Antiquity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 51-53, 115; Jonathan Z. Smith,
“Bare Facts of Ritual,” in Imagining Religion: From Babylon to Jonestown (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1982), 53.

4

focus on the written text, I also recognize poems as more than the words on the page.
This is true for an encounter with an individual poem, as in my initial reading of Ps 42,
and for encountering a poem in the literary context of a collection.
What is the poem that we refer to? Derek Attridge posits this question, asking
whether it is the “printed block of words on the page,” or the “vocal realization of those
words,” or some “ideal existence that every visible or audible manifestation of these
words alludes to?”6 Attridge suggests that what we mean by a particular “poem” is our
experience of it. These experiences are “temporal, affective, and bodily.”7 As Attridge
emphasizes, poems “need to be experienced as a particular kind of event before they
become, in the fullest sense of the term, poems.”8 In this study, when I refer to a psalm, I
am referring to the words on the page as transmitted in MT. I employ a literary method,
attending to the written and preserved text. However, I am aware, as Attridge suggests,
that a poem is best construed as an event, not merely words on the page but the readerly
encounter with the text.
To denote a poem as a particular kind of event, as Attridge suggests, refers to the
nature of a poem as an encounter, as something engaged with and experienced. The
notion of event is particularly appropriate in an ancient context. Poetic texts in the ancient
Near East were most often performed, often in rituals for a desired effect.9 Texts are

6

Derek Attridge, The Experience of Poetry: From Homer’s Listeners to Shakespeare’s Readers (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019), 1.

7

Attridge, The Experience of Poetry: From Homer’s Listeners to Shakespeare’s Readers, 1.

8

Attridge, The Experience of Poetry: From Homer’s Listeners to Shakespeare’s Readers, 1.

9

S. E. Gillingham, The Poems and Psalms of the Hebrew Bible, Oxford Bible Series (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 176-189; Erhard S Gerstenberger, "The Dynamics of Praise in the Ancient Near

5

experienced, and they do something, effecting not just one’s perspective or emotions, but
circumstances in the physical world.10 Culler states concerning the lyric tradition, that
lyric poems do not just recount past events, but “strive to be an event.”11 Ancient poems
in general, do not just recount past events but affect circumstances. The notion of event is
helpful to this study in part because it refers to the sense of encounter and potentiality in a
poem or the experience of a poem.12 The notion of event is also tied to Attridge’s notion
of singularity. The event, as Attridge articulates, is a readerly event. It occurs in the
experience of the reader as one is situated in both a cultural moment (as one is influenced
by broadly held cultural conceptions and assumptions) and what Attridge calls an
“idioculture,” that is a “an individual version of the cultural ensemble by which he or she
has been fashioned as a subject with assumptions, predispositions, and expectations.”13
Singularity is more a potentiality than a fixed property. Furthermore, the event is
connected to a stable text. It is the repeatable but inexhaustible aspect of reading as
context and reader shifts, and as the “specific collocation of words, allusions, and cultural

East, or Poetry and Politics," in Shape and Shaping of the Book of Psalms: The Current State of
Scholarship (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 27–39.
10

This potential is seen most clearly in the incantation intended to affect an outcome. See Alan Lenzi,
Reading Akkadian Prayers and Hymns: An Introduction, 2011, 133-216.

11

Jonathan Culler, Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2011), 77.

12

Experience (Erfahrung), as Gadamer proposes, “cannot present the full truth of what it experiences in
terms of definitive knowledge.” He states further, “In the experience of art we see a genuine experience
(Erfahrung) induced by the work, which does not leave him who has it unchanged,” Hans-Georg Gadamer,
Truth and Method (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2013), 90-91.

13

Attridge, The Singularity of Literature. “Singularity exists, or rather occurs, in the experience of the
reader, understood not as a psychological subject (though singularity has its psychological effects) but as
the repository of what I have termed an idioculture,” 67.

6

references” remain stable and are experienced in light of a particular individual or
community’s “assumptions, predispositions, and expectations.”14 There is a continuity in
the text, but an ongoing fluidity in the event. The event happens in the encounter. The
event is the potentiality as the text is encountered in a particular configuration of culture
and “idioculture.” However, the singularity of a poem is still tied to the same words,
segmentation, arrangement, and cultural references.
The thesis of this dissertation, Ps 42 as synecdoche of the Elohistic collection,
focuses on a poem (Ps 42) and its collection. Just as the manuscript practice of spacing
reflects the independence of Ps 42, as I will argue in detail in chapter one, a psalm written
separately and thereby providing a point of closure and retrospective patterning, the
manuscripts also preserve the written collection, psalms written together, one after the
other with little comment as to their juxtapositions. The term collection is used broadly in
Psalms studies, as in to highlight the Psalter’s character as a whole. However, a
collection, as I will argue in chapter two, is more than a set of poetic texts, but involves
devices or strategies for framing that indicate these belong together. These boundaries
and the resulting expectation create a literary context that directs one’s reading and
experience. For while there is much subjectivity involved in encountering a poem or set
of poems, the textual boundaries and framing devices direct the reader’s experience and
provide points of closure and retrospective pattering. Therefore, this study is not only
attentive to the individual psalm as a lyric event, but to the collection as an event. The
collection is not just a place to access a series or set of literary works, but through the act

14

Attridge, The Singularity of Literature, 67.

7

of collecting with its framing devices and juxtapositions, the collection becomes a literary
work, a new literary context, a new encounter with the constituent poems, a new event.
The literary context of the collection creates a new work on which to apply a
literary method, looking for its organization, connections, and development. This study is
principally concerned with the poetic collection as a type of literary environment and
how one ought to analyze this type of literary work, as well as how the constituent poems
relate to the work. Furthermore, just as the poem is more than the words on a page, but a
work experienced best as an event, I argue that the collection its own type of event. Just
as the ancient poem is both words on a page as well as a work that can affect the
circumstances of one’s world, the same may be true of the collection.
Approaching the Elohistic Psalter as a collection and a singular event applying
reader-oriented principles such as retrospective patterning raises the question of who the
reader of such a collection is and how this reader would read or encounter this collection.
I treat the Elohistic Psalter as a preexisting collection incorporated into the Psalter,
reflecting ancient sensibilities concerning poetry and prayer. In doing so, the reader is, to
some degree, hypothetical and is a construction of the text itself. Wolfgang Iser speaks of
two general categories of readers. The first is the ‘real’ reader whose responses one
encounters through documented reactions and depends on the survival of contemporary
documents. The second is the ‘hypothetical’ reader, “upon whom all possible
actualizations of the text may be subjected.”15 “The further back in time we go,” Iser

15

Wolfgang Iser, The Act of Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1978), 28.

8

states, “the more sparse the documentation becomes. As a result, the reconstruction often
depends entirely on what can be gleaned from the literary works themselves.”16
Therefore, the reader in view in this study is the reader that the collection itself
presupposes or constructs.
The Sumerian collection of forty-two hymns to temples (TH 1-42), to which I will
compare the Elohistic collection in chapters four and five, is incorporated into the scribal
curriculum and passed down for centuries. We lack, however, documentation that
suggests who would read and how one might encounter this collection. Nonetheless, the
collection itself suggests a type of reader. The colophon, “My lord, that which has been
created (here) no one has created (before),” constructs a reader who encounters and
comprehends the nature and significance of this work. The geographic trend throughout
the collection suggests a reader that attends close enough to discern this aspect.
Therefore, lacking evidence of how a ‘real reader’ encountered and read an ancient
collection, I rely upon the collections themselves and the type of reader these
presuppose.17 This supposed reader might voice the words of these lyric poems as a part

16

Iser, The Act of Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic Response, 28.

17

I deem this approach to be in keeping with the approach espoused by Jacqueline Vayntrub, Beyond
Orality: Biblical Poetry on Its Own Terms (New York: Routledge, 2019). Vayntrub questions the divides
long accepted between oral poetry and written prose and attends to how the text portrays the poetic
utterance. She states in her conclusion that further study, “should account for the anthologizing works in
the Hebrew Bible that lie beyond the narrated confines of the story, spanning from Genesis through Kings.
Such a study should focus on the literary and cultural-historical forces that shaped these values. Perhaps we
might further inquire as to how biblical composition at some point shifted away from narrative history—its
overarching compositional principle of literary works—and, at least temporarily, moved toward loosely
framed or unframed anthology, like Proverbs and other anthological works we find in the Writings,” 218219. She states further, that, “perhaps we can attribute this difference in composition to a reorientation on
the part of the biblical authors toward a heightened awareness of the textual medium. That is, that we might
observe in biblical anthology the capacity of the text itself to serve in the place of characters’ voices,” 219.

9

of a lived experience, might perceive of this collection as a “text,” a literary work, and
who might engage the open character of a collection of lyrics set together paratactically.
In order to make this claim that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the Elohistic collection, a
number of aspects and related claims need to be addressed. I will take this introduction to
lay these out in brief below, and then expound in more detail thus framing the chapters
that follow.
First, my argument that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the Elohistic collection asserts
and relies on the conclusion that Ps 42 is an independent psalm. While we have ample
textual evidence showing a tradition of reading Ps 42 independently despite the close
connections with Ps 43, this claim of Ps 42’s independence runs contrary to the scholarly
consensus that 42:12 (Eng. 11) is not the end of the psalm. Nearly all commentators
assert that Pss 42-43 are originally one and most appropriately read in this light and thus
follow this sense of an original whole and analyze the poetry according to the combined
unit.18

18

The following are works and commentaries that treat the psalms as one psalm: Hans-Joachim Kraus,
Psalms 1-59: A Commentary, trans. Hilton C. Oswald (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1988);
Woodrow Michael Kroll, Psalms: The Poetry of Palestine (Lanham, MD: University Press of America,
1987); C.F. Keil and F. Delitzch, Psalms, vol. 5 of Commentary on the Old Testament (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Eerdmans, 1975); Mitchell J. Dahood, ed., Psalms, 1st ed., AB 16-17A (Garden City, N.Y:
Doubleday, 1966); G.A.F. Knight, Psalms, vol. 1 (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1982); Leopold
Sabourin, The Psalms: Their Origin and Meaning (Staten Island, NY: Society of St. Paul, 1969); Craig C.
Broyles, Psalms, NBC 11 (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1999); A.A. Anderson, The
Book of Psalms, vol. 1 of NBC (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1972); Richard J.
Clifford, Psalms 1-72, AOTC (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2002); J.P. Fokkelman, Major Poems of the
Hebrew Bible: At the Intersection of Prosody and Structural Analysis, vol. 2 (Netherlands: Van Gorcum
and Comp., 2000); Derek Kidner, Psalms 1-72, TOTC (London: Inter-varsity Press, 1973); James Limburg,
Psalms, Westminster Bible Companion (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000); J.W.
Rogerson and J.W. McKay, Psalms 1-50, CBC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977); Klaus
Seybold, Die Psalmen, HAT (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr Paul Siebeck, 1996); Donald M. Williams, Psalms 172, The Communicator’s Commentary (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1986); Trempor III Longman, Psalms:
An Introduction and Commentary, vol. 15–16 of TOTC (Downers Grove, Ill: Intervarsity Press, 2014);
Artur Weiser, The Psalms, OTL (Philadelphia: The Westminter Press, 1962); John Goldingay, Psalms, vol.
1 of BCOTWP (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2006); Allen P. Ross, A Commentary of the Psalms:

10

This prevalent conclusion of Pss 42 and 43 as one psalm is based in a particular
text-critical approach that posits an original poem and seeks to reconstruct and read
accordingly. This suggests that the separation of these psalms is a later development, and
that despite the separation in manuscript evidence they are clearly one psalm.19 I will
describe in chapter one, however, tenets of new philology which accent and affirm the
pluriformity and fluidity of the text rather than reducing differences to a single original.
This approach allows us to affirm the boundaries of the text as one receives and perceives
them. The manuscripts where Ps 42 is separated, therefore, is an iteration of the text to be
accepted. The conclusion of independence or unity is significant in that it changes the
perceived boundaries of the psalm, and thus affects how one reads and experiences the
psalm’s features. If one follows the manuscript tradition that presents Ps 42 as an
independent psalm, as opposed to the unified psalm of Pss 42-43, a different impression
and experience is possible.
42-89, vol. 2 of Kregel Exegetical Library (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Publications, 2013); Mr Erhard S.
Gerstenberger and Mr Gene M. Tucker, Psalms, Part 2 and Lamentations, ed. Mr Rolf P. Knierim (Grand
Rapids, Mich: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2001); Samuel L. Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic
Structure and Theological Commentary (Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing, 2003); Robert Alter, The Book of
Psalms: A Translation with Commentary (New York, London: W. W. Norton and Company, 2007); J.H.
Eaton, Psalms: A Historical and Spiritual Commentary with an Introduction and New Translation
(Continuum, 2005); James L. Mays, Psalms, IBC (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1994); Peter C. Craigie,
Psalms 1-50, WBC v. 19 (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1983); Else Kragelund Holt, “‘...Ad Fontes Aquarum’:
God as Water in the Psalms?,” in Metaphors in the Psalms (Leuven: Peeters, 2010), 71–85; M. D. Goulder,
The Psalms of the Sons of Korah, JSOTSup 20 (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, Dept. of Biblical Studies,
University of Sheffield, 1982); Gerald H. Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter (Chico, Calif: SBL,
1985); Schaefer, Konrad, Psalms, Berit Olam (Collegeville, Minn: Michael Glazier, 2016); S. E.
Gillingham, Psalms through the Centuries, Pbk. ed., vol. 2 of Blackwell Bible Commentaries (Chichester:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2018); Denise Dombkowski Hopkins, Psalms: Books 2-3, Wisdom Commentary Series
(Michael Glazier, 2016). Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Die Psalmen, vol. 1 of NEchtB
(Wurzburg: Echter Verlag, 1993).
19

For example, Gerstenberger writes that based on a lack of superscription, the joining of the psalms in
certain manuscripts and the uniform refrain, it is “very probably that the two texts constitute an original
liturgical unit.” Erhard S Gerstenberger, Psalms: Part I, ed. Rolf Knierim and Gene M. Tucker, vol. XIV of
FOTL (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B Eerdmans, 1988), 178.
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A second key aspect to my argument, in addition to the perceived boundaries of
poems, is the readerly participation implicated by the parataxis20 and juxtaposition of the
poetic collection. Poetry, with its imagery, repetition, and sparse use of words, invites
readerly engagement. Setting poems together through parataxis and juxtaposition invites
the reader into the interpretive process in a decisive way. This act puts a certain
responsibility on the reader to make connections and perform and enact these poems and
the collection. Setting poems together paratactically is a choice that invites and incites a
degree of openness. My literary approach, therefore, emphasizes readerly dynamics such
as retrospective patterning and expectations. The positing of a type of relationship
between a psalm and its collection must account for the open aspects of poetry and the
reader’s role in making connections.
This dissertation’s thesis posits a type of relationship between Ps 42 and the
Elohistic collection. Therefore, I assert that the literary environment in which a psalm is
set and passed down, and in which a reader encounters a psalm, affects one’s
interpretation and impressions. Likewise, a psalm can influence one’s perceptions of the
collection. How psalms relate to one another in this literary environment, however,
requires explanation or redescription.
The focus on the Psalter as a formative literary context has become a subfield of
Psalms studies, inaugurated principally by Gerald H. Wilson’s Yale dissertation, The
Editing of the Hebrew Psalter.21 Wilson’s thesis concerned the Psalter as a whole. He
20

By parataxis, I mean the placing of poems next to each other without explicit indications of coordination
or subordination. This applies also to words, clauses, or cola within a poem.

21

Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter. While Wilson's work has been influential in pioneering the
Shape and Shaping approach, he was not the first to give attention to sequence and linking of psalms.

12

focused on the “final form” of the Psalter as a work edited to tell the story of Israel, thus
treating the Psalter as an edited narrative that follows the history of Israel’s journey with
Yahweh. He brought an attentiveness to the placement of psalms in their sequential
order.22 This study concerning Ps 42’s relationship with the Elohistic Psalter is
undoubtedly a part of the focus on the placement of psalms that Wilson instigated.
However, I approach these psalms placements attentive to the specific dynamics of poetic
collections rather than the model of narrative. I employ the non-narrative models of the
poetic collection and the anthology. In doing so, I suggest a different, non-narrative, type
of relationship, which I have called synecdoche.
Third, in addition to my literary approach, I utilize comparison as a method. I
compare the Elohistic collection to the collection of forty-two Sumerian hymns to
temples (TH 1-42). This comparison counterbalances my literary approach and close
reading by anchoring this study in the ancient world, comparing in a way that highlights
the particularities of an ancient poetic collection and redescribes how the Elohistic Psalter
is framed as a collection and to what end (chapter four). This comparison also redescribes
how poems relate in the context of a collection in non-narrative ways (chapter five). This
redescription will show how Ps 42 is both an independent psalm and, in the literary

Howard surveys past scholarship highlighting some of these earlier works includes DeLitzsch’s 1881
commentary and J.A. Alexander's 1865 introduction to the Psalms. See David M Jr Howard, “Editorial
Activity in the Psalter: A State-of-the-Field Survey,” WW 9.3 (1989), 276-281.
22

See also Nancy L. DeClaissé-Walford, Reading from the Beginning: The Shaping of the Hebrew Psalter
(Mercer University Press, 1997); Patrick D. Miller, “The Beginning of the Psalter,” in The Shape and
Shaping of the Psalter (Sheffield, Eng: JSOT Pr, 1993), 83–92.
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context of the Elohistic collection, the synecdochic introduction. The psalm frames and
introduces the collection in microcosm.

SHIFTING BOUNDARIES
As I argue for Ps 42’s role and relationship to the Elohistic collection, I address
the question of whether Pss 42 and 43 are one psalm or two, and by what reasoning and
to what effect one decides. In the Masoretic tradition there are manuscripts that write the
two psalms together as one composition, and those that write them separately.23 Central
to my thesis is the assertion that Ps 42 is an independent lament, though the prevailing
assessment in Psalms scholarship is that Pss 42-43 are in fact one original psalm that has
been artificially separated either due to scribal error, some unknown reason, or intentional
separation for the purposes of a collection.24 The dominance and confidence of this
assessment is expressed succinctly by Luis Alonso Schökel: “Psalm 42-43 exhibits a
clear formal structure, marked by a threefold occurrence of the refrain. This has been
noticed by all the commentators, and prior to them by any reader who possessed a
sensitivity to poetry or a rudimentary knowledge of rhetoric.”25
Scholars have generally agreed with this assessment and have analyzed
accordingly. Numerous commentators begin their discussion of Pss 42-43 with a similar
23

Benjamin Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum Cum Variis Lectionibus, vol. 1 (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1776); Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, 134, 176.
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Burnett views the separation as artificial to the unified psalm but for the purpose of the collection as the
separation creates 42 psalms in the Elohistic Psalter. The number 42 bears significance to Burnett’s
argument. Joel S Burnett, “Forty-Two Songs for Elohim: An Ancient Near Eastern Organizing Principle in
the Shaping of the Elohistic Psalter,” JSOT 31.1 (2006): 81–101.
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Luis Alonso Schökel, “The Poetic Structure of Psalm 42-43,” JSOT 1 (1976), 4.
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clarity of structure and unity. James L. Mays interprets the psalms together without
comment on the issue.26 Peter C. Craigie reports the notable differences in the mood of
the two psalms; the first being that of lingering lament and longing, and the second that
of hopeful prayer. He states: “two preceding sections of the psalm is now converted into a
prayer, and the form of the transition is striking.”27 What Craigie demonstrates is a
recognition of the differences between 42 and 43, but an expectation of unity that directs
one to interpret those differences in light of the unified psalm.
My identification of the boundaries of a psalm is not based on an idealized notion
of the original, but the poem as a reader receives it. Therefore, the perception of
boundaries and expectations affect the perception of the poem’s features. The role of
expectations, or “desire” as Spiller states, contributes to the reader finding meaningful
patterns and connections.28 The tradition of reading Pss 42 and 43 together demonstrates
this. The repetition and commonality between Pss 42 and 43 aid the search for those
meaningful patterns and connections.
Scholars have noted thematic commonalities, grammatic similarities, and repeated
phrases.29 Zenger comments that both psalms presume the same circumstances, that is
opposition and oppression from the psalmist’s enemies and separation from the temple.
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Mays, Psalms, 173. Even for articles and monographs aimed at scholarly readers, little comment is
needed to assert this traditional view.
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Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 327.
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Michael R. G. Spiller, The Sonnet Sequence: A Study of Its Strategies (New York: Twayne Publishers,
1997), 17.
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Christian Approaches to Psalms (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2009), 31–55; Wilson, The Editing of the
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Psalm 43 makes explicit the plea for God to intervene (“ ;שׁפטני אלהים וריבה ריביJudge for
me, O God, and plead my case”) that Ps 42 connotes through its character of lament,
instances of remembering, and the question of why God has forgotten the psalmist. The
desire to return to the temple and the altar that is spoken of in terms of the past memory
of pilgrimage in Ps 42, is stated more explicitly in Ps 43:2-3. In addition to the dominant
thrice repeated refrain that is consistently emphasized by commentators (42:6, 12 [Eng. 5,
11] and 43:5), 43:2 repeats with variation 42:10 (Eng. 9), emphasizing both the
separation from the divine and the oppression of the enemy, thus connecting the psalms
more closely. In addition, there is a clear repetition and sound play between למה שׁכחתני
(42:10 [Eng. 9]; “why have you forgotten me”) and ( למה זנחתני43:2; “why have you cast
me off”).
42:10 (Eng. 9) “Why have you forgotten me, why must I walk about mournfully
amid the oppression of the enemy” ()למה שׁכחתני למה־קדר אלך בלחץ אויב.
43:2

“Why have you cast me off, why must I walk about mournfully amid the

oppression of the enemy” ()למה זנחתני למה־פדר אתהלך בלחץ אויב.
With this play of similarity and difference, Ps 43 is viewed as the continuation and
culmination of Ps 42, resolving the deep painful lament with a more hopeful and
optimistic tone, even while the psalmist’s circumstances still appear unresolved. This
move towards hope and relief is generally characteristic of the lament genre and is true of
many psalms.30

30

Hermann Gunkel, The Psalms: A Form-Critical Introduction, Facet Books 19 (Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1967), 19-22.
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There are stylistic similarities as well. Both Zenger and Wilson comment that
both psalms display sporadic stretches of qînâ rhythm. Qînâ rhythm is a 3+2 pattern
(referring to line-constituents or stresses) that is common in lament as it bears a dirge-like
quality.31 The claim and impression of the psalms’ unity is bolstered by the evidence of a
number of Hebrew manuscripts that write 42 and 43 as one, as well as church fathers like
Eusebius indicating that this tradition of reading the psalms together began early.32
The lack of a superscription for Ps 43 is considered further evidence of their
unity. Zenger summarizes the argument, that given the lack of superscription it is
assumed Ps 43 is included under Ps 42’s heading.33 This is deemed significant in that
within the second book of the Psalms (42-72), all psalms have a superscription except for
Pss 43 and 71. In chapter one, however, I challenge this conclusion that sees a lack of
superscription as evidence of unity. I emphasize, instead, the tradition of writing the
psalms separately by virtue of spacing.

31

Depending on one’s lineation, these stretches of qinah rhythm do not cover the whole of these two
psalms. While this is a significant similarity, and can work to bind the psalms more closely, this does not
imply a consistent meter, but meter with variation, as is common in biblical poetry, hence my preference
for the term rhythm. Any set meter in Hebrew Poetry is short lived, lasting for only a few verses at a
stretch, at most. Watson noted that “certain stretches of verse use one metrical pattern—for example, Ps
29:1-2 is in 3+3—but soon the meter changes and then it changes again.” So while consistent patterns are
present at times, “no single poem is consistently written in one metrical pattern. Even Lamentations does
not use the qinah (3+2) meter throughout.” Wilfred G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to Its
Techniques, [2nd ed.]., JSOTSup (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1986), 98; Dobbs-Allsopp, On Biblical Poetry.
99-103. Psalm 19 provides another example of a consistent meter in vv. 8-10 where there is a run of six
couplets with consistent qinah unbalanced meter. Dobbs-Allsopp uses this instance to make the point that
such excerpts show that a strict numerical accounting is possible, but that such consistent accountings
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Boundaries reflect a perception of the text, even while guided by conventions that
may differ from our own.34 Boundaries shape how one reads. The manuscript evidence of
the psalms’ unity has fueled the perception of unity. The fruitful search for connections
then reifies the perceived boundaries, confirming the unity of the psalms.
The perception of unity can in turn obscure differences. There are numerous
differences that scholars have noted. Wilson, for example, who cites the evidence for the
psalms’ unity, also acknowledges some basis that might have given rise to its separation.
He summarizes their difference:
Justification for the division might be found in the change of mood and address
which occurs at the beginning of 43:1. Up to this point the poet has been selfreflective, speaking of God in the third person (except for the quote included in
42:10). At 43:1 the psalmist addresses to God his plea for divine assistance (43:14). While this plea functions admirably in the context of the unified ps, it could as
easily serve as an independent unit in its own right.35
In addition to the change of mood and address, there is a notable shift observed by
William Brown and Denise Dombkowski Hopkins. While the psalmist of Ps 42 speaks of
God in the third person, the psalmist’s turmoil seems to be expressed in speech to
himself. Brown says that the voices of the speaker and the ( נפשׁthroat, self) are set as

34

I make this comment as there is a connection between how a text is written and how the writer conceives
of the text. Though the relationship between writing and conceptions of the text may vary culturally. For
example, F.W. Dobbs-Allsopp has commented at length how poetry can be lineated as poetry reflecting the
poetic line, though it is often written continuously. His argument is that poetry does not have to be lineated
to be poetry, but when it is, the practice confirms an understanding of poetry. The practice of separating
poems by spacing is both consistent, on the other hand, and it confirms an understanding of poems as
separate units. F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, “Space, Line, and the Written Biblical Poem in Texts from the Judean
Desert,” Puzzling Past Stud. Northwest Semit. Lang. Lit. Honor Bruce Zuckerman (2012), 19–61.
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“polarities,” not fully melded.36 Dombkowski uses the expression of a “bi-furcated
self.”37 And while this speaking to oneself continues in the repeated refrain of 43:5, there
is a more unified and resolute voice in Ps 43, speaking directly to God in the second
person. Though the circumstances remain unresolved, the tone shifts, according to
Brown. He states:
The soul, as it once reveled in the tremendum of worship, whether inside the
temple or outside in nature, begins to anticipate the joy it once had, contingent
upon the fulfillment of the petition. In the end, the refrain is shown to be not just a
critic but also a guide, in short, a goad.38
The imagery of the psalm shifts as well. The watery imagery of Ps 42 does not continue
into 43. Psalm 43 introduces images of light and truth that are not present in Ps 42.39

RETROSPECTIVE PATTERNING
The question remains as to how to make sense of these similarities and
differences. Is it a matter of weighing similarities on one side of the scale and the
differences on the other in order to determine their unity or separate-ness? If so, then the
determination will be based in the idiosyncratic preferences of readers or communities. I
emphasize, in the course of this study, both received and perceived boundaries of poems
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William P. Brown, “The Psalms and ‘I’: The Dialogical Self and the Disappearing Psalmist,” in
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On the question of imagery, Holt states: “It has been an exegetical puzzle why the three refrains were
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significance of water imagery, it disappears in the third strophe (Ps 43) and is substituted with imagery of
divine light and truth. Holt, “‘...Ad Fontes Aquarum,’” 73.
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and the concept of retrospective patterning. I treat the practice of spacing and
arrangement as the determining factor that directs the reader to identify poetic units and
read accordingly. Herrnstein Smith describes this as a reflexive process, saying,
“connections and similarities are illuminated, and the reader perceives that seemingly
gratuitous or random events, details, and juxtaposition have been selected in accord with
certain principles.”40 Our expectations shape the way in which we read, stop, read back,
and discern the organization and integration of the various aspects of the poetry.41 This
process is active as one reads a poem. Watson states:
When one is reading it through from the beginning to end (or listening to it
read/performed), patterns of expectancy are continually being set up and then
corrected… As each successive line is read, its pattern as experienced serves to
alter what the reader tends to expect, and he (or she) then makes what has already
been read conform to the pattern actually present.42
The reader continually readjusts to what he or she is perceiving. Furthermore, inherent to
biblical Hebrew poetry and its typical paratactic construction is the tendency to look for
clues and possibilities for how juxtaposed words, terms, lines, or whole lyrics relate to
one another.
My approach to Ps 42 and to the Elohistic collection is rooted in manuscript
evidence and Smith’s principle of retrospective patterning. The perceived and received
boundaries of the text guide the reader or interpreter concerning whether one interprets
these connections and disconnections in light of their unity or in light of their disunity.
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For example, given that there are differences in imagery between Ps 42 and Ps 43, one
can acknowledge that it is not uncommon for a single psalm or poem to make a sudden
shift in imagery or voice, especially at a stanza break.43 It is also not uncommon for the
next psalm in a sequence to begin with new imagery or voice. How do we determine
which dynamic is at play? It is not uncommon, furthermore, for similar motifs, phrases,
imagery, and even refrains (Pss 38 and 71 as example) to reoccur in other psalms. Or
such similarities within a single psalm can play a role in its organization and in the
emphasis of themes and images. It is the expectations of the reader and the perceived
boundaries, therefore, that guide the reader in perceiving “that seemingly gratuitous or
random events, details, and juxtaposition have been selected in accord with certain
principles.”44
I cite a comparative example of Ps 38 and Ps 71 that bears similarities and
differences with the case of Ps 42 and Ps 43. This comparison provides perspective on the
specific question of how we interpret similarities or differences as evidence of unity or
disunity, independence or dependence. For although we encounter psalms as discrete
poetic units, there is evidence of some fluidity or flexibility in combining and separating
of psalms or sections of psalms, as I describe in more detail in chapter one. Psalm 70, for
example, is almost identical to Ps 40:14-18 (Eng. 13-17). This section of Ps 40, though
part of a larger psalm (Ps 40), in the context of Ps 70 is a separate poetic unit. One might
conclude that a section of Ps 40 becomes its own psalm with its own number, gets
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supplied with a superscription, and in some manuscripts, becomes combined with the
larger Ps 71. There are clearly varying degrees of closure and independence in poetic
units, and flexibility in terms of juxtaposition and even combination.45
Psalm 71 is the only other psalm in book II of the Psalter, besides Ps 43, to lack a
superscription in MT. Wilson notes the evidence of its combination with Ps 70 in a
number of manuscripts, similar to the manuscript evidence for Pss 42 and 43.46 In
addition, Ps 71 is combined in at least one Qumran fragment, as noted by Wilson, with Ps
38. In this case, Ps 71 appears as a continuation of Ps 38.
4QPsa, frag.g shows that Pss 38 and 71 are clearly written together.47 Wilson
writes: “There is no blank line or blank space between the concluding words of Ps 38 and
those beginning Ps 71. Since this transition takes place in the middle of a single line of
text, it is impossible to escape the conclusion that they were read as one.”48 While this
combination seems unusual as these psalms appear in different sub-collections in MT and
are separated by considerable space, their combination has quite a bit of merit. Psalm 38,
like Ps 42, has the quality of a deep and sustained lament. Psalm 71 takes the more
hopeful turn, like Ps 43 though at more length (24 vss.). They share common phrases and
pleas, and Ps 71 picks up vocabulary and images from Ps 38. Psalm 71:13 picks up on the
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theme of accusers and the specific line of “those that seek to hurt me” from 38:13 (Eng.
12). “Do not be far from me” of 71:12 repeats a line from 38:22 (Eng. 21), and echoes the
neighbors standing far off from the psalmist in 38:11 (Eng. 10). “Make haste to help me”
of 71:12b repeats a line from 38:23 (Eng. 22). “Do not forsake me” of 71:9 and 18
repeats 38:22a (Eng. 21a). The “mouth” of the psalmist that has no retort in 38:15 (Eng.
14), is filled with praise in 71:8 and will declare the God’s righteous acts in 71:15.
This cursory analysis of Pss 38, 70, and 71 is intended to highlight the complexity
of the question of unity or disunity, dependence or independence. The clear connections
and manuscript combination of Pss 38 and 71 present a compelling reading of a unified
psalm, but in no way necessitate or demand unity. These psalms can stand separately
even as they bear repeated themes, phrases, vocabulary, and lines. The distance,
furthermore, between the psalms in the MT Psalter is such that we would rarely perceive
these commonalities. The lack of proximity contributes to the fact that outside of this one
manuscript fragment, we would not likely suggest their unity. It is likely, therefore,
whatever their process of origination, that the close placement of Pss 42 and 43 over time
would cause them to become more closely associated due to their juxtaposition, repeated
lines, and compelling points of connection. These connections might be more obscured if
placed further apart, or even in different sub-collections as in the cases of Pss 40 and 70,
and 38 and 71. Nancy deClaissé-Walford is a rare commentator who views Ps 42 and Ps
43 separately and suggests that perhaps Ps 43 was placed next to Ps 42 because of their
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common elements and repeated lines, implying different origins but a recognition of their
commonalities.49 The close association and even merging came secondarily.
With a modern poem with an identified author, we expect that structure, lineation,
and opening and closing lines are determined by the author’s intention. There is no such
author in view with the psalms. The process of production and transmission of psalms is
multifarious, and an author is part of a tradition which tends to obscure an individual
hand. As I will address more specifically in chapter one, these manuscript differences
attest to a scribal culture where poetic units could be rearranged, combined, or separated
in the production of a new manuscript. I emphasize, and where I root my argument in this
study is not the scribal production, but the readerly encounter with the text with its
particular demarcation and arrangement of poetic units. Furthermore, the poem that we
encounter in a psalms collection is not necessarily determined by what was original or
authorially determined, but on the spacing and demarcation as it is received.
A reader who encounters the text searches for boundaries or indications as to
when a psalm ends. The reader looks for guidance in how to determine units, which then
can be understood or experienced as in relationship to one another, rather than as a
continuation. While there are some manuscripts that combine Pss 42 and 43, the psalms
are most often separated. And though Ps 43 lacks a superscription (often referred to as a
title), the psalm still has spacing that indicates a separate unit and its own number in
MT.50 The Leningrad codex preserves spacing between the psalms consistent with the
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spacing used to separate other psalms from each other. The Greek textual tradition
removes the superscription issue by adding a title: “a psalm of David.”51 If one accepts
that the manuscript evidence is pluriform, and rather than relying on conceptions of
original versus variant, one treats the manuscript tradition of separation as an iteration of
the text; one has a clear boundary by which to read retrospectively.
The prevailing assumption of Pss 42-43’s unity has limited the poetic engagement
of Ps 42 alone. I will show in Chapter three that when one follows the manuscript
tradition of Ps 42’s independence, stops at 42:12 (Eng. 11), and reads retrospectively, one
discerns a poetic and imagistic structure and development that the combined reading
obscures. Psalm 42 is a poem with a discernable movement and stands on its own as a
complete psalm with its own modes of development that provide closure for the reader.
Like Ps 38 or Ps 88, the climactic lament can stand on its own, without the immediate
resolution or lessening of the psalmist’s turmoil that comes with the positive turn of Ps
43. Furthermore, the powerful lament is a window into and a microcosm of the collection
it introduces.

THE PSALTER AND POETIC COLLECTION(S)
I have given attention, so far, to the perceptions of boundaries in differentiating
psalms. The primary focus of this study, however, concerns the relationships between
psalms that a collection creates the expectation of, and more specifically, the relationship
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of Ps 42 to the Elohistic collection. How do we understand the impact of this act of
collecting poetic texts, and the literary environment that results?
The literary context of the Psalter, or the Psalter as a book, has become a focus in
Psalms studies in recent years, sparked in large part by G.H. Wilson’s published
dissertation, as already stated.52 The predominate approaches prior to Wilson, however,
were the form-critical and cult-critical approaches associated with Hermann Gunkel,
Sigmund Mowinkel, and Claus Westermann53 These form and cult-critical approaches
look to genre and Sitz im Leben (“setting in life”) as clues to the meaning or function of a
psalm, and as the formative and determinative contexts shaping how we understand and
view these psalms. Form-critical scholars approach the Psalter according to genre, not the
ordering or juxtaposition of psalms. Laments are best understood and interpreted in light
of other lament psalms and their common aspects and progression. Enthronement psalms
are best understood in light of other enthronement psalms which likely share a common
Sitz im Leben. Same is true for hymns and other psalm-types. However, the Psalter is not
organized according to genre or to original context. What do we make of this then? Is the
Psalter just a collection of unrelated texts, or collected in a haphazard manner that did not
organize the psalms, but merely preserved them?
In my view, Wilson brought an appropriate attention to the Psalter as a collection
and the dynamics therein. The collection is not merely a neutral place to keep psalms for
access, as form and cult critics might treat the Psalms, but a formative environment itself
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where each psalm has the power to inflect upon the others or bring to light each’s aspects
and emphases.54 The Psalter is not organized according to genre or cultic context.
Therefore, the way the psalms are arranged and collected in various stages warrants
investigation. Consequently, Wilson’s approach to the Psalter appropriately highlights the
ordering and juxtapositions created through the collecting and placement of psalms.
The fields of literary and reception theory have sufficiently undermined the notion
that a text can be set in the midst of other texts and be unaffected.55 The suggestion that
the literary context of the Psalter and the smaller groups or patterns of collections within
the Psalter have not affected how these psalms have been read, encountered, or
interpreted is a proposition that is hard to maintain.56 Though a group of psalms may have
been “unrelated” in terms of their original Sitz im Leben does not mean that they have
remained unrelated and unaffected by each other, or that they were not grouped for
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particular reasons. William Brown suggests that psalms are not just isolated texts but that
we read them as they speak to and against each other. Brown states, “by being placed
together, these psalms have the opportunity to ‘talk’ to one another; they become
dialogically engaged as we read them sequentially in their juxtaposed positions.”57
We encounter texts, furthermore, in a network of overlapping contexts. This
includes the reader’s horizon, to use Hans Robert Jauss’s term, which is the historical and
cultural setting of the reader. This includes the manner in which one encounters a text, as
through a performance, or a ceremony, or an inscription, or in a collection of other texts.
The meaning of a poem is not static, rooted safely in an original context. The original use
or Sitz im Leben does not preserve an ultimate objectivity, such as that which Jauss
objects to, like a monument that speaks monologically to all that behold it.58 In this vein,
Wilson suggests these psalms are no longer understood best in light of their genre or
liturgical or ritual context but interpreted in light of their placement within the Psalter.
Wilson rightly began a focus on the literary environment of a collection. I ask,
however, how we understand the relationship between psalms or the logic for their
organization and the effect of that organization. What models might aid our conceptions?
I outline and summarize, therefore, some of the tenets of Wilson’s approach and the
specific ways that I critique and seek to refine the Shape and Shaping approach.
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THE SHAPE AND SHAPING OF THE PSALTER
Wilson’s approach to the Psalter as a collection has had immense influence, with
numerous scholars extending his work.59 I will summarize in brief below the central
claims and approach of Wilson’s work as well as some of the scholars who have nuanced
or continued his work. There are a few critical aspects to Wilson’s approach that I
highlight and from which I will differentiate my approach. First, Wilson treats the Psalter
as a whole with a final and thorough redaction, including all paratextual aspects, rooted in
and overshadowed by one historical moment. Second, he views the Psalter as telling
Israel’s story and relies on narrative as the organizing principle. In this way, Wilson
views the Psalter as primarily organized by the content of the psalms, by the events of
exile, and by the impulse to tell and to re-conceive of Israel’s history and faithful
response. The Psalter becomes a book, edited and shaped to tell a story, to be read from
beginning to end, and to proclaim a single message.60 And thirdly, he argues that the
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psalms are transformed and separated from their liturgical or ritual origins. No longer
psalms and prayers in their original form or context, collectively they now reflect the
history of Israel.
Seeking evidence of purposeful editing, Wilson’s work focused on the placement,
linking, and labeling of psalms as clues to the purpose and function of the Psalter as a
whole. He drew upon the Qumran Psalms scrolls and Mesopotamian Sumerian Hymns
and collections of incipits as evidence and as a point of comparison to argue for the
presence of techniques for organization, linking, and shaping. He uses this evidence to
argue that the Psalter is carefully arranged with an intentional progression and a clear
message.61 In this way, Wilson did not view psalms primarily through the lens of their
forms of praise, lament, thanksgiving, and so on, and he did not view them primarily in
their cultic context or original Sitz im Leben. Instead, he viewed the Psalter as a book
meant to be read as a whole, with a beginning, progression, and ending. DeClaisséWalford writes, “Wilson argues that the Psalter’s five books evince purposeful editing
and that they tell a ‘story’ to the ancient Israelites—a story about their past history, their
present situation, and their hope for the future.”62 This story tells of Israel’s rise under
King David and Solomon in books I and II, the downfall of the northern kingdom and the
destruction of Jerusalem in book III, the exile in book IV, and the return from exile along
with the rebuilding of the temple and return of worship in book V.63
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Wilson was a student of Brevard Childs and was influenced by Childs’ canonical
approach, rooted in the idea of the final form of the Psalter. In this perspective, the
Psalter is viewed in light of the process, context, and final editing of the Psalter as a
whole work. The central seminal event in this story is that of the exile. McCann followed
Wilson’s work and focused on the turn that Ps 89 signals—the end of the Davidic
Covenant.64 McCann writes:
Wilson also pointed out that Books I-III are characterized at the “seams” of the
book (Psalm 2, 72, 89), giving Books I-III a messianic orientation with a tragic
dimension. After rehearsing the promises to David and his descendents (vv. 2-38
[1-37]), Psalm 89 concludes with the rejection of the monarchy, as a voice
recounts the failure of the Davidic Covenant (vv. 39-46 [38-45]) and as an
imagined Davidic survivor of exile painfully asks God what has happened to
God’s loving commitment (vv. 47-50 [46-49]), poignantly pleading with God to
remember (vv. 48[47], 51[50]). According to Wilson, Books IV-V respond to this
crisis.65
While Wilson argued that the Psalter told the story of Israel’s history, McCann asserts
that the arrangement of the Psalter was largely a response to the removal of the Davidic
monarchy with the exile in 586 BCE. The Psalter, therefore, directs its readers away from
human kingship and back to Yahweh’s kingship.66 While Wilson focused on royal psalms
at the seams of the collection and purposeful techniques for linking and labeling psalms,67
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McCann describes his own approach as, “I focus on how the shape of the Psalter invites
readers to attend to crucial aspects of its content, aspects that might be called keywords,
concepts, themes, or affirmations.”68
The canonical approach of Childs that Wilson activated in Psalms studies locates
the message of the Psalms in its final form and the intentional editing there-in; as a result,
earlier contexts or layers of collecting become muted by the final editorial activity. The
psalms are no longer viewed primarily as individual psalms of different genres and
liturgical contexts, but as parts of a coherent whole that has a unified function as story or
theology.69 The smaller levels of collection are seen only as increments in the editing of
the whole. Other scholars have followed suit and made similar arguments for the book of
Psalms being a book with a singular message.
McCann, as already noted, followed Wilson’s lead but emphasizes the psalms as
instruction or Torah. Psalm 1 provides a frame and foundation that the emphasis of the
book as a whole is on instruction.70 Psalms 19 and 119 become important psalms to his
argument. “The Psalter is to be read and heard,” McCann argues, “as God’s instruction to
the faithful. Regardless of the fact that the Psalms originated as the response of faithful
persons to God, they are now to be understood also as God’s word to the faithful.”71
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DeClaissé-Walford too sees the Psalter as a book with a single message. It is a
book about identity for postexilic Israel.72 She follows Wilson in terms of the story line
running through the consecutive books of the Psalter, and she emphasizes the message of
book V which is that Yahweh is still king despite Israel’s situation.73 She views the
Psalter, “both as a collection of individual psalms and collections for liturgical use, but
also as a whole book meant to convey or remind of Israel’s “story.”74
Walter Brueggemann too takes this overall approach but with his own emphasis.
He follows the canonical method of seeing the work as a whole, in which sequential order
is important and that the psalms should be read in that order. The beginnings and the
endings of sections provide cues to the trajectory of the work, but that one needs to read
the work from beginning to end in order to grasp its message.75 That message, for
Brueggemann, is obedience and praise and the key psalms for him are Pss 1, 72, and
150.76 “Obedience (Ps 1) and praise (Ps 150) stand as pillars to the Psalter. They frame
the book as the perimeters and guardians of its message. The theological intentionality or
progression within the book, therefore, is one from obedience to praise.”77
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The above examples suffice to describe this approach to the Psalter and its
common assumptions.78 There is now a great deal of scholarship that has viewed the
Psalter as a unified, sequential whole. This body of scholarship address both what
DeClaissé-Walford terms the “overall story,” or “metanarrative,” and the connectedness
between psalms or the “micro or local narrative.”79 In addition to numerous books and
collections of essays,80 DeClaissé-Walford indicates a turn in commentaries that now
attend to editorial and canonical issues.81 “Well, with a few asides and room for scholarly
idiosyncrasies,” DeClaissé-Walford writes in 2014, “the big ‘story’—the metanarrative—
of the Psalter seems agreed upon and the students of the shape of the book are now
spending more time focusing on the smaller units of shape, the ‘so-called’ local
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narratives.”82 In “local narratives,” scholars address points of connections and schemes
for organizing these smaller sets, but always understood within the larger story arc.
Michael K. Snearly’s dissertation, published in 2016, exhibits the persistence of
viewing the Psalter as a carefully edited whole with a dominant message. While his
conclusions differ from Wilson and McCann concerning their notion of the death of the
Davidic covenant, his overall recognition of messianic expectation and the importance of
book V of the psalter prove consistent. His methodology bears much in common with his
predecessors,83 looking closely at repetition, key-words, placement of such occurrences,
and signs of “cohesion” and “coherence” between psalms and within Book V of the
Psalter.84 He incorporates textual-linguistics and takes a somewhat statistical approach in
recording instances of repetition and mapping the distributions of these repetitions so as
to avoid Wilson’s charge of subjectivity.85 The overall tenets and approach of the Shape
and Shape sub-field remain intact.
This brief survey is intended to highlight the central tenets of the Shape and
Shaping approach to the Psalter instigated by Wilson and to show its reach within Psalms
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studies. There have been consistent detractors, however, such as Goldingay, Whybray,
and Gerstenberger, who reject the notion that the Psalter is book with a single message.86
Goldingay denies that the Psalter is “a coherent literary whole.”87 Whybray states: “There
is no evidence that there was a systematic and purposeful redaction of the whole Psalter
in any of the suggested ways.”88 Gerstenberger argues that the Psalter is not “’Buch’ in
unserem Sinn” (a Book in our sense of the word), but simply a collection.89
The literary context of a psalm affects experience and interpretation. Context,
however, in the case of the Psalter with various levels of collation and editing is
multifarious and not easily reduceable to one full and final redaction of a “book” with a
single discernable message. It is unlikely that psalms were ordered in such a way as to
narrate a clear story or to offer a new way of understanding and responding to exile.
Whybray raises the question as to whether one can read Pss 1-150 in a coherent manner.
He suggests that such an extensive revision is unlikely:
The purpose of this investigation has been to consider the theory that the aim of
those who carried out the final redaction of the Psalter was to produce a ‘book’
(as distinct from a mere collection of unrelated items) that could be read from
beginning to end as a coherent work of piety or instruction: a book whose various
parts (that is the 150 individual psalms) were ordered in such a way as to present a
single comprehensive message.90
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He states further that it is unlikely that a few carefully placed psalms, whether of the
wisdom genre or royal psalms, would have produced a character that, “would have been
obvious to the reader.”91
The gradual accretion of the Psalter, furthermore, involved gathering together of
smaller collections. This is evidenced, in part, by the repetition of psalms or portions of
psalms in the Psalter; that a particular psalm was collected in more than one of the
smaller collections (Pss 53 & 14; 70 & 40:13-17 [Eng. 12-16]; 108 & 57:8-12 [Eng. 711]/60:6-14 [Eng. 5-12), and then these smaller collections are brought together into
larger ones. If the Psalter brings together smaller collections, it is unlikely the editors
rearranged the order of these smaller collections to reflect a sequential movement and an
overall narrative arc for the whole Psalter. Is the Psalter unlike the Pentateuch that also
underwent a long process of editing and accretion but where later editing did not
necessarily remove or completely erase earlier layers? It is more likely that the Psalter
reflects remnants of multiple stages and levels of collection and collation.
Murphy deems the idea of a clear progressive message to be a result of
subjectivity and selectivity. He states:
It seems that a common denominator in all the proposals is selectivity. The
selection of important psalms in the holistic approach—for example Psalms 1, 2,
72, 73, 89, 90, or 150—casts doubt over the validity of this proposal as
representing the entire corpus. The message of the Psalter suggested by each
proponent depends on which psalms they each prefer. The glasses through which
one peers shape what is seen. Every scholar examined prescribes a different lens
and looks at psalms of their choice.92
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In a collection of poetry full of intense positive and negative emotions, figurative and
even visceral language, a wide variety of imagery, and a range of expression in terms of
form-critical categories, how does one choose the plot points in order to graph an overall
movement and message?
While Wilson has brought an appropriate attention to the way previously
unrelated psalms become related in particular ways as a result of their collection, a set of
poems is not easily reducible to a cohesive story with one clear message. Furthermore,
the Psalter, like much of the Hebrew Bible, shows signs of its various stages of
development rather than an integrated work with one message. This dissertation,
therefore, is not concerned with addressing the Psalter as a whole, but one level of
collection within the Psalter: the Elohistic Collection of Pss 42-83. I narrow this study, in
part, to focus on the role of Ps 42 as lead psalm to this collection. I also attend to a level
of sub-collection as I am not convinced of a grand redactional scheme. The Psalter
preserves multiple layers of collection. By reframing my approach to a psalms collection
in ways that are attentive to paratactic construction, I will propose a non-narrative
relationship between Ps 42 and the Elohistic Psalter, not as introduction like that of a
book, but as synecdoche that is microcosm of the whole.
With the Elohistic Psalter in focus, a collection of forty-two psalms, I am
interested in how we might redescribe a set of relatively independent poetic prayers and
liturgical texts set together with little by way of syntactic links or commentary. Robert
Alter, attending to these characteristics of the Psalms, contends that “Psalms, together
with Proverbs and perhaps the Song of Songs, is distinguished from all other biblical
38

books by its manifestly anthological nature.”93 Furthermore, he asserts that we know little
of “how the anthology was made or when most of the pieces included in it were
composed.”94 While Wilson asserted that superscriptions, doxologies, and the placement
of Royal psalms functioned as linkages, Alter rightly asserts that the Psalter is a set of
texts that by-in-large lack syntactic links, commentary, or expressed and explicit
reasoning for its organization.95 On this basis, Gerstenberger states: “Der Psalter is
möglicherweise das Buch im Alten Testament, welches sich einer integralen Lektüre am
hetigsten widersetzt”96 (“the Psalter is possibly the book of the Old Testament that most
intensely rejects an integral reading”97). The Psalter lacks the explicit indications that
psalms are meant to be interpreted in serial progression, in that the content and themes of
one build syntactically or narratively on the prior.98
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The anthological aspect of the Psalms is not, I argue, to say psalms remain
unrelated texts by virtue of their genres and original Sitz im Leben. Anthology is a new
work, created through the act of collecting. This new work, however, is non-narrative and
paratactically constructed. In chapter two, I will explore the models of anthology and
poetic collection to suggest that the act of collecting does in fact create a new kind of
work. By exploring these non-narrative models, I am able to suggest a different way to
think about how poems relate to each other.

COLLECTED LYRICS
Approaching the collection as non-narrative and paratactically constructed, I will
explore how the poems incorporated relate to each other and to the collection. A
collection of independent psalms highlights connection and cooperation while at the same
time reinforcing independence and singularity. Being set together, resonance and
difference is more discernable, and how these contribute to the character and potential of
the collection. However, the individual poem retains its own character or potential as an
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event. Its character is not overwritten by the larger structure, but the independence and
uniqueness are reinforced.
The lyric qualities of the psalms highlight their individuality. Each psalm is a
whole lyric whose design begins at the opening and is tied together to elaborate a theme,
to evoke emotion, and to end with a cumulative impression. This is true even though the
design and cumulative expression are discerned retrospectively by the reader and subject
to received boundaries. Though capable of interacting with and affecting one another, a
psalm is an independent whole which does not just end, but ends in accordance with its
organic structures which work to develop the theme and signal closure.99 These structures
are constituted, at least in part, through readers’ perception. And yet there are also traces
of common poetic patterns in biblical poetry and in particular, biblical psalmody.
F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp, most prominently, has applied the term and genre of lyric
to the Psalms.100 While the term lyric comes from ancient Greek, and designates a song
accompanied by the lyre, lyric refers, in broad terms, to a continuous tradition still in
use.101 The term has long been a descriptive and retrospective category rather than an
emic term in Ancient Greece.102 Dobbs-Allsopp comments that the term is “belated and
anachronistic even in its native Greece” as neither Plato or Aristotle employed the term,
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and even the poetry of archaic poets like Sappho were only described as lyric much
later.103 Lyric has come to describe a long tradition. However, the distinctives of lyric
will “be shaped and marked by the particularity of its time, place, and language and the
larger literary tradition of which it is a part.”104 Therefore, to refer to psalms as lyric is
not to obscure the great variability in lyric across time and culture, and various attempts
to define or characterize lyric.105 Nor do I wish for the concept, which often refers to a
written poem and to the pleasure and enjoyment of reading, to obscure the aspects of lyric
poetry in ancient Israel where rhythm and sound effected more than pure enjoyment, but
the responsiveness of the divine.106 Furthermore, some suggest that lyric can become
such a broad term that it means little.107 Lyric has come, to some degree, to become more
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or less synonymous with the term poetry, “or, perhaps more accurately,” Dobbs-Allsopp
states, “it is taken as the prototype of a poem.”108
I follow Dobbs-Allsopp, however, in using the term lyric as a descriptive term
because to refer to psalms as lyric is to highlight aspects of psalmic poetry. Lyric
connotes the type of poem that is comparatively short, as opposed to narrative poems for
example, and that exemplify the potential of the poem to be an event. Lyric, especially in
ancient times, indicates some musical aspect, whether sung or accompanied by music.109
Lyrics are brief and have a condensed poetic structure, and express an emotional
experience at a moment of intensity.110 Culler describes the salient features of lyric as
rhythm, repetition, sound patterning, and intertextual relationships.111 Rather than
embodying voices, or being the voice of a fictional speaker, lyric creates effects of
voicing.112
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Lyric, especially biblical lyric, is non-narrative. Dobbs-Allsopp follows Northrop
Frye in what lyric is not: “the lyric is not a narrative; or better, it is chiefly, as I have
already said, a nonnarrative, nondramatic, nonrepresentational kind of poetry.”113 DobbsAllsopp argues, furthermore, that in biblical poetry, even when narrative elements are
incorporated, these are not telling a story, nor giving enough detail for a reader to learn
what happened, but utilizing historical events to poetic or lyrical ends.114 Culler states
succinctly, “narrative poems recount an event; lyrics… strive to be an event.”115
I emphasize the condensed nonnarrative aspects of biblical lyric so to highlight
the defining ways that the lyric does develop. As lyric lacks the features present in
narrative or other genres, such as plot or character, which can carry the listener for longer
periods of time, the lyric relies purely on verbal resources and the evocative power of
words and their various interactions.116 J.W. Johnson characterizes lyric as “combining
words in a coherent, meaningful sequence with the almost physical process of uttering
rhythmical and tonal sounds to convey feelings.”117 Lyric poetry plays upon the features
of language such as sound, silences, and imagery, in order to create an event, rather than
describe an event.
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In the ancient world, that play of sound and imagery was understood to effect. As
Attridge says generally of poetry, “the choice of verse as the vehicle for so many social
and political functions suggests that it works on its hearers and readers with peculiar
force.”118 He states further, that what poetry does uniquely is the way it achieves its
emotional and intellectual intensity. Poetry harnesses:
the particular effectiveness that language possesses by virtue of its physical
properties: its sounds, its silences, its rhythms, its syntactic sequencing, its
movement through time. Meaning in a poem is something that happens, it’s not a
conceptual system or entity.119
Lyric is “received, reactivated, and repeated.”120 As opposed to older characterizations of
lyric as fictional, Culler emphasizes the ritualistic aspects of lyric, composed for
“reperformance.”121
These aspects of the broad lyric tradition provide a helpful lens to view biblical
lyric and frame my analysis of Ps 42 in which I trace internal evidence from reading,
understanding, and experiencing the interwoven makings of the psalm as a whole lyric, in
order to discern how it is the poetry achieves, what Dobbs-Allsopp calls, its “distinctive
way of embodying knowledge,” or how it might effect a divine response.122 By analyzing
how the Ps 42 achieves its effect and comes to closure, not only do I provide proof for its
independence by virtue of its internal evidence, but explicate the potential effect of the
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psalm as a part of the lament tradition. Furthermore, the psalm, as lead and synecdoche,
participates in and anticipates the potential effectiveness of the collection. The collection
does not transform these lyrics into a narrative but retains and extends the latent potential
of the lyric to be an event, or the latent potential of these lyrics to be an event together.

THE IMPRINT OF PAST EVENTS
My third critique of Wilson’s approach to the Psalter that I identified earlier
concerns the transforming of psalms from their form and cult-critical contexts. For
Wilson, the psalms are no longer tied to their genre or rootedness in a ritual context with
effective potential. For Wilson, the psalms are now defined by and their interpretation
guided by the final editing of the Psalter and a response to exile.123 I call this conclusion
into question. In chapter four, I address how a collection is framed as an intentional
collection and to what end, and I propose that the effective potential of psalms is not
subverted but extended in the context of the collection.124 The Elohistic collection does
not progress as a reflection of historical developments and shifts but magnifies the
impulses and desired effects contained in its parts. I focus on the lead psalm, Ps 42.
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Even while psalms become incorporated into collections, they still retain signs of
being, as Gerstenberger states, “prayers and songs arising out of various situations in
life.”125 Psalms retain traces and potentiality of their past events.126 While a collection
incorporates psalms, psalms are not utterly transformed into something else. They are
affected by their position in a collection, but they also affect it, bringing with them the
imprints of their contexts and the impulses shaping and enlivening them.
Mays recognizes the lack of models for how to understand how psalms ought to
be read within their literary context but asserts that the imprint of cult and genre are not
overwritten altogether. He states: “To what kind of data should one look to derive a
picture of a context for reading psalms as part of the book? The Psalter seems so patently
a collection that the task is discouraging.”127 The framework and integrating redaction to
be found in books like Genesis or Judges is not evident in the Psalter.128 However, he
asserts that what we have learned of the psalms through form and cult-critical approaches
cannot nor should not be set aside. He states:
In the standard commentaries and introductions, psalms are taken up individually
and identified as an instance of a genre, and/or as agenda for ritual performance,
or as artefacts of Israel's religious history in the context of the ancient Near East.
The context for construal is an ideal genre and its proposed history, an inferred
festival or ritual occasion, or the ancient Near Eastern history of religion. These
approaches have been enormously clarifying and productive. It will be impossible
to develop a description of the character of the psalms apart from what has been
learned through them.129
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An approach to the collection must integrate, rather than set aside, the clarifying and
productive insights gained from the form and cult-critical approaches.
Mays speaks to the need for ongoing work in terms of how we read psalms as part
of a collection. What he emphasizes most, however, is holding together these various
insights regarding context:
Psalmody began in the festivals and rituals of Israel during the era of the
kingdoms, if not earlier. It reached its culmination in the formation of the Psalter,
though, I believe, without losing its life and function as the provision of liturgical
resources for the worship, prayer and meditation of the people.130
What Mays emphasizes is that the act of collecting does not erase or override the
effective and actuational aspects of a psalm.
Psalm 42 is an independent lament. The psalm’s character of lament is not
overshadowed, but integral to its role as lead psalm in the Elohistic collection. As a deep
and sustained lament, it frames a sense of absence as well as the impulse to incite the
divine to intervene. Lament is aimed not merely at expressing grief, but at invoking the
divine presence and intervention. “The real aim of supplicants,” Gerstenberger argues, “is
to regain power and life; psalms of complaint are intended to reach the deity, secure a
benevolent ruling about their misery and thus tap the resources of their god in order to fill
the vacuum on the human side.”131 The language of lament, therefore, does not just
express grief or distress, but this language performed can change one’s circumstances
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through invoking the divine. Even the genre of the City Lament which lamented the
destruction of a city and its temple was set in the context of the rebuilding rather than in
the wake of the actual destruction.132 Lament summons and seeks to secure the return of
the divine presence. As the lead psalm to the Elohistic Psalter, Ps 42’s discrete voice,
imagery, and tone of lament affect the way one reads the psalms that come after, and it
frames the focus and character of the entire collection. This collection is more than
theology, or story, but the potential to actuate the divine response and a return of divine
presence and help.
In light of the above, this dissertation argues that Ps 42, as an independent lament,
succinctly articulates the nature and intent of the Elohistic collection in a synecdochic
fashion: to lament, to invoke the divine presence to re-occupy the landscape and the
temple, and to avert curse and calamity. In this way, Ps 42 does not introduce the
collection as an introduction does a book, a distinctly narrative conception, but as a part
that synecdochically stands for the whole.133
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DESCRIBING THE ELOHISTIC PSALTER THROUGH COMPARISON
The Elohistic Psalter has long been recognized as a distinct collection of psalms
within the Psalter by virtue of its preference for “( אלהיםElohim”) as the designation for
Israel’s god as opposed to “( יהוהYahweh,” or “the LORD”) which is the personal name
of Israel’s God and the preferred designation for God in the rest of the Psalter and
elsewhere. There has been considerable interest in recent years in the Elohistic Psalter,
positing rationales for its origins and organization.134 While I draw from the work of
these scholars, particularly Laura Joffe and Joel Burnett, my primary focus is not on
proposing a definitive origin for the Elohistic Psalter, but on the characteristics and
dynamics of the collection. I draw from the models of poetic collection and anthology. I
approach the collection as collected lyrics which retain and extend their potentiality, and I
seek to redescribe the relationship between Ps 42 and the collection via comparison. I

terminology to describe how the parts relate to a whole. I use the term synecdoche to suggest how Ps 42
relates to the whole. It is a part that stands for the whole.
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compare the Elohistic collection with another ancient collection: the collection of 42
hymns to Temples (TH 1-42).
In chapter two, I delimit a collection as a set of compositions that are framed or
signaled in some way that these belong together. Chapter four will compare the Elohistic
collection to TH 1-42 with respect to how and to what end they are organized. Each
collection exhibits organizing principles that not only frame them as belonging together,
but also contribute to a cumulative impression and serve to deploy these collections to
some effect.
By delimiting what the comparison is “with respect to,” I employ J.Z. Smith’s
comparative method and a “third term.”135 Smith argues that comparison is never dyadic,
but always triadic. There is always an interest, whether implicit or explicit, that motivates
the comparison. Therefore, a comparison is never simply between two things, but “with
respect to” a third term, and that third term is most often the scholar’s interest, “be this
expressed in a question, a theory, or a model.”136 Comparison, as a method, is not able to
tell us about things definitively. Comparison, instead, tells us how we might conceive of
things or how we might redescribe them with respect to the scholar’s point of interest.137
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My interest as a scholar in chapter four is how these collections are framed and
how they are effective. I will compare the ways these are framed for the reader as
collections and to what end. Chapter five continues to compare the Elohistic collection to
TH 1-42 but with a focus on the individual poems within the collection and how they are
both a part of the whole and contribute to the cumulative impression of the collection.
I attempt neither to conflate the two collections as illustrating the same principles,
nor over-differentiate the two, assuming the biblical example to be unique. Attentive to
similarity and difference, and with respect to a third term, I employ Smith’s comparative
method in order to reconceive and redescribe the dynamics of a collection and in
particular, the way Ps 42 relates to and participates in the Elohistic collection.
The archeological discoveries of the twentieth century fostered biblical research
and saw the swell of comparative approaches, finding commonality and background to
the Bible in these ancient Near Eastern parallels.138 Amy Balogh summarizes the pitfalls
or critiques of comparison in biblical studies that has ensued in the decades since: “that
comparison 1) often results in oversimplification, 2) pays attention to similarity but not
difference, 3) limits itself to arguments for textual dependence, and 4) fails to contribute
to a better understanding of the cultural contexts that give rise to the texts compared.”139
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The oversimplification that Balogh identifies moves in two directions. Beckman
and Lewis articulate these two directions as follows:
Some writers have claimed that the culture of the Israelites had been almost
entirely borrowed from Egypt or Babylonia. Others have maintained that—
whatever their degree of dependence on their highly civilized neighbors—the
priests, prophets, and writers of Israel and Judah radically adapted any borrowed
concepts, producing a religious and philosophical achievement sui generis.140
Avoiding this pitfall, I suggest, means taking the common milieu seriously while
recognizing the unique communal experience and challenges of Israel and Judah’s
experience as well as the uniqueness in their written traditions. In comparing the Elohistic
Psalter to the Sumerian collection of hymns, I suggest potential commonalities and a
practice of collecting compositions together in an intentional collection, suggesting that
the practice of collection is not necessarily a late practice. However, I do not suggest that
these collections necessarily illustrate the same phenomenon.141
In comparing these two collections I am attentive to both similarity and
difference.142 The task is not to describe what they share in common only, but to
redescribe each collection as unique collections, their similarities and differences utilized
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to bring aspects of their organization to light. Using TH 1-42 as a point of comparison is
purposeful as to mitigate concerns of anachronism. However, the comparison is fruitful
even if these bear no relation or influence.143 Their differences serve the comparison as
much as their similarities.144
Smith’s comparative method has four distinct steps. The first is to describe the
comparands. The second is to compare them with respect to a third term. Third, the
comparands are redescribed with respect to the third term. Finally, the category or term
that the scholar has employed for comparison is redescribed.145 The third term of my
143
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comparison is how and to what end these collections are organized. By rectifying and
redescribing what a poetic collection is, I argue that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the Elohistic
collection.

STRUCTURE OF THIS STUDY
This introduction has introduced aspects important to the background and
argumentation of this study. The following chapters will proceed as follows. In chapter
one, I address the manuscripts and writing practices as well as approaches to manuscript
differences. In doing so, I provide a textual basis to treat Ps 42 as a discrete psalm. This
focus on manuscripts and writing practices also orients this study around the text as one
receives and perceives it. In chapter two, I present what I mean by synecdoche and how I
am approaching a collection of psalms, drawing from the study of poetic collections and
anthology. My argument for Ps 42 is rooted in and requires a description of a collection
in non-narrative ways. In doing so, I provide a basis to argue for Ps 42’s role within this
collection.
Chapter two, furthermore, posits a definition for a collection and suggests two
directions from which one gains a sense or cumulative impression of the collection. One
direction is from an individual psalm that frames and provides a lens or initial
impression, synecdoche. Chapter three, therefore, will give close attention and analysis to
the poetry and imagery of Ps 42. In doing so, I treat the psalm as an independent psalm
and as synecdoche of the Elohistic collection. The psalm is both a stand-alone
composition and a microcosm and lens to the whole. The second direction is how the
perception of the whole shapes how one encounters the constituent poems, metonymy.
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Chapters four and five will compare the Elohistic collection to another ancient collection:
TH 1-42. Chapter four will focus on how a collection is framed and how these boundaries
direct or affect the experience with it. The ways the collection is framed fosters a
perception of the whole. Chapter five will continue the comparison and attend to the parts
and points of closure with the collection that play prominent roles in developing a
cumulative impression of the collection. The comparison will provide an approach to a
psalms collection that is non-narrative, which serves to support my central claim: Ps 42 is
the synecdochic lead of the Elohistic collection.
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Chapter 1
Writing Psalm 42: Manuscripts and New Philology

I argue in this dissertation that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the Elohistic Psalter. This
claim asserts both that Ps 42 is an independent psalm and separate from Ps 43, and that
the Elohistic Psalter is a collection of forty-two psalms. In this chapter, I present a basis
for treating Ps 42 independently based in manuscript evidence and transmission. Psalm
42 is written and preserved as a distinct composition among the corpus of psalms and a
separate literary composition in the Elohistic collection. The perception and experience of
a poem is very much affected by the reader. There is much that is subjective. However,
the reader’s experience is also dictated and affected by textual boundaries. I argue in this
chapter that the perception of Ps 42 as a discrete poem is dictated by and consistent with
the textual boundaries as transmitted in the manuscript evidence. The manuscript
evidence preserves Ps 42 as a separate psalm, providing a point of closure by which to
read and experience Ps 42 retrospectively. The approach to the manuscript evidence
presented in this chapter will also support the premise that the Elohistic collection is
forty-two psalms, the significance of which I discuss in chapter four, and orient my
approach to the spacing and juxtapositions of psalms as transmitted.
The conclusion of Ps 42’s independence runs contrary to the majority perspective
concerning Ps 42 that has long held Ps 42 and 43 as one psalm. The three most cited,
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persuasive, and pervasive arguments for the unity of Pss 42 and 43 have been: the
existence of some Masoretic manuscripts that combine the psalms, the lack of a
superscription for Ps 43, and the thrice-repeated refrain that gives the impression of a
structured and balanced whole. These three reasons, more than others, justify a unified
reading. This unified reading is then reinforced by other poetic observations, common
vocabulary, emphasis on the temple, and repeated lines and expressions. Numerous
commentaries frame their analysis of the psalms together citing these reasons as the
prime justification.146
To argue that the manuscript evidence preserves Ps 42 as an independent psalm, I
will first review and reassess the manuscript evidence, as well as address text-critical
assumptions and approaches to textual variation. Secondly, I address the issue of a
missing superscription, suggesting that spacing is the consistent manner for
differentiating poetic units, not superscriptions. I will not address in detail the perception
of a unified whole held together through the thrice-repeated refrain. I determine this
perception a result of retrospective patterning. If one reads, experiences, and interprets
the psalms together according to 43:5 as the point of closure, then the perception of a
balanced whole with three refrains is a natural perception and conclusion. But if the
textual boundaries indicate a break at 42:12 (Eng. 11), this creates a different point of
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closure and, therefore, invites a different reading and a different perceived structure. I
focus, consequently, on the matter of textual evidence and interpretation of that evidence,
as well as the issue of superscriptions and spacing. The matter of the repeated refrains
and perceived balanced structure will fall under the general principle of retrospective
patterning—based upon the perceived boundaries of the psalm(s).

NEW PHILOLOGY AND MANUSCRIPT AS ITERATION
Despite the consensus of the psalms’ unity, Pss 42 and 43 are always listed
separately in translation. The translations remain true to the separation present in
manuscript evidence. This evidence for separation includes BHS, the Greek tradition
(LXX), and the major codices Aleppo and Leningradensis, as well as the Vulgate,
Peshitta, and Targums.147 Only two very small fragments of Ps 42 are preserved at
Qumran, with no evidence of its being joined or separated from Ps 43.148
The dissenting evidence comes through a number of Masoretic manuscripts that
join the psalms.149 Being joined or combined means that there is no spacing between the
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two psalms in these manuscripts that would indicate a separate composition. In addition,
Ps 43 does not bear a number, and there is no title or superscription for Ps 43. Kennicott
cites 39 medieval manuscripts that combine the psalms, and de Rossi another nine.150
These 48 manuscripts that join the psalms represent a tradition of combined reading.
These are, however, still a fairly small proportion. William Yarchin has recently surveyed
over 400 such psalms manuscripts. He, in general, confirms the results of Kennicott and
de Rossi’s data concerning psalms combinations or divisions.151
The issue that warrants discussion is how one interprets the textual data. I address
this by drawing a contrast between traditional textual criticism152 and the critical editions,
with the approach of new philology.153 Both approaches are attentive to differences and
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varying traditions. However, the distinction I emphasize is between a focus on “a” text
that acknowledges the differences in manuscripts verses preserving the manuscripts and
each’s cluster of variations.
The approach of a critical edition is to draw from surviving manuscripts to discern
what the true text is, or the essential text, or the “original” before mistakes and changes
made their way in. The critical edition gives us a text. This original or essential text is
often called the urtext. Tov defines the urtext as the “putative original form of the
text.”154 In reality, Tov acknowledges and emphasizes the urtext is a theoretical point of
transition. It posits a text that is a product of early stages of writing and development.
That process of development, at some undefined point, results in “the text.” The notion of
the urtext corresponds to a period of textual completion or unity, before changes come in
as a part of the transmission process. Tov states:
The period of relative textual unity reflected in the assumed pristine text(s) of the
biblical books was brief at best, but in actual fact it probably never even existed,
for during the same period there were also current among the people a few copies
representing stages which preceded the completion of the literary composition, as
described above.… If this situation could be described as one of relative textual
unity, it certainly did not last long, for in the following generations it was soon
disrupted as copyists, to a greater or lesser extent, continuously altered and
corrupted the text.155
Drawing from remaining manuscripts, the critical text seeks to establish the essential text
discerning what seems to be the “actual” text and what variations seem like errors or
interpolations. In doing so, the critical text includes abundant annotations and notes about
the variations, “corruptions,” or where the text is problematic and needs to be
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reconstructed. The notion of “corruptions” implies a pristine or pure text that takes on
wrong or inappropriate changes through transmission.
While the critical text is useful and still constitutes the text for most scholars and
readers, the language of corruption and error has been problematized in recent years. The
study of scribes and scribalism has resulted in a fuller or more nuanced notion of who
scribes were and what the work of copying and transmission involved. Old notions of the
scribe being merely a predecessor to the copy machine have given way to ideas of the
scribe as a scholar and capable of using discretion in the transmission of the text or
updating and adapting a text.156 The transmission process was more dynamic than once
acknowledged. Variations in the text may be a result of scribal activity, not to rule out the
possibility of errors that occur in transmission.
In the case of Pss 42 and 43, the BHS has preserved the separation in the text but
notes that multiple manuscripts conjoin them. BHS omits the superscription of Ps 43 but
notes the LXX’s superscription for Ps 43. The majority of commentators, following the
general tenets of traditional philology have suggested an original unified psalm based
upon the manuscripts that join the psalms and the connections between the psalms
discerned through reading them together. The conclusion is that they were originally one
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and separated through scribal transmission, and therefore most fruitfully and accurately
read and analyzed together.
There are a few dissenting commentators who follow the tenets of traditional textcriticism, but who view the unified reading of the psalms as the more difficult reading,
and the separation more likely to be original. Weighing the manuscript evidence, they
conclude that the psalms were likely separate originally. Millard suggests, for example,
that despite the connections between the two psalms, based on the witnesses, the
combined reading is the more difficult reading from a text-critical standpoint.157 When
weighing the textual witnesses, it would be common to side with the majority of
Masoretic manuscripts, LXX, as well as the other witnesses, all of which attest to the
separation of Pss 42 and 43. Zenger agrees based upon the textual evidence, as does
Aoki. According to these scholars, from a text-critical standpoint, the combined reading
is the more difficult reading, and the separation of the Psalms more probable to be
“original.” Aoki takes the pursuit of the original further, positing original forms that are
not actually attested in manuscripts. He posits, for example, that the refrain of 43:5 was a
later addition and attributes the addition to its relationship to Psalm 42.158 However, we
have no evidence in manuscripts of another form for Psalm 43. Nonetheless, with
Millard, Aoki, and Zenger, we could conclude on the basis of the manuscript witnesses
and traditional text criticism that the psalms are originally separate and therefore Ps 42
and Ps 43 should be read and analyzed as independent compositions.
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The discussion concerning the unity or separation of Ps 42 and Ps 43, I would like
to emphasize, has happened within the approach of traditional text-criticism and
philology. It has been guided by notions of a text-critical putative original. Combined
with this traditional text-critical approach has been the canonical approach to the Psalter
that has been focused on a canonical shape and a final form. Both the text-critical concern
with an original and the canonical-critical concern with a final form seek to establish one
fixed text, and one fixed configuration of psalm divisions and ordering.
In contrast, new philology offers a corrective to the focus on “a” text or an
“original” text. This approach is more adaptable to variation within textual traditions and
overlapping and intersecting collections. It is not reliant on notions of originals or final
forms, but attentive to the transmission of the text and to variation. New philology puts
emphasis both on the fluidity and variation within textual traditions, and on the
manuscripts themselves. Each manuscript is an iteration of the text whose choices and
paratextual notations deserve attention rather than a variation from, or corruption of, a
norm. Bernard Cerquiglini argued that traditional philology was indebted to print culture,
and therefore viewed variants as corruptions or deviations from a norm. Cerquiglini
advocated that deviations were a natural product of scribal culture and should be viewed,
rather, as the norm.159 He stated, “medieval writing doesn’t produce variants; it is
variance.”160 He therefore advocated for a shift away from the quest for originals and
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hypothetical texts represented by critical editions, towards the variants themselves as
found in actual manuscripts.161 In this view, each manuscript is a text or iteration of the
text that deserves attention in its own right.
In the context of the Psalms, this new philological approach is particularly
appropriate as the text variance in view is not primarily spelling, morphological, small
additional or missing words or phrases, accidental repetition, or problems of ascertaining
what a word or expression meant. In the context of the Psalms, what is in view is the way
that discrete pieces of poetry are arranged or formed through demarcation and delineation
as well as how they are ordered and grouped in various layers of collection. Therefore,
rather than reducing the varying demarcations to one text, and, as the Shape and Shaping
approach does, merging all layers of collection within the Psalter into one final layer with
one message, a new philological approach suggests that each layer of collection deserves
attention. Each variation warrants analysis. Each textual iteration ought to be honored. It
is an approach that embraces the fluidity and varying perceptions or functions of the text
based upon the shifting boundaries of psalms divisions and of collections.
There is a particular challenge, I acknowledge, in applying new philology with its
attention to manuscripts and iterations of the text to biblical manuscripts. It is that biblical
manuscripts are often partial or fragmentary, especially in the case of the Qumran
evidence where we see variations in psalms scrolls most dramatically. This means that we
are always filling in those gaps with assumptions, other manuscripts, and educated
choices. Furthermore, the manuscripts themselves are difficult to access, as in the case of
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the 400 manuscripts William Yarchin surveys, and we become reliant on critical editions,
where variations become textual notes without a clear view of a whole manuscript and its
cluster of variations.
While the primary psalm division I focus on in this study is Ps 42 and Ps 43, the
variation concerning Pss 42 and 43’s unity or separateness is part of a more complex
picture. This picture is one of textual variation and a whole range of psalms divisions that
differ between manuscripts. This manuscript evidence for the Psalms suggests a fluid and
pluriform text tradition. I will address this fluidity and pluriformity as manifested in two
particular text corpuses: the psalms scrolls preserved at Qumran, and the Masoretic
tradition and the manuscripts that comprise the MT. The variation present in these
corpuses are different in certain key respects. I will address the Masoretic variation first.
The MT is generally perceived as a canonical and stable unity, in contrast to the
wide variety of configurations and collections present in psalms scrolls at Qumran. This
perception obscures, however, both the fluidity and variation behind the MT as well as
the problematic aspects of utilizing MT as a control for an argument for the development
of a canonical psalter. Yarchin has surveyed the known medieval manuscripts and shows
that not only is there variance in the combination or separation of Pss 42 and 43, but there
is variation among many psalms’ divisions. He states: “while the semantic content of
sēper təhillîm did indeed become the fixed text known as the MT, the ways in which the
content was configured into discrete psalmic compositions varied widely among the
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medieval manuscripts.”162 The Psalter, according to this corpus of manuscripts, varies
between 144 compositions and 156, with a total of 152 different configurations of
division or segmentation.163 These configurations segment psalms in different places. As
Eric J. Harvey notes, these segmentations are not in random places, but rather there is an
“inventory of possible seams” where each manuscript may divide or not, and that these
seams tend to fall at natural pauses or stanza breaks.164
The fact that Pss 42 and 43 are combined in some Masoretic manuscripts,
therefore, ought to be construed in light of the Masoretic tradition that preserves a high
degree of variation rather than evidence of a preserved older and more original
configuration. Furthermore, Pss 42 and 43’s pluriformity ought to be viewed in light of a
paradigm of similar variation throughout the Psalter. Yarchin states:
This state of affairs points to a certain flexibility or adaptability characteristic of
sēper təhillîm in the life of the people who read it over the centuries and produced
manuscripts of it, a flexibility we find reflected in the variety of psalms
configurations among the manuscripts.165
Yarchin points to the fact that manuscripts were not copied solely for the purpose of
exact preservation and replication but driven by usage in the life of the people who read
them. Furthermore, these manuscripts demonstrate a range of flexibility.
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Only 21% of the manuscripts Yarchin surveys preserve the segmentation
observed in MT as encountered in the BHS.166 The combination of Pss 42 and 43 in these
select manuscripts is, therefore, a part of this larger paradigm. Rather than preserving a
more original or appropriate reading, these Masoretic manuscripts that combine the
psalms are part of a manuscript tradition that reflects a tradition of variation and
flexibility. This variation that Yarchin observes persists until the publication of the First
Rabbinic Bible in 1517.167
There are two implications of the Masoretic manuscripts with their variation that
are important to this study. One is that there is a significant amount of variation and
different iterations of the text behind the MT. A second is that while there is variation in
the manuscript tradition, there is ample evidence both for the tradition of reading Ps 42
and Ps 43 as separate psalms, as well as the 42 distinct psalms that comprise the Elohistic
Psalter.168
The psalm scrolls at Qumran present a different picture of variation and fluidity.
As opposed to the fixed content of MT that Yarchin attests to, the Qumran scrolls present
different orderings, and numerous variations, including psalms not included in MT. The
psalm scrolls at Qumran vary in length, psalms included, ordering, and purpose for
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collection.169 Two scrolls seem to support the order of the MT (MasPsb, 4QPso), while
only representing parts of MT 150. 11QPsa, the longest and best-preserved scroll,
represents a different collection with different ordering and additional psalms. (also
4QPse and 11QPsb). Early attention to the biblical scrolls at Qumran focused on
consistency and connections with the MT, looking for early manuscript support and
evidence of the Hebrew Bible. In the case of the psalms, however, the manuscript picture
was much more varied and incomplete. It has been generally acknowledged that there is
still fluidity and pluriformity at Qumran, but that there is movement towards a canonical
Psalter.
Flint argued that the Psalter was not solidified yet at the time of Qumran.
However, he argued that psalms scrolls demonstrated evidence of a growing fixity. He
argued that Books I-III of the Psalter stabilized first, and Books IV-V still showed
variability at Qumran.170 Flint’s argument has been influential, being mostly
unquestioned until recently. David Willgren, however, calls into question Flint’s
statistical basis for the two-stage theory of the Psalter’s development and solidification,
questioning whether the Qumran scrolls supports this conclusion.171 While Willgren
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questions Flint’s statistical analysis of the Qumran manuscripts, Yarchin has undermined
the comparative analysis on the basis of an unstable MT.172 He states, “since no standard
MT configuration of the premodern Hebrew psalter ever existed, framing the question
about scrolls from Qumran as either true psalters or as secondary collections finds no
basis in the manuscript evidence.”173
The manuscript variation at Qumran, both variations between scrolls and variation
from MT, presents a much more fluid picture than we have with the Masoretic tradition.
And rather than looking for evidence of movement towards a stable and canonical
Psalter, several scholars have drawn new attention to the variation in the collections at
Qumran, and the implications of this variation.174 Mika Pajunen, for example, questions
whether there was an authoritative ‘book’ of psalms during the Qumran period at all.175
He seeks to distinguish between the notion of a “more or less unified, but nevertheless
clearly definable book,” as the Psalms are often conceived as, and a collection of more
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than one independent composition.176 He suggests that psalms as reflected at Qumran
may have remained independent units capable of being collected and arranged in
different ways and for different purposes. He states: “Unlike the manuscripts of
Deuteronomy or Isaiah, the psalm manuscripts are not parts of a particular book, but
compositions that are arranged in collections of different sizes with quite varied
purposes.”177
Eva Mroczek too questions the existence of a fixed and authoritative Psalter at
Qumran, but rather asserts that what we have are “collections that are reminiscent of
different parts and versions of the familiar collection we now know as the Masoretic
Psalter.”178 Armin Lange compares the Qumran psalms scrolls with the Hodayot
manuscripts. He concludes that while the text of the psalms themselves was relatively
stable, the order and sequencing of the psalms was not. He suggests that each psalm was
viewed an independent text that could be combined in various ways. “When such random
compilations of psalms and hodayot were compiled, they became Psalms and Hodayot
collections.”179
The Shape and Shaping approach to the “final form” of the Psalter has treated the
psalms as a collection with stability and a fixed order, able to be read like one would
Deuteronomy or Isaiah. What the above scholars have drawn increased attention to,
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however, is that such fixity is lacking at Qumran, with each psalm seemingly independent
and able to be combined or utilized in various ways. While collections are evident, these
are smaller and more variable collections. The Qumran psalms scrolls exhibit variation
and flexibility that goes beyond the semantic content of MT, but involves variation in
content as well as paratextual elements, arrangement, and ordering. This variation and
pluriformity calls for closer attention to the various ways that psalms are preserved and
collected. Furthermore, even when the content of the Psalter becomes established with
MT, the segmentation and demarcation of psalms varies significantly until very late.
The studies cited above support a move towards a pluriform understanding of the
textual tradition, and an approach to manuscripts guided more by iterations of the text
rather than concern for a single fixed text. In the case of Ps 42, this approach puts
emphasis on the way the psalm has been written and passed down as an independent
composition that is deserving of attention in its own right, rather than subordinated to a
combined reading. Psalm 42 is an independent psalm as demonstrated by the long
tradition of writing it separately from Ps 43 in the majority of Masoretic manuscripts,
Greek manuscripts, the major codices and the other witnesses.
In addition, this approach puts emphasis on how the various configurations and
smaller collections might inflect upon the way we read or encounter Ps 42, and vice
versa. This approach calls not just for a new understanding of a particular psalm, but a
new approach to psalms and their collections. It warrants a more flexible and adaptable
notion of collections, and how psalms function within collections based upon the
perceived boundaries of a particular level of collection. The Shape and Shaping of the
Psalter approach has relied on notions of a final form, a historical context, and a specific
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theological agenda. If the above studies are indicative of an emerging conversation, then
more flexible notions of collections will be required, as well as more fluid conceptions of
how a psalm might inflect differently depending on the perceived boundaries of
collections, especially as different layers of collection intersect and overlap. This
emphasis on variability, fluidity, and pluriformity is a move away from concerns of
original or canonical forms of psalms (including combination or separation) to an
attention to the long multifarious process of transmission, and an attention to the realities
of scribal activity, and the choices scribes made in the copying and collecting of psalms.
Furthermore, it is a move towards dignifying and attending to the unique literary setting
and dynamics of a collection as preserved, and of the varying and overlapping layers of
collection.

SUPERSCRIPTIONS AND SPACING
Psalm 42 is written and preserved as a discrete composition among the corpus of
psalms, as is Ps 43. I have argued this so far by surveying the manuscript evidence and
suggesting a new philological approach to that evidence. There is an additional aspect,
however, that deserves discussion. As already mentioned, one of the arguments for the
unity of Pss 42 and 43 has been the lack of a superscription for Ps 43. The separation of
Pss 42 and 43 in manuscript evidence that I emphasize above, therefore, is called into
question by the fact that Ps 43 does not have its own superscription, or as many
commentators refer to it, a “title.” The conclusion drawn from this is that because Ps 43
lacks a “title,” it is subsumed under Ps 42’s title, and is a continuation of Ps 42, even
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when separated by spacing and numbering.180 I argue, however, that 1) this does not
represent the whole manuscript tradition as the LXX and Vulgate provide Ps 43 a
superscription, 2) the superscription is not a title, and 3) the superscription is not a
convention for marking a new unit or composition. Psalm 43, I argue, is a new
composition as indicated foremost by spacing. Conventions of numbering and
superscriptions can confirm or reinforce separation but are not the primary markers of a
new composition.
The fact that the lack of a superscription is leveraged as evidence of unity is
confirmation of the traditional text-critical and philological inclination already
discussed—to reduce the various witnesses to one text. While Ps 43 lacks a
superscription in some manuscripts and witnesses, this is not the case in many. The LXX
provides Ps 43 with a superscription: Ψαλμὸς τῷ Δαυιδ.181 This superscription, “A Psalm
of David,” falls interestingly in a series of psalms (42-49) long noted as songs of the Sons
of Korah, thus providing a more pronounced differentiation from Ps 42. It is also notable
that psalms that lack a superscription in Books I-III in MT are all provided
superscriptions in LXX. BHS also notes that multiple Masoretic manuscripts follow LXX
and add “( לדודof David”).182 In these manuscripts, Ps 43 does have a superscription,
further differentiating it from Ps 42. Therefore, following the approach of new philology,
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even if some manuscripts are less clear, these that provide a superscription confirm an
understanding of Ps 43 as a separate psalm from Ps 42.
As with the issue of spacing and numbering, there are manuscripts that attest to
both possibilities: a superscription or no superscription. The question remains, however,
whether a lack of superscription does in fact indicate unity and that both psalms are
subsumed under Ps 42’s superscription or “title.” David Willgren concludes succinctly:
“the superscriptions do no such thing.”183 This is a misconstrual of the nature and role of
superscriptions. A “title” of a composition functions to refer to, identify, or locate a
composition. “A psalm of David,” or similar superscript would not fulfil such a function
very effectively or differentiate it from many other psalms of David. The role of a
superscription is not to mark a new composition.
The way a composition or collection, or physical tablet was identified in antiquity
was through the incipit, or the first few words or first line. Willgren states, “When
searching for titles of ancient anthologies one quickly realizes that it is the incipit that
performs the referential function of a title.”184 The incipit is the opening word(s) of a text
or a tablet. The Sumerian Temple Hymns (TH 1-42), for example, were not named as
such, but by the first word: é-u-nir. This is the first word of TH1, and is named in line
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546 at the end of TH42 as the incipit.185 It is also called by this in the collections of
incipits where it is included.186 The collection is referred to, therefore, by the first word of
the first composition, the incipit. Because incipits would have been the way to refer to
and identify both the collection and the first individual composition, more general names
for collection eventually developed.187 Titling or referencing, however, was not a
function of the superscription.
Superscriptions include a number of different types of information: ‘author’
designations, ‘type’ designations, musical directions, indications of cultic use,
‘biographical’ notes, and hallelujah.188 Superscriptions are secondary. They are not part
of the original, are added later for various reasons, and in many cases come to be
transmitted as part of the text.189 Willgren emphasizes, contrary to Wilson and other
scholars who assert that superscriptions in the Psalter are an organizational technique
within the larger collection, that the superscription always pertained to the individual
psalm, and no consistent schemes for grouping or organizing according to superscriptions
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can be fully supported.190 The superscriptions pertain to the individual psalm, and psalms
could be moved or collected in multiple ways. Therefore, psalms were not locked into a
place based on superscriptions. Furthermore, the overall tendency is that superscriptions
accumulate over time, and that previous elements, even if not relevant or understood, are
typically retained and contribute to the general notion of antiquity and status. The
superscriptions constitute a discourse on the individual psalm, rather than feature of a
collection and its relation to the other psalms.191
While it is still unclear why Ps 43, as well as other select psalms, do not have
superscriptions, the lack of superscription does not constitute the type of argument that
many have given it. A title is not an additional element that marks a composition as a
stand-alone psalm. If a composition has an opening line, it has a title: the incipit. The
superscription constitutes other additional information that may exert interpretive control
or influence over the psalm or add to its sense of antiquity. And since the sequences in
the MT ‘Book’ of Psalms become increasingly fixed over time, Willgren suggest that
new uses for psalms did not lead to rearrangements but to the adding of superscriptions.
He states:
In sum, the psalm superscriptions provide a fascinating set of witnesses to long
growing traditions and various readings and uses of psalms. The process cannot
be understood as anything less than the result of a manifold of trajectories. Some
of the features that were once alive and vibrant have become fossilized remains of
a distant past, but nevertheless contribute to the authority and value of the psalms.
Others reflect an ongoing use, a use that had eventually made its way into the very
text of the superscriptions, while yet others point to a figure in the past that would
190
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increasingly serve as an authorizing figure, eventually emanating as the great
psalmist and patron of temple music. These superscriptions were also in dialogue
with other great traditions of the Hebrew Bible, and do not primarily reflect the
transmission of psalms on a literary level, regarding psalms collections.192
Willgren’s comments aim to re-address the role of superscriptions often assumed based
on Wilson’s work on the arrangement of the Psalter and the role of superscriptions in the
editing and organization of the Psalter as a whole. Superscriptions are added information
at the head of the psalm that constitute neither a title marking a new composition, nor a
principal mode of organizing or linking a collection of psalms through such titles.193
I will address one more argument for the lack of superscription for Ps 43 and the
other psalms of Books I-III that lack a superscription. While many have supported and
argued that the lack of superscription means that an “untitled” psalm falls under the
previous psalm’s title, Wilson argued that this was a unique scribal technique in this part
of the Psalter. Wilson, therefore, advocated a sort of middle ground. He argued that the
lack of superscription indicates a tradition of both unity and separateness—the lack of a
superscription indicates both readings (independence and separation), rather than
subsuming Ps 43 definitively under 42. Because of the paradigm in books I-III where
most psalms are provided superscriptions, Wilson proposes that the lack of
superscription/title for certain psalms within the first three books of the Psalter (Pss 1-89)
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is intentional and a scribal technique—a way of preserving both a tradition of separation
as well as a tradition of unity. The psalms in Books I-III that lack superscriptions all have
some Masoretic manuscript evidence for combination with the preceding psalm. This
includes Pss 2, 10, 33, 43, and 71. Wilson suggests the lack of a superscription may
indicate an editorial technique meant to preserve conflicting traditions.194 He writes,
“Such a method might be compared with the kəṯīḇ-qərē system, which some think is
intended to preserve alternate readings without judging the superiority of either.”195
Wilson’s argument is based on the select group of psalms that seem to have a
similar textual history, that is that there are manuscripts that join each of them to the
preceding psalm. And yet, as already discussed, we should note that Yarchin’s work on
the Masoretic textual tradition reveals a great deal of variation in division and
segmentation of psalms throughout the whole Psalter. The variation in divisions or
segmentation that he attests to are not limited to a select group of psalms that lack
superscriptions. Therefore, the psalms lacking superscriptions that Wilson highlights may
not be unlike other psalms that are combined at times and separated at others. To support
Wilson’s argument, one would have to engage the entire corpus of Masoretic manuscripts
to suggest something unique is going on with this handful of psalms juxtapositions that is
unlike the other cases of variation where two psalms may be joined in one manuscript
and separated in another. Willgren, contra Wilson, suggests that this variation is
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unintentional, and to be expected given the artifactual diversity and does not represent
some unique scribal technique.196
While Wilson’s argument is a middle road, it still relies somewhat on the notion
of the superscription as a title and a way of marking a new composition. The consistent
method of delimiting a new composition, however, is not a title but spacing. At Qumran,
there are number of recognizable patterns of spacing for differentiating between the end
of one composition and the start of the next. One pattern is to start the new composition
on the next line when the preceding ended midline. A second is when the new
composition starts a new line but is indented to be clear a new piece has started. A third
pattern is a completely blank line between compositions when the preceding filled the
line. A fourth is when the preceding psalm fills the last line, and instead of a whole line
of space, the next is just indented. The last is when the preceding ends mid-line, a space
is added within the line and the new composition starts on the same line following the
space.197 These five spacing scenarios illustrate the freedom of the scribe to use judgment
while making the most of his writing material. But these scenarios also illustrate that
while the types or style of spacing can vary, the use of a space is the consistent method to
mark a new composition.
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While the juncture of Pss 42 and 43 are not attested at Qumran, the practice of
spacing is attested as a consistent scribal practice. The use of spacing is evident in the
major codices of Aleppo and Leningradensis as well which leave a whole blank line
between compositions.198 Psalms 42 and 43 follow that pattern, spacing marking their
separateness.
In addition to the practice of spacing to distinguish compositions, the practice of
numbering, when present, also marks discrete units. Mroczek cites numbering, with
specific reference to the Hebrew, Greek, and Syriac witnesses, as one of the indications
for how scribes understood and chose to present what they were copying.199 The LXX
numbers compositions, though slightly off of MT.200 This is true also in the corpus of
Masoretic manuscripts surveyed by Yarchin—individual units are marked with numbers.
Yarchin makes four points regarding the practice of numbering. First, that numbering of
the psalms is not found in all manuscripts. Second, numbers are sometimes added by a
later hand who sees the boundaries of psalms compositions differently. Third, psalmnumbers are sometimes written in the margins by multiple hands. Fourth, psalm numbers
are often incomplete or poorly executed.201 Yarchin’s focus is on the “variety of ways in
which the configuration of psalms was understood, even in a single manuscript,” and a
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resistance to fuse a particular psalm with the number associated with it in the received
text202 But what he attests to is that numbering, while not essential to the differentiation
of units, when present, is clearly used to mark the scribe’s understanding of the
boundaries of discrete units. The practice of spacing shows a strong tradition of
understanding and writing Pss 42 and 43 as independent psalms. This is confirmed by the
less consistent factors of numbering and superscriptions.
My argument for Ps 42 as an independent psalm involves a consistent engagement
with readerly dynamics, but it is not merely a reader-response approach.203 It is a thesis
and an approach rooted in the manuscript transmission of the psalm. The new
philological approach I incorporate does not dismiss the combined reading but upholds
both based upon supporting manuscripts. In the face of the long-held conclusion of unity,
however, I emphasize that not only is Ps 42 represented independently in the manuscript
tradition, but that this is the case in the majority of manuscripts. Psalm 43, furthermore,
while lacking a superscription, is understood as a separate unit in the majority of
manuscripts through the convention of spacing and further confirmed through the less
consistent practices of numbering and superscriptions when present.
The textual tradition, which presents Ps 42 as an independent psalm, invites one
to read retrospectively according to these boundaries and to give due attention to the
independent unit poetically as a singular event—a text written to be received, reactivated
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and repeated.204 Despite Ps 42's close connections and commonalities with Ps 43, it is a
singular poem when presented and read in this way. Derek Attridge describes singularity
as that quality whereby, despite however much a work reflects its cultural context,
including style, genre, structure, tropes, and cultural assumptions, no two works are
precisely the same. A literary work can offer something unique or new in an interpretive
moment.205 Psalm 42, distinct from Ps 43, is a singular work.
While I have focused on how one receives and perceives the text, I have also
acknowledged a particular challenge in applying this approach to psalms and collections.
New philology attends to manuscripts and iterations of the text and biblical manuscripts
are partial or fragmentary. Furthermore the (sub)collections of the psalms preserved in
the Psalter are only preserved as compiled within the Psalter. Therefore, the perception of
boundaries of a collection do not coincide with manuscript boundaries, and the
boundaries of (sub)collections overlap. The Elohistic collection, as I will discuss in detail
in chapter four, is a collection of forty-two psalms (Pss 43-83) whose main identifiable
feature is the predominant use of Elohim ( )אלהיםto refer to Israel’s God. This collection
does not coincide with other levels of collection, namely Book II (Pss 42-72) and Book
III (Pss 73-89) which includes a book division between Pss 72 and 73. As I will argue in
chapter four, it is the presence of framing devices or organizing principles that suggest
these psalms are together a discrete collection that has been incorporated into the Psalter.
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Chapter 2
Encountering a Collection

This dissertation’s thesis proposes a type of relationship between Ps 42 and the
Elohistic collection: synecdoche. In chapter one, I established a basis to treat Ps 42 as an
independent psalm and the lead psalm to the Elohistic collection, a collection of forty-two
psalms. I will address the features of the Elohistic collection in detail in chapter four. In
this chapter, I establish my approach to a collection of psalms. I define what I mean by
synecdoche and I situate my argument for Ps 42 within an approach to the Elohistic
collection that draws from the models of poetic collections and anthologies and which I
then flesh out through comparison in chapters four and five.
Synecdoche implicates a sense of the whole. By the whole, I mean one’s sense or
understanding of a collection’s characteristics, meaning, or effect. This sense of the
whole includes how psalms relate to each other within the collection and what aspects or
features of the collection shape one’s impressions. A collection is not merely a set of
individual works, but the collection itself becomes a literary work. Therefore, Ps 42’s
relationship to the collection as synecdoche requires comment on the whole.
Furthermore, dispensing with narrative as a model and framework for this literary work
requires new ways to describe how poems relate within the collection and what effect
these relationships have. Narrative, in the Shape and Shaping approach, has been the
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model often resorted to, thus providing a contour and logic to the psalms’ orderings and
relationships. As proposed in the introduction, if one sets aside narrative as a framework,
one must conceive or describe the relationships between psalms differently.
A collection is a new work. The act of collecting or anthologizing takes
independent texts, sets them together, and thereby makes something new.206 The act of
collecting or anthologizing, therefore, is not a benign act, but a generative one.207
Extracted from earlier settings and set along with other works according to some
organizing principle, this selection of works organized in a particular way creates a new
“contexture.”208 It emerges as a new work with its unique resonance and potentiality.
Wendy Ayres-Bennett and Catherine Vopilhac-Auger refer to this new work as a “living
organism” that has unique resonances and possibility.209
While there is a scholarly consensus that Pss 42-83 constitute a “collection”
exhibiting a consistent tendency to use the designation Elohim ( )אלהיםfor God, there is
no consensus as to the precise reasoning or effect of this pattern, nor what kind of new
work the collection becomes.210 In other words, there is a lack of other ways of
206
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conceiving of a collection, and how psalms placed together relate to each other and
together become a new literary work. For example, Patrick D. Miller posits a tension
between the Psalter being an “intelligible and coherent book” and being merely a
“collection,” meaning a set of distinct independent texts that display numerous
differences.211 I argue in this dissertation, however, that the Elohistic Psalter is not
coherent in the sense of a narrative or a systematic theology, as Miller asserts, neither are
these unrelated independent texts, but that the collection develops coherence and effect
differently.212
Drawing from the study of poetic collections and anthologies, I describe the
Elohistic Psalter as a poetic collection, of which Ps 42 is the synecdochic lead. I argue
that Ps 42 is not the introduction to a story or narrative movement, nor unrelated to a set
of other independent compositions, but the synecdochic lead of the collection, embodying
the themes, aims of lament, and the potential effect of the collection.
In what follows, I will address the peculiar challenges of the Psalter and what I
mean by a poetic collection in the context of the Elohistic collection. I will then define
and describe synecdoche and metonymy in service to describing the relationship of Ps 42,
as lead psalm, to the Elohistic collection. In brief, to say that the Elohistic Psalter is a
collection, I mean that the collection is more than a set of psalms with certain shared
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characteristic(s). The Elohistic Psalter is a work with a cumulative impression and
potential effect.

THE PECULIAR CHALLENGES OF THE PSALTER
The Psalter bears a long history, compositions from many contexts and types of
discourse, and brought together in various stages of gathering and arrangement.
Addressing the Psalms, therefore, requires choices about the scope, context and approach.
There are a number of peculiar challenges to the Psalter. It encompasses poetic texts
including prayers, personal laments, communal laments, hymns, and texts with liturgical
origins and uses. Other psalms have wisdom and didactic tones. These various psalms
seem to be collected in stages, beginning with smaller groupings that are then brought
together into increasingly larger collections.213 This dynamic is attested to in part by the
duplicate psalms (Pss 53 & 14; 70 & 40:13-17 [Eng. 12-16]; 108 & 57:8-12 [Eng. 711]/60:6-14 [Eng. 5-12]). In the case of Pss 14 and 53, most clearly, a particular psalm
was included in more than one smaller collection. These smaller collections were then
incorporated into a larger collection. The Psalter is apparently divided into five major
segments (Pss 3-41; 42-72; 73-89; 90-106; 107-150), divided by “doxological
conclusions” (Pss 41:14 [Eng. 13], 72:18-20, 89:53 [Eng. 52], and 106:48).214 However,
other layers of collection overlap, such as the Elohistic collection (Pss 42-83).
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Some psalms share a similar superscription fostering sub-groups that may or may
not coincide with the ordering or arrangement of the Psalter.215 Other psalms share a
superscription but were also potentially linked sequentially for liturgical reasons, such as
the Songs of Ascent (Pss 120-134). While form critics have categorized the psalms into
genres, the groupings of psalms rarely adhere to one genre, and even the form-critical
categories don’t apply cleanly, with many psalms varying from clean form-critical
distinctions and often mixing genres.216 The Psalter, as a result, is a set of multiple,
intersecting, overlapping, and fluid contextures. Authorship is anonymous, and the
number of editorial hands indeterminate.
The Psalms, therefore, present a peculiar challenge in identifying how these
independent psalms relate to each other, to the layers of collection, and to the whole. The
Psalter bears a “manifestly anthological nature,” as Alter states, emphasizing the collating
of independent compositions that are not inherently or necessarily connected, while also
showing signs of being collected into increasingly larger collections.217 To treat psalms in
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the context of collection(s) one must ask questions such as, what is the scope of the
collection one is dealing with, and how and why was it collected in this way? At what
point does one discern the end to this (sub)collection and read in light of that point of
closure? What does one do with points of overlap? For example, when beginning with Ps
42, does one stop at the end of the songs of the sons of Korah (Ps 49), or continue with
the frame of Book II as the collection (Ps 72), or continue to Ps 83, or on to Ps 89? The
Psalter has preserved traces of various levels of collection and organization. I will
emphasize, therefore, the perception of intentional framing devices or organizing
principles that indicate a group of psalms comprise a collection.
The appeal of Wilson's work, and the Shape and Shaping approach in the years
since, is that Wilson proposes a final point of closure, marked by a closing refrain, that
encompasses the entire Psalter. He proposes a meaningful pattern in light of that point of
closure. In Wilson’s view, there is a final form and a final point of editing that transforms
these earlier stages, uses, and settings in life, into a cohesive whole. The paratextual and
organizational remains of earlier stages of collecting are viewed as purposefully edited to
create a plotline, and to tell the story of Israel.218 The multifarious aspects of the Psalter,
therefore, are reconstrued in light of an edited and cohesive whole.
The Shape and Shaping approach does, therefore, view the Psalter as more than
the sum of its parts and as a new work. It conceives of the Psalter as a collection with a
final point of closure and an organizational principle that brought these psalms together
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in a meaningful order. However, manuscript variation and textual instability problematize
this notion of an edited and crafted narrative and a “final form” of the text. The evidence
at Qumran suggests, according to Willgren, that while textual stability is evident, there is
paratextual instability.219 He means that the content is there, but the way it is arranged,
ordered, or annotated is not stable.220
Because the Psalter is a set of multiple, intersecting, overlapping stages of
collection and organization, retrospective patterning is integral to discerning meaningful
patterns. I treat the Elohistic collection as a collection because of a perceived point of
closure and organizational principles that suggest these belong together as a collection
which I will address in detail in chapter four, despite the way it is at odds with the book
divisions. I focus on this preexisting collection that has been incorporated into the whole.
I do so, however, without the larger metonymic frame of the “final form” of the Psalter to
determine how this collection is organized, what it means, or what it does. I make this
point because there have been numerous studies of the smaller collections within the
Psalter, but these studies often read the smaller collection or set of psalms in light of the
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overarching story of the Psalter as established by the Shape and Shaping approach.221 The
overall frame not only shapes the understanding of the smaller pieces, but that these
various smaller collections are viewed as being brought together diachronically in a
growing corpus whose editorial activity reshaped how the smaller collections function,
and how we ought to read them.222 In contrast, I read the Elohistic Psalter as an
independent collection that can be read according to its organizing principles, fostering
its own metonymic frame.223

SINGULARITY OF A POEM AND CONTEXTURE OF COLLECTION IN TENSION
Singularity is that quality whereby, despite however much a composition bears in
common with its context and with other works, a literary work can offer something
unique or new in an interpretive moment.224 My persistent interest in Ps 42 as an
independent poem is driven by a conviction that it is a different poem than Pss 42-43 and
fosters a different experience. It is singular and worthy of attention and analysis. Similar
to the concept of singularity as I apply it to a single psalm, “contexture” refers to the
unique event of a particular combination, framing, and ordering of poems. This term
refers to three aspects: “the contextuality provided for each poem by the larger
framework within which it is placed, the intertextuality among poems so placed, and the
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resultant texture of resonance and meanings.”225 The value of this term is that it suggests
all three aspects at once. A collection, therefore, with its boundaries, demarcated
compositions, superscriptions and the like, creates a unique contexture.
If one alters the order or annotations of a collection, and the overall content of the
constituent poems remain stable, then what is it that is affected? It is not the content but
the way that content is configured or understood to relate to each other, or what is
brought to light through the interaction of the poems in their altered context, or how they
are framed as an intentional collection. Therefore, any changes made to aspects of the
collection means a new contexture.
The psalms scrolls at Qumran attest to the independence of individual psalms and
their movability in the forming of different sequences or collections. Due to this textual
fluidity, as well as the variation in segmentation in the Masoretic tradition, contexture is a
more helpful concept than canon. Viewed through the concept of contexture, the
individual psalms do not get reduced to their place in a narrative or sequence, fixed in
order, but are capable of being collected, ordered, or annotated differently. This
reinforces the boundaries and points of closure between psalms and reinforces the
significance of reading Ps 42 independently as represented in textual evidence. However,
this also reinforces the potential effect of a particular collection, ordering, and
arrangement of psalms. Collections are not benign settings where one encounters an
individual poem, but an active environment that impacts the way we understand and
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perceive the elements of each poem, as well as how each relates to the other poems in
that collection.
In the reading of a poem, one looks for boundaries and context which help to
understand and situate the poem. The environment in which one encounters that poem
provides context which unavoidably factors into one’s impressions or experience.
Furthermore, as poems or psalms in a collection have a way of inflecting upon each other
and bringing to light aspects in each, to change the environment, to change the order or
arrangement of the collection, is to impact the perceptions and experience of the poem(s)
and the collection.226

DEFINING A COLLECTION
In this section, I draw from the study of poetic collections and anthologies in
order to define what I mean by a poetic collection. Though I have used the word
collection repeatedly so far, in part referencing scholarly discourse around the Psalter, I
now provide the following provisional definition for how I understand a poetic collection
and for how the Elohistic Psalter is such a collection. A poetic collection is a set of poems
that have been brought together by some purpose or organizing principle, are framed as
belonging together, and which form a new work with a unique contexture and potential
effect. The poetic collection, as opposed to a narrative, is defined further by its paratactic
and open juxtapositioning of the constituent compositions, and the play between the
sense of the poems’ prior lives and what these poems become together in light of the
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collection. While I prefer the term “poetic collection,” the anthology adds important
aspects, including the fact that these compositions are not composed with each other in
mind, nor are they written by the same hand, but are brought together by someone who
did not write them.227 This is evident in the manuscript evidence, as already discussed,
which shows psalms collected and arranged in different configurations.
I draw from the study of poetic collections and anthologies in the effort to
describe the ways that a collection develops coherence and effect uniquely and to
conceive of the type of literary environment the collection creates. By drawing upon
poetic collections, anthologies, and modern literary approaches, there is a significant
difference that warrants comment. The difference concerns the role of authors, collectors,
or anthologists. In modern literary theory and criticism, the hand and intent of the author,
editor, or collector/anthologist is very much in view. In the context of the ancient Near
East and of biblical literature, authorship and scribal activity are quite different. A few
points deserve acknowledgment and emphasis concerning authorship in ancient
perspective. First, authorship is anonymous. When an author is named, often
pseudonymously, it lends the work authority or presents the work as “a legacy from the
venerable past. Antiquity implies authority.”228 Second, there is not a clear or hard line
between an author, scribe, or copyist.229 Third, there are likely many hands involved in
the overall development, transmission, and adapting of texts over time. Emphasizing the
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differences between ancient scribal culture and our modern notions of individual authors,
Van der Toorn writes:
Our concept of the author as an individual is what underpins our concern with
authenticity, originality, and intellectual property. The ancient Near East had little
place for such notions. Authenticity is subordinated to authority and relevant only
inasmuch as it underpins textual authority; originality is subordinate to the
cultivation of tradition; and intellectual property is subordinate to the common
stock of cultural forms and values.230
My focus is on the practice of writing psalms or poems in collection, the literary
relationships this practice creates, and the cultural conceptions and concerns that may
have shaped these practices. Any reference to author, editor, or scribe in relationship to
psalms is with the above in mind.
While the hands of those who wrote and arranged the psalms are obscure to us,
we do have evidence of pre-existing psalms being arranged in different ways. Psalms are
independent works that are collected and written together. In this way, a psalms
collection is like an anthology. It both collects preexisting works, and by doing so creates
a new set of potential resonances. David Stern states the following concerning the
anthology. The anthology “pretends merely to present, quote, and select sources from
earlier authoritative works.”231 He states further: “the very act of selection can be a
powerful instrument for innovation; juxtaposition and recombination of discrete passages
in new contexts and combinations can radically alter their original meaning.”232 In other
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words, to anthologize is to interpret, to foster new interpretation, to shape impressions
and perceptions, and to open up new potential. Willgren argues that, “anthologies are in
fact superimposing, or rather re-presenting, the past to the present, as well as the present
onto the past.”233 The collection, therefore, is more than a shelf where one accesses a
composition, but a generative environment where a poem becomes part of a larger work
even while retaining its independence and boundaries. By calling the Elohistic Psalter a
collection, I affirm that these poems become part of a new work with a particular
contexture and potential.
The observable characteristic of this collection, the preferred use of Elohim
()אלהים, is a way of framing this collection, that these poems have been brought together
and are to be read and encountered together. This observable characteristic, however, is a
clue rather than a conclusion. Boundaries and framing foster the expectation that some
aspect of selection, collection, and arrangement is involved, that these have been
collected for some purpose or effect. Boundaries and framing can vary from explicit to
subtle to hard to discern. Furthermore, there is an interplay between authorial or editorial
choices and the reader's perceptions. Therefore, whether what we perceive as purposeful
framing is readerly construction or dictated by the intentions or choices of the author,
editor, or compiler, is difficult to ascertain.
The organizing principle or framing of a collection can vary. In the poetic
collection, particularly modern collections, the author often becomes the organizing
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principle as the poems are typically written by one author and often collected by that
same author. Such collections come, therefore, with some organizing principle at work,
authorship acting, as Anne Ferry suggests, as a “self-explanatory reason…why these
poems were put together in one book.”234 I comment on authorship as a common
principle for the modern collection because, in contrast, a collection like the Psalms (and
its sub-collections) is not a collection of compositions by one author, nor are they set off
from one another by a book cover. The absence of these common self-evident principles
therefore calls attention to other ways the scribe(s) framed a group of psalms as a
collection and dynamics of how psalms relate in the collection. In chapter four, I will
give further analysis to how and why the Elohistic collection is framed as a collection in
comparison with TH 1-42, indicating that these psalms have been placed together in some
meaningful way.235
Another aspect central to my definition of a poetic collection is the independence
of poems, their prior existence, and their movability. Sequence and ordering are tied to a
particular contexture and experience of a set of poems, as argued earlier. However, key to
the notion of a poetic collection is the freedom of scribes to rearrange these same poems
in other configurations. David Willgren focuses on the independence of psalms as well as
their movability. He argues explicitly that the Psalms is an anthology and states, “The
‘Book’ of Psalms is a compilation of previously independent texts which have been
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selected from a larger corpus of psalms and organized in relation to some present
needs.”236 Furthermore, these psalms vary in authorship, backgrounds, dates and
forms.237 Ferry defines anthology in this way:
What is recognizable as an anthology is an assemblage of pieces (usually short):
written by more than one or two authors; gathered and chosen to be together in a
book by someone who did not write what it contains, or not all; arranged and
presented by the compiler according to any number of principles except single
authorship, which the nature of the content rules out. These predications for
admission to this special category of book distinguish an anthology from a body
of poems put together by their author, and, in a lesser way, from a collection of a
single poet’s work presented by an editor.238
As opposed to other poetic works, such as Song of Songs, Job, or the prophets, where
poems become linked in a particular order and development of the larger work, psalms
can be rearranged and reused in other contexts. Orderings become meaningful, but
always contingent.
Earl Miner states, “it is the nature of a collection that its constituent units have
another feasible existence as separate literary integers.”239 What undermines the “final
form” approach to the Psalter that Wilson and others have purported, based upon what we
know now of the Psalms at Qumran, is that there is likely no final form in view at that
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point. Psalms are separate literary units and can be rearranged and reordered.240 Whether
what we know as the Masoretic Psalter was ever intended as a whole collection in the
way I am defining collection is beyond the scope of this study. However, what is clearer,
is that the Psalter brings together smaller collections that were selected and ordered
according to varying purposes or principles.
This leads to the question of what purpose or guiding principle has directed the
Elohistic collection. I take up the question of how the Elohistic collection is framed and
to what purpose more extensively in chapter four. For now, I assert that the purpose of
the Elohistic collection is not to transform effective poems into a story, but to extend the
imagery, experience, and potentiality of the constituent poems. Ancient poems were
actuational and effective.241 The Elohistic collection is likewise potentially actuational
and effective. In the western literary tradition, the effect of a work or a collection is often
construed in terms of resonance, meaning, or enjoyment.242 The effects of a poem or a
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collection of poems are cognitive and emotive. The Shape and Shaping movement has
viewed the Psalter as transforming these poems into a narrative that reconstrues events
and their meaning and tells a story. In the ancient world, however, poems were effective,
moving the divine to act in practical ways to assist the psalmist or God’s people.
Laments, like Ps 42, could invoke the divine presence. The city laments of Mesopotamia
did not merely mourn the loss of the city but were performed at their rebuilding and
reinstitution in order to invoke the divine to reoccupy the temple and its city.243
The comparison with TH 1-42 in chapters four and five explore the purpose and
impact of these collections that is in keeping with the ancient conception of poetry and
which participates and extends this invocation of a divine response. I state, for now,
however, that to assert that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the collection, I do not merely mean
in cognitive or emotional terms, which are important, but also in terms of effectiveness.
Psalm 42 stands for the themes, emotion, and effectiveness of the collection in
microcosm. The psalm and the collection aim to move the divine to act and to remember.
There is yet another aspect to my working definition of a collection. It is the
paratactic arrangement of poems that retains a degree of openness. Parataxis stands in
contrast to syntaxis. Syntaxis indicates hierarchy and levels of subordination and dictates
grammatically how one thing relates to another. Parataxis, on the other hand, lacks such
indications. Words, phrases, or whole lyrics stand in juxtaposition or proximity without
clear markers regarding their relationship. Whereas syntaxis relates naturally to story,
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narrative, complete thoughts or sentences, and even paragraph structure, parataxis relates
more appropriately to poetry, juxtaposition, and collections of poems. Parataxis puts the
burden of discerning the connections between poems and the purpose or logic of the
collection on the reader. In both the Elohistic Psalter and TH 1-42, the organization and
logic of these collections is not stated, nor clear at the outset. Their principles of
organization are discerned as one reads and experiences the collection.244
The openness and juxtaposition of independent units allow for connections and
differences, continuities, and discontinuities. Parataxis creates an environment for
resonance, for each event to stand alone and in conversation simultaneously, standing
alongside each other in a non-plot driven, non-syntactic manner. The potential resonance
created through parataxis is seen explicitly in the western literary tradition where the
collection of poems in paratactic fashion may be a poetic device in itself, to draw out
connections, to draw in the reader, and to extend the reach of individual poems through
the poetic event of the collection.245 Petrarch was of principle influence in harnessing this
paratactic potential and shaping what we call a lyric sequence. In the lyric sequence,
relatively short lyric poems are collected together for the generative effect of reading
them in tandem.246 Greene and Tate describe this phenomenon as “allowing each poetic
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integer to hold its autonomy as it participates in a larger unity.”247 The sequence
aggregates poems in such a way as to create a more extensive network of resonance and
possibility, without losing each’s individual status and the possibility of reading it by
itself. Greene and Tate state: “The lyric sequence effectively became to lyric what
tragedy was to drama or what the novel would be to narrative—not merely a ‘form’ but a
complex of generic capacities.”248
The paratactic aspect of a collection also means that, in contrast to a crafted
narrative or story, the differences and discontinuities between collected poems are not
edited out but preserved. The framing of a set of poems to indicate these texts go together
raises the expectation that they would have something in common, but they do not have
all things in common. Ayres-Bennett and Vopilhac-Auger emphasize that the anthology
brings together “contradictions and disparate point of views” in such a way that they are
“combined into a ‘living organism’ which permits them to be read together. Hence, the
act of compilation creates a sense of commonality.”249 Whereas, as in a modern poetic
collection, an author composing and compiling her works would have a lesser degree of
contradiction and diverse views, the anthologist collecting preexisting poems may select
works, and in doing so hold unaltered the significant differences. Being positioned
together, however, creates an environment where the reader now contributes to finding
contradictory, perspectives and, above all, an openness before experience.” Fraistat, “Introduction: The
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meaningful patterns and connections. A new work emerges, which upholds difference
and discontinuity.250
My working definition of a collection posits a capacity of the collection and nonsyntactic relationships retaining openness. These aspects are important both in terms of
the complexity of the poetic collection and in the role of the lead psalm in forming
impressions that help one to begin to discern the collection, its themes, its impulse, and
its potential effectiveness.

THE LEAD PSALM AND INITIAL IMPRESSIONS
Due to the dynamics of parataxis and retrospective patterning and a lack of
narrative as basis for expectations, the initial psalm contributes to initial impressions of
the collection. These impressions and expectations may be altered or refined through
successive reading of the constituent poems that come after. However, the lead psalm
constitutes the first experience of the collection creating an initial impression.251 This is
not to say that the constituent poems have the same emphasis and character. However, the
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lead psalm becomes a lens through which the collection is experienced. Sara J. Milstein
argues that in Mesopotamian and Hebrew texts, a prominent scribal method for revision
and updating a text was to amend the beginning material. “Revision through
introduction,” as she calls this, was, “a crucial tool for reframing the extant tradition.”252
She argues that rather than adjusting the whole work or the material in the middle, a
prominent way of “recasting the entire work” was by amending the beginning material,
and that through this frontal addition, “the logic of the older work could be recast through
a new lens.”253 Her focus is not on poetic collections per se, however her argument for
the beginning of a text as a lens through which the whole is construed highlights the
prominence of the beginning of a text in ancient perspective, and supports my claim that
the lead poem provides an initial impression and lens to the collection.
The Elohistic collection, as well as TH 1-42, begins with a poem. There is no
preface or title page to explain the why or how of the collection’s organization. In many
literary works, the early chapters give essential information and background or a starting
point for the story or content.254 In the collection or anthology, however, this introductory
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information is lacking, and the collection opens with a poem, and no further comment to
the nature or purpose of the collection is provided. The subsequent poems are presented
without comment as well, lacking connectors in terms of syntactic elements, characters,
plot, or context.
While I will address the organizing principles of the Elohistic collection and of
TH 1-42 in chapter four, these organizing principles are not upfront, nor are they
encountered immediately. The perception of them accrues through reading and
retrospective patterning. Without the immediate understanding of the collection’s
organizing principles, the reader may pose questions. What is this group of compositions?
Why are they collected, and what do they do? The initial understanding of the collection
is formed through the lens of the individual poem. This poem may encapsulate or
encompass the whole in some way or be a lens to reading the whole. That initial
impression may then be adjusted or enhanced with successive reading.
Therefore, the order of a collection while not fixed in a canonical sense is not
random nor unimportant. Texts arranged in the collection are not collected and written
down merely for preservation purposes, but according to some principle.255 Ordering
contributes to the collection’s contexture, and the reader would encounter or understand a
particular collection according to that order. If one reads as directed by direction of
writing or the unrolling of a scroll, one encounters a collection initially through the first
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poem. What is it then, that one encounters in that poem? Hazard Adams raises the
possibility that the part, the particular composition, becomes a microcosm of the whole.
Rather than an introduction to a story, that is a part that points to what will be added after,
the notion of “Radical synecdoche,” as Adams espouses, suggests the part represents the
whole in condensed form. This “part” placed in a prominent position foreshadows what is
to come by containing the main themes, movement, effect, and motifs of the “whole.” It
becomes a lens through which the reader encounters the psalms that come after. Ps 42
both introduces the collection but is the collection in microcosm. The character of the
collection is encountered through the lead psalm. This lead psalm influences perceptions
of the collection and the psalms that come after. Psalm 42 becomes a type of incipit to the
collection, the collection conceived of and identified by how it begins.

SYNECDOCHE AND METONYMY
What I have proposed in the prior section is that the collection becomes
discernable and comprehendible through the lead poem. I have proposed that one
understands the whole (the collection) through a particular poem, the lead psalm.
Therefore, I propose a dialectic: the dual tropes of synecdoche and metonymy. These
relate explicitly to the relationship of part to whole, as well as how a whole is represented
or conceived of by a part. This dialectic will serve my articulation of how Ps 42 stands
for the whole, or synecdochically introduces and stands for the collection.
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These tropes are often conceived of as synonymous. Metonymy is often the more
prominent of the terms, synecdoche seen under its umbrella.256 Furthermore, metonymy
is often treated as closely related though carefully distinguished from metaphor.257
Metonymy is foundationally the use of a part, or connected object or aspect, to refer to a
whole, or to use a whole to refer to a part. Two things are spoken of or evoked in service
to one thing.258 For example, to speak of a person “giving their heart” refers to or evokes
a sense of the whole person. The heart does not stand separately as an object of focus.
Even so, some have sought to make a distinction between synecdoche and metonymy.259
As a synecdoche, the heart would not be obscured, and could potentially be an object of
focus. Following the lead of Hazard Adams and Ken-ichi Seto, I make such a distinction
between synecdoche and metonymy for this study. By articulating a distinction, I employ
these tropes as an analytic lens through which to consider collections of poetic texts and
how a reader discerns or ascertains a sense of the whole as well as how the individual
composition relates to the other compositions, and how the individual composition (the
part) might stand for or relate to the collection (the whole).
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I propose an understanding of metonymy whereas the part represents the whole,
and wherein the particularity of the part becomes obscured and subservient to the whole,
subordinated to the larger unit and to the syntactic or sequential. Synecdoche, on the
other hand, is where the part represents the whole while retaining its particularity and
distinctiveness. With synecdoche, the parts are juxtaposed with more openness and joined
paratactically. The part retains its standing and its uniqueness, even while “anticipating
the whole.”260 Metonymy highlights similarities, synecdoche difference. With
synecdoche the part can stand for the whole, without utterly conflating the two. If an
independent psalm is a lyric written to be performed and to become its own effectual
event, then synecdoche as a trope might describe how that psalm retains its potentiality as
an event even while standing for and anticipating the whole. Metonymy, rather, provides
a frame, such as the notion of the Psalter as a story responding to the end of the Davidic
covenant or exile. The metonymic frame dictates how we read the constituent psalms.
Seto defines the difference as such: synecdoche is a category type relation, a
taxonomy. Metonymy is an entity relation, a partonomy.261 He offers a simple example of
each. An example of synecdoche is the relation between a fir and the category of trees.
Metonymy: arm to body. The arm is “part of” the body, contingent and contiguous. Seto
states:
Partonomy is based on real-world constitutive relations; taxonomy is concerned
with mental (re)classifications of categories. Whereas we have some, if not
absolute, freedom to taxonomically (re)classify categories, we are not free to
change constitutive relations in the world because the world is there just as it is.
Thus, the referent of an arm is, wholly or partially, connected physically with the
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body of which it is a part. On the other hand, firs could conceivably be
reclassified outside the tree category at any time, without affecting the physical
constitution of the world.262
Partonomy is based on contiguity, such as body part, container, cause, agent, spirit,
essence. Taxonomy has to do with a type of relationship. Synecdoche is not a part of but
a “kind of.” Synecdoche, therefore, retains a level of difference and independence, not
being reduced to the same thing. Hayden White describes synecdoche as “integrative,”
metonymy as “reductive.” “Integrative,” in this sense, refers to a “relation of ‘shared
qualities;’” shared qualities, rather than a contiguous relationship. 263
I emphasize that this dialectic is an analytic lens. It is not my interest to assert a
hard and fast meaning for these terms which have been used differently within literary
studies, critical theory, psychoanalysis, and other fields, but to posit an understanding,
and a type of binary in order to examine a psalms collection with new questions and
possibilities. Adams speaks of synecdoche not only as a trope but as a type of method. It
is a conscious approach that acknowledges the independence of a thing, while also
acknowledging its relations, and that we might come to know a thing through its
relations. Adams quotes Coleridge to say that the goal is “to contemplate not things only,
for their own sake alone, but likewise and chiefly the relation of things.”264 The tropes of
synecdoche and metonymy invite us to consider the balance between a composition
experienced as an independent thing, and a composition experienced through its relation
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to a collection in which it is collated and preserved, as well as the influence of the
varying degrees of fixity or framing that may exist within collections.
These tropes are best understood, I suggest, in dialectic relationship. We
inevitably understand the “part” from both directions. It is not one or the other,
ultimately. We come to some understanding of a poem by reading it carefully and
forming impressions and questions (synecdoche), and we rely on some context about the
writer, the era, the style or genre. We look for some larger frame and scaffolding to
understand the composition in light of it (metonymy). Discerning the character of a
collection, therefore, is a reflexive process, moving between parts, and from part to
whole, and whole to part. Below I summarize my understanding of these tropes as they
relate to poems or psalms in a collection.

Synecdoche
•

The poem retains a sense of its independence. Its meaning is connected to but not
completely reduced to the meaning of the collection.

•

The degree of difference and independence fosters a dialectic relationship
between the composition and the collection. Aspects of the composition are seen
in light of its relation to the collection and other poems, and we see or conceive of
the collection in light of the composition.
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•

“Radical synecdoche” is when the “the part not only is itself but also is the
whole.”265 The collection is an extension of the individual composition, and the
whole is condensed in the individual composition.

•

Is associated with the practice of collecting, where an individual composition
might be collected or arranged with other compositions in multiple combinations
or orderings.

Metonymy
•

Is reductive. The distinctiveness of the composition is subordinated or
overshadowed by the collection and its organizational or interpretive framework.

•

Highlights similarity and connectiveness, obscuring differences. In the context of
the poetic collection, the unruliness of the poetry is contained by the overall
frame. The similarity of the compositions becomes prominent.

•

Contrary to the paratactic dynamics of synecdoche, metonymy is more syntactic.
Poems are perceived to be joined in ways that are more fixed, dictated, and
controlled.

•

Is associated with canonical collections, where the content and order become set.

Put simply, synecdoche suggests that we see the whole through the lens of and in
light of a particular part. The part remains an independent composition and able to stand
or be utilized on its own. And yet, it can stand for and suggest something about the
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whole. In this way, Ps 42 is an independent lament, but it also provides an entry point and
microcosm for the collection as the lead psalm and initial impression. Psalm 42 suggests
a way of understanding and conceiving of the Elohistic collection. Furthermore,
synecdoche suggests that poems can relate and inflect upon one another while still
retaining a sense of difference and independence.
Metonymy, in contrast, suggests that we understand the part in light of the whole.
The part (the poem) is still an independent composition, maintaining its boundaries as a
unit, but its independence is limited or constricted. It is understood and limited by how it
fits into the whole—the metonymic frame. The whole tells us how to read and interpret
the part.266
I emphasize the synecdochic and the potential to influence or shape new
perceptions of the whole. I do so, in part, because the metonymic frame of the final form
storyline of the Psalter has had a particularly heavy-handed effect in Psalms studies.
Poems become episodes in a larger narrative frame, thus telling us how to read them, and
limiting their potential and actuational aspects. It is possible to attend to the metonymic,
that is the similarities and connections brought to light through the collection, while also
recognizing and attending to the synecdochic dynamics—the way a lead composition can
shape perceptions of the whole, as well as be a microcosm of the whole. By applying this
dialectic approach, I aim for an integration of the synecdochic and the metonymic, as
well as an approach that privileges the character of poetry and prayer as lyric and event,
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rather than those of narrative and theology. I suggest the result upholds the paratactic
relationship between compositions more-so than the syntactic. The result is not a
narrative or story, but an amplification of the themes and intents of lament that begin with
Ps 42 and continue throughout the Elohistic collection.

THE CLOSING PSALM AS FINAL POINT OF CLOSURE AND INCLUSIO
As one encounters poems in juxtaposition, one’s perceptions and understanding
continually grow and are readjusted, relying on initial impressions, ascertaining
organizational principles, and discerning themes and resonances between the poems.
There is an ongoing process of continually reevaluating and readjusting perceptions and
expectations. This process places particular demands on a reader. The more paratactic
and open a collection, the greater the discontinuities among the poems. The longer the
collection, the increased demand on the reader.267 The reader, therefore, looks for some
indication of the collection’s boundaries, and how it is framed or organized.268
The final poem in a collection plays a heightened role, functioning as a final point
of closure from which to understand the collection retrospectively. The closing psalm
provides a final point to reevaluate and readjust impressions and expectations
accordingly. As a poetic collection often bears minimal clues as to how to understand the
logic or rational of the collection or the relationship between the poems, discerning the
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rationale and character of a collection becomes largely a readerly and retrospective
endeavor.269 Fraistat states: “As readers, we tend to bestow unity of a sort on a volume
even when no formal principles are apparent.”270 The reader participates in constructing a
sense of the whole, its organization, and its meaning. Therefore, the perception of a
collection’s “contexture” is discerned in increasing measure as one reads, and as one
perceives the boundaries of the collection. For this reason, Fraistat applies HerrnsteinSmith’s principle of retrospective patterning not only to an individual poem but to the
collection as a whole.
Fraistat states, “As readers, we gather data about the cohesiveness of a volume not
only from explicit prefatory material or cues such as titles and epigraphs but from our
growing awareness of the formal and thematic repetitions, contrasts, and progressions
among the poems.” As one encounters the poems in the collection, one’s conceptions and
perceptions of the collection continue to be reevaluated and readjusted. Therefore, as
one’s perceptions of the collection grow through points of closure and retrospective
patterning, “connections and similarities are illuminated, and the reader perceives that
seemingly gratuitous or random events, details, and juxtapositions have been selected in
accord with certain principles.”271 The final poem plays a heightened role as it is that
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final point of closure, signaling that there is no more content to be added, but only the
relationships and resonances to discern further.272
The beginning and ending poems of the collection, furthermore, contribute to
shaping one’s experience of the contexture. “Like the opening poem, which generates our
initial expectations, the concluding poem will have special significance in our
understanding of the whole.”273 As Smith states regarding the ending of a poem, “it is
only at that point that the total pattern—the structural principles which we have been
testing—is revealed.”274 It is in this way, that the lead and ending poems of a collection
carry a heightened role, by creating initial impressions, and by constructing a sense of
closure and completeness to the collection.275 These contribute significantly to discerning
the themes, connections, and resonances of the collection.276
Encountering poems set together paratactically puts emphasis on the lead and
closing poems. As one discerns the character and connections within the collection, this
contributes to a sense of the whole. This sense of the whole is the metonymic as earlier
described: an overall understanding of the collection that then, in turn, shapes our reading
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and rereading. As the metonymic grows, one reads the individual poems in light of the
whole, discerning themes, motifs, re-occurring patterns in light of the overall collection.
The metonymic is associated with canonical collections, and the way a particular
meaning comes to merge with the collection. The collection becomes less a fresh
encounter, and instead is passed down along with an interpretive framework, the
metonymic frame that tells us how to read the compositions included.277 The metonymic
is an accumulation. In the case of canonical works or works with a large reception
history, the metonymic framework may become more like a preface; the metonymic thus
frames the initial reading, rather than being the result of reading.
In the following chapters, I will explicate the Elohistic Psalter. First, I will do so
through synecdoche, analyzing Ps 42 both as an independent lyric and singular event, as
well as the synecdochic introduction to the Elohistic Collection. I will then continue to
explicate the organization and character of the collection through comparison in chapters
four and five.
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Chapter 3
Analyzing Psalm 42 as Singular Poem and Synecdochic Lead

I have argued so far that Ps 42 is a discrete psalm, as indicated in the manuscript
tradition. In chapter two, I present what I mean by synecdoche and how I am approaching
a collection of psalms, drawing from the study of poetic collections and anthology. In this
chapter, I give close attention and analysis to the poetry and imagery of Ps 42. In doing
so, I treat the psalm as synecdochic of the Elohistic collection. That is, I treat Ps 42 as an
independent psalm with its own singularity and experience even as it stands for and
encapsulates in microcosm the collection. I will focus primarily on the singularity of Ps
42 but in such a way that gives insight into how Ps 42, as synecdoche, introduces and
represents the collection.
Reading retrospectively, according to spacing and separation, I revisit and build
upon those initial impressions that seeded this study. I attend to the patterns, organization,
and effect of Ps 42’s poetry and demonstrate through internal evidence the psalm’s
capability to stand alone as a powerful and effective event. I will also highlight the
character and themes of the psalm that capture and anticipate the collection. As explained
in chapter two, a collection is encountered from two directions, the synecdochic and the
metonymic. In this chapter, I approach the collection through Ps 42 as synecdoche. Just
117

as the psalm’s opening line or lines announce a theme or trajectory for the psalm, the
initial psalm functions similarly for the collection. And just as one moves back and forth
in reading a poem, so it is with the collection, reading retrospectively, back and forth.
Psalm 42 presents itself to the reader as an independent and well-integrated lyric,
a lyric capable of shaping the impressions and potential effect of the collection. This
chapter attends to how a psalm develops as a work of poetry and how, in an ancient
context of ritual and concrete imagery and thought, it seeks to be an effectual event. The
psalms can be productively considered lyrics, as I assert in the introduction. As a lyric,
each psalm is a whole lyric whose design begins at the opening and is carefully tied
together to elaborate a theme, to evoke emotion, to effect circumstances, and to end with
a cumulative impression. I attend to how Ps 42 develops as a lyric poem, in ways both
unique to and consonant with biblical psalmody, drawing attention to its modes of
development, its integrated imagery, and its features that contribute to a sense of closure.
To refer to the psalms as lyric draws attention to certain qualities such as their
brevity, general non-narrative development, and recourse to verbal resources such as
words, sounds, and imagery rather than plot.278 A psalm does not develop like an
argument, or a paragraph that progresses in a linear fashion, developing an idea through
evidence or advancing a story. A psalm develops through the intensification of emotions,
imagery, experiences, and hopes. This happens through various modes or strategies such
as patterns of repetition, ambiguity, play on words or sounds, association, contrast, and
other various tropes. It happens in such a way that what has come before gets actuated
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again or reconstrued by what comes later. The psalm is an integrated poem. It causes the
reader to read, and then read back, and read again. The sense of closure comes then, not
through a resolved argument or thought, but through the heightening of an emotion, and
the resolution of the patterns and modes of development that may or may not correspond
to the resolution of the psalmist’s anxiety or hopes. While my focus in this chapter is on
the poetry of Ps 42, the dynamics of a poem just described apply to the collection. Rather
than a narrative or argument, one reads the collection in similar manner to a poem,
moving back and forth, connections surfacing, rereading what came before as actuated or
reinforced by what comes later.279
The emotion, experience, and aims of lament are developed in Ps 42 in at least
three distinct ways. This chapter will explicate these three aspects of the poem focusing
on how they contribute to the meaning and effect of the psalm. The first way Ps 42
develops is contrast. Two experiences are set against each other. The experience of God’s
presence, community, and help is contrasted with that of God’s absence and the
psalmist’s loneliness and vulnerability. The second way the psalm develops is through
various patterns of repetition. These patterns of repetition emphasize the yearning of the
psalmist and the dominant themes of God’s presence, the temple, and the future praise the
psalmist will offer. These also serve to develop and accentuate the central contrast of the
psalm. The third way the psalm develops is through the intertwined imagery of water,
temple, and enemy. These all carry notions of sovereignty, and of God’s presence or
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absence. The central contrast is intertwined with these images, and the psalmist’s angst
and hopes are expressed in and through these images. And while the psalm is voiced in
the first person, these images evoke the national and communal concerns and way of
conceiving of God’s presence. This is more than a personal lament; a personal voice
speaks and expands to represent the concerns and hopes of God’s people.
This chapter will proceed as follows. I first focus on the opening quatrain of the
psalm. The opening quatrain introduces the themes of yearning and vulnerability, as well
as ongoing patterns of development. I then give attention to the above three ways that the
psalm develops and intensifies, and how these are intertwined to leave a cumulative
impression.

A NEPEŠ YEARNING FOR GOD: THE OPENING QUATRAIN
One learns about a poem through reading. The initial lines present the theme and
trajectory of the psalm. Psalm 42 opens with a psalmist yearning for God to be
manifested, as fervently and as concretely as the deer yearns for water. The psalmist
yearns for God and God’s life-giving benefits and for the makings of security. The
opening quatrain (vv. 2-3a [Eng. 1-2a]) expresses this yearning through a set of
intertwined repetitions, and through metaphor. The psalmist speaks in her own voice
concerning her longing for God: “As a deer longs for flowing waters, so my nepeš ()נפש
longs for you, O God.” The longing of the psalmist as well as the object of this longing is
articulated repeatedly in these opening lines through repeated vocabulary and sounds as
well as through metaphor in the opening colon.
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The quatrain is identified in part by the first three cola with the similar sounding
ending: מים, אלהים, לאלהים. (“water,” “for God,” “God”). Variation comes in the fourth
colon creating closure to the opening unit: לאל חי. (“for the living God”). As lyrics are
brief and self-contained, they usually have a single controlling idea or topic. Ryken
states, “lyric poems have a single focus, which may be either an emotion or an idea. This
unifying theme is almost always stated early, and it controls all of the details that
follow.”280 Psalm 42 opens with the theme of thirsting and yearning and represents the
self by the thirsting nepeš (“throat” or “gullet”). These opening lines express the theme
and impulse of the psalm, just as Ps 42 does for the collection.
God, as object of this longing, is expressed metaphorically and tangibly as water,
is spoken to in the second person, and of in the third person. The designation of Elohim
for God as the object of the Psalmist’s longing occurs three times in this opening
quatrain: אליך אלהים, לאלהים, לאל חי. Verbs for longing or thirsting also occur three
times: “longs,” “longs,” “thirsts” (תערג, תערג, )צמאה. The language for one’s being and
life is repeated in the same verbatim plus variation pattern: “self/throat,” “self/throat,”281
“life/living” (נפשׁ, נפשׁ, )חי. The self is represented by the nepeš two times. The nepeš is a
way of denoting the self, but the nepeš is most concretely the throat or the gullet and
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carries the associations of desire and appetite.282 The nepeš, as the seat of desire,
represents the self as vulnerable and ties into and reinforces the theme of thirsting and
longing. The psalm opens with an emphasis on yearning and a clear sense that the object
of this yearning is the divine as the source of help and life.
This opening not only introduces the theme and impulse of this psalm but
demonstrates and introduces patterns that are evident throughout the psalm. First, it
begins to introduce the contrast between the psalmist’s current situation and the
experience of satisfaction, between the vulnerable state without water, and the
implication of what it means for God to provide water. Secondly, patterns of repetition
emerge. This includes the tri-fold repetition of God, repetition with variation of verbs for
longing, and two occurrences of nepeš. In addition to repetition, the yearning and object
of that yearning is expressed through imagery—Imagery that is both metaphorical and
which draws upon the physical landscape and an experience of that landscape.
Reoccurring sounds also contribute to the tightly packed nature of the opening
quatrain. In addition to the repeated words already noted, and the first three cola having
similar sounding endings, there is alliteration. The quatrain has nine occurrences of the
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gutturals aleph and ‘ayin as the first consonant of a root.283 The first colon has two roots
that begin with aleph and two beginning with ‘ayin ()כאיל תערג על־אפיקי־מים.284
Other potential instances of paronomasia occur later in the psalm in vv. 6, 7b, 8, 11 [Eng.
5, 6b, 7, 10]. I note instances of paronomasia because while instances of sound play are
sometimes debated and its effect inconclusive, this combination of sound in concert with
patterns of repetition contributes to the emphasis and heightening at points in the psalm.
Furthermore, while there is likely an emphatic effect of paronomasia working in concert
with other patterns of repetition, Noegel emphasizes the interplay between sound and
ritual and the desired outcome. He writes:
Indeed, most cases of paronomasia in the Hebrew Bible bespeak a worldview on
par with that of the literati of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamian, who deemed
words inherently powerful and manipulated them for their cosmological charge.
Indeed, paronomasia often served the needs of ritual and performance more than
it did the arenas of rhetoric and ornamentation.
The sense of effectiveness, of sound contributing to its impact on the divine, adds to
intensity of the psalm. That is, the psalmist’s yearning is articulated in such a way not
only to express an experience but to move the divine to action.285
The psalm begins, therefore, with a tightly packed quatrain with metaphor,
repeated words, and repeated sounds. The opening quatrain both introduces the theme
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and impulse of the psalm as well as the imagery and patterns of development and
emphasis that continue throughout the psalm. The continuance of the theme of longing
for God’s presence and help is seen in v. 3b (Eng. 2) in the line immediately following
the opening quatrain with the first of seven questions: “when shall I come and behold the
face of God?” ()מתי אבוא ואראה פני אלהים. The question expresses the longing and
languishing of the psalmist as well as the hopes and desires of the psalmist. Questions, as
the psalm progresses, will continue to voice both the languishing and shame of the
psalmist as well as the hope for God to intervene. The questions are voiced by the
psalmist to God (vv. 2, 9 [Eng. 1, 8]), to herself (vv. 6, 12 [Eng. 5, 11]), and voiced by
the enemy to the psalmist (vv. 4, 11 [Eng. 3, 10]).

THE CENTRAL CONTRAST
The theme of Ps 42 is emphasized through imagery and repetition in the opening
quatrain and the initial question of v. 3b (Eng. 2) but expands and is complicated through
the central contrast. The central contrast of the psalm is expressed and intensified through
several means but is seen most clearly in the use of “to remember,” ( )זכרin vv. 5, 7 (Eng.
4, 6) and the antonym, “to forget” ()שׁכח, in v. 10 (Eng. 9). The contrast between the
psalmist’s remembering of past experiences of God’s help and presence and the current
experience of God’s forgetting the psalmist expresses her distress. There is a
juxtaposition of two realities and the question of which will prevail. Will God remember,
as in show favor, even as the psalmist has remembered God?286 Or will God forget the
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psalmist and her helpless state grow worse? The psalmist draws from the past to bolster
her hope (vv. 5, 7 [Eng. 4, 6]), but along the way the question lingers as to whether God
will intervene or not (v. 10 [Eng. 9]). Verse 10 (Eng. 9) turns the anxiety of the psalmist
to God directly. The earlier questions and instances of remembering articulate the
concerns of separation from the temple (v. 3b, 6b [Eng. 2, 5]), isolation from the
worshipping community (v. 5 [Eng. 4]), and abandonment by God to enemies whether
figuratively or metaphorically (vv. 4b [Eng. 3]). But the turn of v. 10 (Eng. 9) voices the
question directly and personally to God: “why have you forgotten me?”
This direct question to God strengthens the force of the lament and intensifies the
attempt to invoke God’s presence. Amy C. Cottrill argues that such language draws upon
the social figures of powerlessness and self-abasement. In doing so, this “deferential
language signals the client’s willingness to rely on the patron, to play the role of the
client who is subject to the patron’s power and authority.” Cottrill continues: “In the
laments, therefore, the continual utterance of need and lesser status is an acceptance of
dependence that reinforces God’s power, but also God’s obligation.”287 Therefore, the
voicing of one’s languishing and helplessness is a form of agency that invites God to act
out of God’s own obligation and reputation. As will be discussed at length below, the
imagery of water also expresses these two possibilities, whether the psalmist, like the
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deer, will find the refreshing waters of God’s presence and help, or be swept away by the
rushing waters. This imagery of water corresponds to and is integrated with the language
and connotations of remembering and forgetting.
Lament involves the intertwined efforts of expressing the deep anxiety and
emotion of the psalmist as well as the effort to invoke the divine to respond with divine
presence and help.288 Psalm 42 voices the anxiety of whether the divine will act and
expresses the portended reality if God does not—no fresh water (v. 2 [Eng. 1]),
overwhelming water (v. 8 [Eng. 7]), divine abandonment (vv. 4b, 10, 11b [Eng. 3, 9,
10]), and subjugation to the enemy (vv. 4b, 10b-11 [Eng. 3, 9-10]). This language of
abandonment and vulnerability both express the psalmist’s predicament and distress as
well as an attempt to invite the divine to act.289 Instead of merely asking for God to help,
save, or restore, the psalm develops a depth of turmoil in emotion. The psalmist’s
memory of God’s presence and help in the face of feeling forgotten is one way this
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turmoil is developed. In addition, the voice and the oppression of the enemy further
develop the psalmist’s distress and defenselessness, as well as express the shame and
defeat associated with her predicament. The psalmist is abundant with tears, walks about
mournfully, “as with a deadly wound in the body” (v. 11 [Eng. 10]). Her nepeš moans
()המה290 within her (vv. 6, 12 [Eng. 5, 11]). The desire for God to remember (implied in
the use of “remember”) dissolves into the question of why God has forgotten her (v. 10
[Eng. 9]).
The yearning and emotion of the psalm is deepened through the central contrast
between the psalmist’s remembering and God’s forgetting. The desire for God’s
intervention is highlighted and intensified through the psalmist’s current state of distress.
The desire for God is expressed in the opening quatrain and counterpointed by vv. 3b-4
(Eng. 2b-3) that express the experience of separation, affliction, and God’s absence.
These verses feature questions, tears, and taunts. In the face of this absence and
vulnerability is the first instance of the psalmist remembering ( )זכרin v. 5 (Eng. 4):
“These things I remember as I pour out within me my self/throat”
()אלה אזכרה ואשׁפכה עלי נפשׁי.
This instance of remembering (v. 5 [Eng. 4]) has several effects. It counterpoints
and deepens the realization of God’s absence and the psalmist’s loneliness by
remembering joyful times of experiencing God’s presence in the glad pilgrimage throng
(v. 4 [Eng. 3]). It points to the way(s) in which the psalmist perceives God’s presence;
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that is, how the psalmist understands culturally for God to be present. God is made
present in and through the temple (v. 3b [Eng. 2b]), through being reunited to community
(v. 5b-c [Eng. 4b-c]), and through the joyful celebration of God’s help (vv. 5c, 6b, 12b
[Eng. 4c, 5b, 11b]). And lastly, this instance of remembering implies what it would look
like for God to remember (as in to attend to and give favor to) the psalmist—to restore
her to the temple as a means of experiencing God’s mediated presence. When God
remembers people, God acts on their behalf, and attends to their case.291
The psalmist remembers again in v. 7b (Eng. 6b). “Therefore, I remember you
from the land of Jordan and of Hermon, from Mount Mizar” (על־
)כן אזכרך מארץ ירדן וחרמונים מהר מצער292 “Therefore” ( )על־כןmay serve to build off of
the previous lines where the psalmist maintains hope that she will yet again offer praise
and a thanksgiving offering ()תודה. In light of continued hope, “therefore,” the psalmist
remembers. However, “therefore” is a syntactic particle which is generally unnecessary
in poetry and is likely used for emphasis and highlights the line, giving emphasis to this
instance of remembering.293
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Just as the psalmist remembered times of joyful pilgrimage to the temple, the
psalmist remembers again, associating God’s presence with another location: “from the
land of Jordan, and of Hermon, and of Mount Mizar” (v. 7b [Eng. 6b]). These place
names stand out in contrast to the more figurative descriptions of places so far.
Dombkowski suggests a negative connotation because this region is away from the
temple.294 Others assess the reference as negative, a bad memory, because of the
references that follow to the deep and to waterfalls and associations to chaos waters.295 I
suggest, however, that just as the memory of joyful pilgrimage recalls feeling near God’s
presence, that this instance of remembering is similar, at least initially. In contrast to the
landscape of v.2 (Eng. 1), the region of the Jordan and of Herman is a place of abundant
water.296 I will return below to the imagery of water in vv. 7b-8 (Eng. 6b-7) and the
ambiguity and mixing of positive and negative portrayals of water. For now, I emphasize
the significance of this instance of remembering a place of water, because, like the first
instance of remembering, it counterpoints the realization of God’s absence and the
psalmist’s languishing, it indicates one way in which the psalmist understands God to be
present, and it implies what it would look like for God to remember the psalmist—to
restore her nepeš (“self/throat/gullet”) with life sustaining water.
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Following the watery imagery of v. 8 (Eng. 7 ), v. 9 (Eng. 8) begins not with a
question, as vv. 3b (Eng. 2b) and 6 (Eng. 5) did, but with a strong, almost adamant,
declaration of God’s “steadfast love” ()חסד, claiming God’s faithful character as the
psalmist’s hope amidst her waiting. The merism of day and night is used here, as it was in
v. 4 (Eng. 3), now as a hyperbolic statement of hope.297 It is the strongest expression of
the psalmist’s hope that the LORD will, in essence, remember her, in showing steadfast
love and extending loving-kindness.298 The expression לאל חיי, “to the God of my life,”
echoes the forth colon of the opening quatrain (v3b [Eng. 2b];  )לאל חיtying us back again
to that central longing, as introduced in the theme, and reinforcing the sense of the vital
and languishing self which seeks that presence.
Given the pattern of triadic repetition established in the opening quatrain and two
occurrences of remembering, we might expect a third instance of remembering. However,
in place of remembering, the hope of v. 9 (Eng. 8) is counterpointed with the question,
“why have you forgotten me?” ()למה שׁכחתני. This shift follows the pattern of repetition
with variation also established in the opening quatrain, and yet the shift is more striking.
The repetition with variation in the opening quatrain was synonymous. Here it contrasts.
The occurrence of “to forget” ()שׁכח, in addition to the ambiguity of water (to be
discussed more below) gives shape to the central contrast of the lyric and the deepening
disappointment and straining hope. Will God hear the psalmist’s cry and attend to her
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( ?)זכרOr will God not respond to her (“ ?)שׁכחWhy” ( )למהfollows again immediately in
the next colon (v. 10b [Eng. 9b]), the psalmist feeling oppressed by her enemies and
adversaries.
Verse 11 (Eng. 10) builds upon the enemy’s oppressing in v. 10b (Eng. 9b), “As
with a deadly wound in my body, my adversaries taunt me” ()ברצח בעצמותי חרפוני צוררי.
Here is another potential instance of paronomasia. The consonants ב, ר, צ, and  חare
repeated. The first two roots share  צas the second letter. The last three words share a
final letter and similar sounds (ay, î, ay).299 It is the second of three instances that I will
draw attention to where the use of sound coincides at a place of emphasis. This bi-colon
references the enemies taunt ()חרף, linking the oppression of the enemy in v. 10b (Eng.
9b) to the words of the taunt in v. 11b (Eng. 10b), “where is your God?”
Contrary to the first instance of remembering in v. 5 (Eng. 4), where the psalmist
remembers being in the worshipful throng, after the question of God’s forgetting in v. 10a
(Eng. 9a), the psalmist walks about mournfully, accompanied only by her adversaries,
their taunts replacing the pilgrim songs. The taunt signifies defeat and that one’s god has
forgotten or abandoned, giving one over to defeat.300 Verse 11 (Eng. 10) ends with the
words of the adversaries’ taunt repeated from v. 3 (Eng. 2) as they say over and over,
“where is your God”?
The opening quatrain introduced and established the theme of longing and
yearning for God. The central contrast intensifies that yearning as it develops the sense of
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betrayal and God’s abandonment. The psalmist remembers God, but God has forgotten
her. The lament expresses the themes of divine abandonment and the impulse to invoke
the divine to be present again. However, at each step the contrast persists, setting the
hopes of the psalmist against the predicament of languishing and abandonment.
The themes of divine abandonment and the impulse to invoke the divine presence
are introduced in Ps 42. This point is important to Ps 42 as a singular poem and to the
collection that extends the effectual possibility of inciting the divine presence or action.
In what follows, I suggest that the imagery, tropes, repetitions, and refrains all work to
accentuate this divide between God’s absence and hoped-for presence, between the
psalmist’s thirst and that thirst being quenched, between life-threatening water and lifegiving water, between being separated and resigned to the taunts and oppression of the
enemy and returning to the temple.

PATTERNS OF REPETITION
I have commented so far concerning the way the opening quatrain both introduces
the theme of the psalm as well as how it introduces patterns of development. I have also
commented on the central contrast of remembering and forgetting around which the
yearning, distress, and hopes of the psalmist are expressed. The second way in which the
psalm develops and intensifies is through patterns of repetition. While this overlaps and is
intertwined with the first, I will highlight these patterns of repetition more specifically, as
these patterns emphasize and deepen the theme, highlight the central contrast, and work
to extend and intensify the lament rather than resolve it.
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Repetition is perhaps the most common way a work builds emphasis, reiterates
themes along the way, as well as creates links or connections for the reader. In narrative
or storytelling, events or people appearing in threes or set numbers cue the listener into
the structure and movement of the story, where the writer or speaker is putting emphasis,
and where the turns and twists are to be found. Robert Alter, in his work on biblical
narrative, speaks of the role of repeated words, Leitwörter, at key points in the narrative.
For Alter, a Leitwort is the repetition of a key word in key places. A word repeated in a
particular place causes the reader to recall the earlier use, and to consider the connection
in light of the expanded context. Alter suggests that by following these Leitwörter the
meaning of the text is perceived more strikingly.301
In poetry, repetition is employed in similar ways. It has long been noted the way
key words or Leitwörter function to bring emphasis to the central themes of the poem.302
Raabe states, “By repeating a significant word – verbatim repetition or root repetition –
or by using a series of near-synonyms, a psalmist reinforces the principal theme of the
poem.”303 However, such repetition can also highlight a turn, variation, or intensification.
Repetition, therefore, gives clues and emphasizes for the reader the dominant themes and
where to look for clues to the movement and development of the psalm.
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Repetition works in part to emphasize through the continual reiteration of words,
emotions, or ideas. But repetition also works through the continual expanding or turning
of words so as to deepen emotion, or to surprise the reader. Psalm 42 exhibits both of
these aspects. One clear example of the first aspect, that is, repetition as emphasis, is the
repetition of “God” as the object of the psalmist’s yearning. The designation for God,
( אלהיםand its various forms), is repeated three times in the opening quatrain as the object
of the psalmist’s yearning. This designation for God is repeated thirteen times throughout
the eleven verses. Add to this one occasion of God’s personal name, יהוה, six times when
God is referred to with a second person pronoun, and six times with the third person
pronoun. God, as the object of the psalmist’s yearning, is emphasized through repetition.
There is a consistent speaking of God or speaking to God. In addition to the consistent
voicing of God as the object of the psalmist’s longing, the psalmist and her longing is
also emphasized through the repetition of the term nepeš ()נפשׁ. Nepeš occurs six times,
representing the self that yearns for God.
The second manner in which repetition contributes to the development of the
psalm is through expanding the potential meaning of repeated words. While the above
example highlights the effect of emphasis that comes through repetition, repetition is not
necessarily a flat reinforcement of a static theme, but a means by which expectations are
altered and the meaning of the poem is developed. Corn states, “the meaning of the
repeated word, line, or stanza gradually expands during the course of the poem.”304 Alter
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states: “Strictly speaking, unconditional repetition is impossible in poetry. The repetition
of a word in a text, as a rule, does not mean the mechanical repetition of a concept. Most
often it points to a more complex, albeit unified, semantic context.”305 This type of
repetition contributes to what Sandra L. Bermann calls a play of similarity and difference,
which serves to develop the complexity of the psalmist’s emotional experience and
contributes to the central contrast. Repetition in Ps 42 both reiterates and reinforces the
theme, while expanding the meaning and intensifying the turmoil, setting together the
psalmist’s hopes with the current situation of worry, shame, and absence.
The repetition of “( עברto cross over” or “to pass over”) and “( קולvoice” or
“sound”) demonstrate how repetition contributes to the development of the psalm and to
the central contrast by employing different contexts and connotations for the same words.
The two-fold repetition of these words occur in tandem with the two instances of
remembering already highlighted. Bermann discusses how lyric is language used “to
reach beyond ordinary assumptions and perceptions, to open up new vistas of the world
and self,” and repetition is one of the primary features employed to this end.306 The two
contexts for these two words that each occur twice sets in opposition two experiences.
The words ʿābar ( )עברand qōl ( )קולare repeated to evoke two different
experiences. They occur in close proximity to each other in v. 5 ([Eng. 4] in the context
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of the first instance of remembering) and again in v. 8 ([Eng. 7] with the second instance
of remembering).

v. 5: כי אעבר בסך אדדם עד־בית אלהים בקול־רנה ותודה המון חוגג
“when I crossed-over with the throng, and I led them in procession to the house of
God, with glad shouts and songs of thanksgiving, a multitude keeping festival.”
v. 8: תהום־אל־תהום קורא לקול צנוריך כל־משׁבריך וגליך עלי עברו
“deep to deep calls, the sound of your breakers,
all your waves and your billows have passed over me.”

In v. 5 (Eng. 4), ʿābar refers to the experience of pilgrimage, and likely the
crossing into sacred space, and into God’s presence.307 It is followed by the parallel colon
where the psalmist leads the procession to the house of God, extending the idea of
entering God’s presence. The occurrence of ʿābar in v. 8 (Eng. 7), however, does not
emphasize this crossing over into God’s presence in a way repetition commonly reiterates
or reinforces. Emphasis is created, in this instance, through the disruption of the reader’s
expectation. In v. 8 (Eng. 7), ʿābar refers to the crashing waves rolling over the psalmist.
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range in the psalms. The only other use of  עברin the Psalms which is connected to a context of pilgrimage
is 84.7, “as they go through the valley of Baca,” with the sense of passing through en route. Other
occurrences which might have some similarity to the present context bear the meaning of pass by, or go
through (8:9, 37:36, 66:6, 80:13, 89:2). It may be that here  עברis simply used with the basic sense of “to
go,” as in “en route.” The word  עברis used in the context of Israel’s passing over the Jordon on its way of
“crossing into” the promised land (Deut 27:3), carrying the sense of movement between two specific
places. The force of the term might then be to “cross over” with the throng into the presence of God,
moving from common space into holy space; moving from the space where God’s presence is indiscernible
into the place where God’s presence is undeniable.
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Violent chaos waters connote the opposite of God’s comforting and ordering presence.
Likewise, whereas qōl in v. 5 (Eng. 4) referred to the glad shouts of the pilgrimage throng
and the memory of the joyful community in God’s presence celebrating God’s help, in v.
8 (Eng. 7), qōl is the sound of the crashing waves and waterfalls. So instead of the
comfort of the sounds of the worshipping community, the psalmist is surrounded by the
sounds of crashing waves going over her. The careful repetition creates a link, but a link
that doesn’t merely emphasize. Rather, the link deepens the contrast of the two
experiences. While the psalmist longs for God and remembers crossing into sacred space
with the throng, the current situation is represented by absence, forgetting, and rushing
waters assaulting, “passing over,” the psalmist.
This use of repetition bears similarity with Alter’s notion of anaphora. He
contrasts anaphora with what he calls incremental repetition. Incremental repetition
repeats a word with an addition, producing an overlap effect, “where we perceive an
action flowing into a related and subsequent action.”308 It connects the two instances
while increasing the meaning or effect through the repetition, similar to the idea of
repetition producing emphasis and deepening of the experience or idea. Alter’s
understanding of Anaphora, on the other hand:
shifts the center of attention from the repeated element to the material that is
introduced by the repetition, at once inviting us to see the new utterance as locked
into the same structure of assertion and to look for strong differences or elements
of development in the new material. There is, in other words, a productive tension
between sameness and difference, reiteration and development, in the use of
anaphora.309
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Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry, 64.
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Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry, 64.
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In this sense, the repetition of ʿābar and qōl shifts the focus from the experience of God’s
presence and a joyful community, to the “material that is introduced by the repetition”—
an experience of absence, disorder, and vulnerability. This repetition accents the
difference between the divine help the psalmist seeks and the experience of divine
abandonment being represented.
I have highlighted these two aspects of repetition. Both are overlapping and are at
work in Ps 42. There are, in addition, a number of overlapping but discernable patterns of
repetition in Ps 42 that serve to give emphasis to the themes of longing, to the object of
that longing (God), and to how the divine help will be mediated. These patterns of
repetition include the two refrains that each occur twice,310 repetition of designations for
God and reference to or address to God,311 triadic repetition of five roots throughout the
psalm,312 additional triadic repetition formed through repetition with variation,313
repetition of key words ( עברand  )קולin contexts that generate different meanings,314 and
the use of consonance, assonance and repeated verb patterns to generate patterns of sound
that contribute to the emphasis and intensity of the psalm.315 In the paragraphs to follow,
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vv. 4b and 11b (Eng. 4b and 10b), and vv. 6 and 12 (Eng. 5 and 11).
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As noted above, there are 13 occurrences of God, one of the Lord, six occurrences of 2nd person personal
pronoun for God, and six occurrences of third person pronouns.
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“( נפשׁself” or “throat”), “( תשׁתוחחcast down”), “( אמרto say”), “( פניםface” or “presence”), and
תודה/אודנו. These will be discussed more below.
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This includes “longs,” “longs,” “thirsts,” in vv.2-3a [Eng. 1-2a], “remember” (v.5 [Eng. 4]),
“remember” (v.7 [Eng. 6]), “forgotten” (v.10 [Eng. 9]).
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vv.5, 8. (Eng. 4, 7)
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The primary occurrences are in the opening quatrain of vv.2-3a, v.8, v.11 (Eng. 1-2a, 7, 10).
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I will continue to comment on these patterns of repetition and how they draw attention to
the dominant emphasis and develop the central contrast and turmoil of the psalm.
Psalm 42 bears a pattern of triadic repetition. Five words or roots that are
employed in multiples of three. These repeated words tie into the theme and movement of
the psalm: “self” or “throat/gullet” ()נפשׁ, “cast down” ()תשׁתוחח, “to say” ()אמר, “face”
or “presence” ()פנים, and “thanksgiving” (תודה/)אודנו. The use of triadic repetition serves
to guide us through so that we follow the movement and emphasis of the psalm, and to
catch the full impact of the poetry. In addition, such a pattern of repetition may contribute
to a sense of completeness and closure. Smith argues that poems do not just end
arbitrarily, but end in accordance with their formal and thematic structures which are at
work to develop the theme and to work for closure.316 Therefore, closure can be achieved
through the fulfilling of patterns while the psalmist’s hopes and predicament is yet unresolved. Four of these five words have their third occurrence in the final refrain, thus
bringing the pattern of triadic repetition to a close and contributing to a sense of closure.
Repetition in set numbers, therefore, can contribute to the development of the
psalm, but also give a sense of when the structure of the psalm is complete.317 Nepeš
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Smith, Poetic Closure, 8-33.
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Raabe, Psalm Structures, 307. Repetition in set numbers has been well recognized. Raabe comments
that words are often repeated in sevens. Alter cites Psalm 13 and its repetition of “how long” four times.
There are a variety of set or conventional numbers that a psalmist might employ. The use of triadic
repetition is one pattern among these (Pss 3, 13, 24, 122). Psalm 122, for example, opens, “I was glad when
they said to me, ‘Let us go to the house of the Lord!’ Our feet are standing within your gates, O Jerusalem.”
Then throughout, the following words each appear three times: “( ירושׁלםJerusalem”), “( ביתhouse/temple”)
and “( שׁלוםPeace”) This observation concerning the use of repetition in Psalm 122 is owed to R. Bryan
Widbin. Consider also Ps 3 where רב/“( רבבmuch/many”) occurs three times in the first section with
emphasis on the overwhelming nature of the foes as the psalm begins. “( יהוהthe LORD”) occurs six times.
ישׁועה/“( ישׁעsalvation/save”) occurs three times, once in section one (v.2) in the negative accusation, and
twice in section three with confidence in the Lord’s salvation (v.7,8). “( עלupon/against”) also is repeated
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(“self” or “throat/gullet”) occurs 6 times in Ps 42. The first two occurrences are in the
opening quatrain (vv. 2-3a [Eng. 1-2a]) in the context of the psalmist’s nepeš longing and
thirsting for God. The remaining four express the psalmist’s turmoil (vv. 5, 6, 7, 12 [Eng.
4, 5, 6, 11]). Once the psalmist pours out within her nepeš (v. 5 [Eng. 4]), and three times
the nepeš is “cast down” (תשׁתוחח, vv. 6, 7, 11 [Eng. 5, 6, 10]). “Cast down” ()תשׁתוחח
occurs with nepeš in close proximity and in a loose chiastic structure in vv. 6-7a [Eng. 56a], giving further emphasis on the discouraged nepeš.
מה־תשׁתוחחי ַנפשׁי ותהמי עלי
הוחילי לאלהים
כי־עוד אודנו
ישׁועות פניו אלהי
עלי נפשׁי תשׁתוחח
The center of the chiasm is the hope of the psalmist, that she will again offer her “song of
thanksgiving” ()תודה. “Cast down” ( )תשׁתוחחand nepeš repeat again as part of the
refrain of v. 6 and that occurs again at the end of the psalm (v. 12 [Eng. 11]).
The word “to say” ( )אמרoccurs three times (vv. 4, 10, 11 [Eng. 3, 9, 10]), each
time introducing direct, negative speech, voicing the struggle for God’s presence. In v. 4b
(Eng. 3b), the “sayer(s)” are nameless and nebulous, but the message still confronts,

three times, once in the theme (v. 1); “against me,” twice in section three (vss. 6,8) with “against me” and
in the closing verse the positive use of “upon me,” with the LORD as the subject. The focus is on the
psalmist as object of action – first by the enemies, and secondly by the Lord. There are also a number of the
psalms where the LORD is repeated triadically. In Ps 13 the LORD occurs at beginning, middle and end,
and in Ps 24 LORD occurs six times, three in the first half, three in the second.
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reinforcing God’s apparent absence through the taunt: “where is your God?” ()איה אלהיך.
In v. 10 (Eng. 9), the psalmist speaks with a similarly taunting question but directed to
God, “why have you forgotten me” (“ ?)למה שׁכחתניTo say” ( )אמרoccurs for the third
time in v. 11 (Eng. 10), repeating the bicolon from v. 4 (Eng. 3). This time the “sayers”
are associated with the enemy and adversaries mentioned in vv. 10-11 (Eng. 9-10),
emphasizing the isolation and vulnerability of the psalmist before her adversaries.
The root “face” or “presence” ( )פניםoccurs for the first time in v. 3b (Eng. 2b) as
the psalmist asks, “when shall I come and behold the face of God?” ()פני אלהים. This is
the first of three uses of “face” ()פנים, which serve to link the psalmist’s hope for help
with God’s presence, and with pilgrimage to the temple (v. 5 [Eng. 4]). In vv. 6 and 12
(Eng. 5 and 11), “face” ( )פניםoccurs as part of the refrain: “my help and my God.” My
help, ()ישׁועות פניו, translates literally, the “interventions of his face.” The repetition
creates an association between the face of God in the temple (v. 3b [Eng. 2b]), and the
help of God’s face, strengthening in yet another manner the connection between the
psalmist’s source of help, and the presence of God.318 The last occurrence in v. 12 (Eng.
11) varies, “the help of my face and my God” ()ישׁועת פני ואלהי. Some seek to emend the
text assuming verbatim repetition.319 However, variation in a refrain or repeated line is
common.320 Therefore, such emendation is unnecessary.
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See also Pss. 13:1, 22:24; 30:1; 44:24; and 88:14.
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BHS cites a few manuscripts and the Targum that have פניו, creating a verbatim repetition with verse 6,
and two more manuscripts that have  פניוplus a vav on the next word. Elliger, Rudulph, and Munster, Biblia
Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 1125.
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Raabe, Psalm Structures, 307; John Goldingay, “Repetition and Variation in the Psalms,” JQR 68.3
(1978), 146–51.
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The last root which repeats three times is from the root “to give thanks” or “to
praise” ()ידה. The three occurrences include the noun form ( )תודהin v. 5 (Eng. 4), and
verb form ( )אודנוin vv. 6 and 12 (Eng. 5, 11). Both are hiphil forms from the verb yādah
( )ידהmeaning foundationally, to praise, offer thanksgiving, or to confess.321 However,
“song of thanksgiving” ( )תודהalso has a more technical association in the context of
worship, being performed at the temple and with a sacrifice (Pss. 26:6-7; 27:6; 54:6 [Eng.
54:8]).322 Furthermore, this hiphil verb is typically associated with the vow of praise
made in distress, the fulfillment of which involves both the individual song of
thanksgiving and sacrifice.323 In v. 4 (Eng. 3), as the psalmist remembers past times of
pilgrimage, she speaks of the glad shouts and “a song of thanksgiving” ()תודה. The
psalmist remembers prior occasions of God’s deliverance, of going to the temple to offer
sacrifice and to tell the congregation the story of God’s help. In the refrain of vv. 6 and
12 (Eng. 5 and 11), we hear the psalmist’s hope voiced: “because again I shall praise you,
my help and my God” ()כי־עוד אודנו ישׁועות פניו אלהי. These occurrences create a
connection between praise in the house of God and the vow of praise made in distress.
The temple, therefore, bears two connotations. First, it is a place where, and through
which, the psalmist experiences God’s presence. And second, it is the place where the
psalmist celebrates in the worshipping community God’s help and presence already
experienced out in the distant reaches where the psalmist found herself.
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THOT V, “ידה,” 428.
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Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms, 77.
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Westermann, Praise and Lament in the Psalms; THOT V, “ידה,” 436.
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This triadic pattern of repetition is strengthened further by the occurrences of
repetition with variation already mentioned: תערג, תערג,  צמאהand אזכרה, אזכרך, שׁכחתני.
The cumulative effect is a pattern of threes that contributes to the sense that the structures
through which the psalm develops have a point of closure. This sense of closure is
reinforced in the repeating of earlier lines in v. 11b and v. 12 (Eng. 10b and 11). The
phenomenon of refrains in lament psalms is best understood as the repeating of earlier
lines at a key point in the psalm.324 This careful repetition expands the meaning of these
earlier lines, and helps to signal for closure, though there is no set pattern that overformalizes how the ending must look. The repeated lines may be close to the end, or at
the very end. It gives indication, nonetheless, that we are moving toward closure. This
occurrence of “refrains” that is in keeping with the lament psalms, and the completion of
the pattern of triadic repetition all contribute to a sense of closure at 42:12 (Eng. 42:11).
Psalms usually close with a resolution or refrain, tying in words/ideas present in
the theme, but often not in the exact same way.325 Here the penultimate refrain and the
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Pieter van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry: With Special Reference to the First
Book of the Psalter, OtSt 53 (Leiden ; Boston: Brill, 2006). Van der Lugt catalogs a longer list of psalms
with refrains that contribute to the structuring of the psalm. His expanded list includes psalms where the
refrain functions as an inclusio or occurs irregularly and is not confined to cases of structuring balanced
stanzas, as in Raabe’s study. He lists 29 in total (Pss 8, 24, 38, 39, 42-43, 46, 49, 56, 57, 59, 62, 67, 80, 84,
87, 88, 99, 103, 104, 107, 114, 116, 118, 126, 132, 140, 144, 145, 148). Note that van der Lugt does not
follow the emendation of Ps 46 and lists only the 2-fold occurrence of the refrain. Six of these Pss have
more than one refrain (59, 84, 116, 118, 132, 148), making a total of 34 refrains on van der Lugt’s list. Note
he restricts his list to the refrains that serve to structure stanzas/cantos in some way (though with a wider
range in terms of structure than Raabe), and thus omits certain refrains, such as the minor refrain of Ps 42
and the recurring refrain of Ps 136. Of these 34 only two have a refrain that occurs four times: Pss 80 and
107. Only Ps 42-43 has three refrains. All of the remaining refrains (31) each occur twice. If Ps 42 is added
(following the conclusions of this study), then 32 of the 34 occur twice. A particular psalmist is free to vary
structure and the frequency or positioning of a given repetition, whether a leitwörter or a refrain. Yet, the
preferred paradigm seems to be the picking up an earlier phrase, line, or strophe and repeating it at a key
place later in the psalm.
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For examples, see Pss 122, 139.
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closing refrain circle us back to earlier parts of the poem with near verbatim repeated
lines, showing that not much has changed, and lacking the positive turn that often comes
at the close of lament psalms. The repetition reinforces the inner struggle as the outer
circumstances are yet unresolved, and the ambiguity and questions still linger. Even so,
the psalmist re-articulates a sense of persistence and strain that she will continue to hope
in God, trusting that God shall bestow God’s presence once more. The closing refrain
corresponds to the opening quatrain as well, as there are two repeated elements,  נפשׁand
אלהים, as well as the continuation of the psalmist’s longing and waiting. She encourages
herself again to wait, to stay in the place of hope even while she is vulnerable, like the
deer staying in the wadi searching for water.
The closural effect, in addition to the patterns of repetition mentioned above, is
strengthened in particular through the intensifying contrast already discussed with God’s
forgetting in the third stanza. The effect is that the listener desires closure, for one cannot
sustain this emotional heightening for a prolonged period. Herrnstein Smith refers to the
principle of saturation. She says the use of repetition gives stability to the structure of
which it is a part. However, “the further it is extended the more desperate becomes our
desire for variation or conclusion.”326 The effect, she says, is that of, “boredom or
fatigue.”327 The turn that comes with God’s forgetting and with the rushing chaos water
increases the need and desire for closure.328 The closing refrain satisfies the need for
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Smith, Poetic Closure, 75; Choon Leong Seow, “Poetic Closure in Job: The First Cycle,” JSOT. 34.4
(2010), 433–46.
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closure, leaving a straining sense of hope intact even while the Psalmist’s circumstances
are unresolved. This emotional fatigue, as Herrnstein Smith expresses it, also serves the
intent of the lament—to move the divine to action and to intervene for the psalmist.
The patterns of repetition highlighted in this section work in concert with the
central contrast to emphasize and intensify both the longing of the psalmist as well as the
anxiety and turmoil of the psalmist. These patterns reinforce both the central contrast and
the sense of a tightly organized poem that ends in accordance with patterns of repetition
and the intensification of the lament with the question of v. 10 (Eng. 9), “why have you
forgotten me?”
I have given attention to the ways that Ps 42 develops as a poem through the
central contrast and patterns of repetition that both bolster that contrast and emphasize the
psalmist’s yearning. I highlight these aspects so as to analyze Ps 42’s unique poetry as a
singular poem, while also introducing the themes, impulses, and energy that stands for
and carries through the collection. Another feature of the psalm that will serve to frame
the collection is the intertwined imagery.

IMAGERY
As stated at the start of this chapter, the aim of this chapter is to show, through
analysis of Ps 42’s poetry, that the psalm is both an independent psalm with its own
singularity even as it stands for and encapsulates in microcosm the collection. I have
argued above that Ps 42 develops through contrast and through patterns of repetition. The
third way in which Ps 42 develops is through the intertwined imagery of water, temple,
and enemy. The water imagery is intertwined with the central contrast, but the
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interconnected imagery of water, temple and enemy tap into broader conceptions of
God’s presence and sovereignty that frame and run throughout the Elohistic collection.
Recent decades have seen a shift in scholarly attention towards imagery with the
cognitive linguistic work of scholars like Lakoff, Johnson and Turner.329 This shift
towards imagery has counter-balanced the focus generations of scholars gave to
parallelism, the search for meter, and other structural approaches to the Psalms and to
biblical Hebrew poetry.330 The imagery of a psalm is not just decorative, but contributes
to the substance of the poem and betrays cultural modes of thinking and experiencing.
Van Hecke states:
Not only are metaphors a characteristic part of Hebrew poetry’s stylistics – the
main reason for Lowth and others to treat them –, the cognitive-linguistic
approaches of the last decades have also underlined the importance of metaphor
as a way of conceptualizing reality. More than a matter of style or language,
metaphor – and figurative speech in general – is a matter of thinking: to a large
extent, people think metaphorically.331
Therefore, when the psalmist begins with the metaphor of a deer searching for water (v. 2
[Eng. 1]), the image both evokes aspects or emotions such as isolation, thirst, yearning,
and vulnerability, but water is also a conventional and conceptual way of experiencing or
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Mark Turner and George Lakoff, More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor (Chicago:
University Of Chicago Press, 1989); George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2003).
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Lowth, Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews, 51-90; P. van Hecke and Antje Labahn, eds.,
Metaphors in the Psalms, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensium 231 (Leuven ; Walpole,
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speaking about the divine or divine intervention.332 Water and temple are not just
metaphorical ways of speaking about the relationship to God, they are enmeshed in
conceptions of divine presence.
The imagery of water (vv. 2, 7-8 [Eng. 1, 6-7]) and temple (vv. 3b, 5 [Eng. 2b,
4]), communal experiences such as pilgrimage (v. 5 [Eng. 4]), as well as isolation and
adversaries (vv. 4, 6, 10-11, 12 [Eng. 3, 5, 9-10, 11]) are integral not only to the psalm as
a poem, but to the psalmist’s experiences and ways of conceiving of her reality. This
includes conceptions of how God is experienced as present and at work on one’s behalf.
In this section, I first address the connections between water and temple. Water
and temple are intertwined conceptually in terms of cosmological origins. They are
intertwined as ways in which the divine has been and might again be mediated for the
psalmist. And water, both life-giving and life-threatening, is one of the ways the central
contrast of the psalm is expressed.333 Secondly, I argue that the language and image of
the taunting enemy contributes to the sense of God’s absence and inaction and is
intertwined with the connotations of chaos water and powerlessness in the face of
difficulty and oppression.
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1 Kings 17-19 is one example where the divine presence and activity is seen as bringing rain and
fertility to the land. The Elijah narrative highlights that the true deity is verified by the ability to bring rain.
The epithet “the one who rides upon the clouds” also attests to this conception of the divine (See Pss 33,
68, 104).
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Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 326; Holt, “‘...Ad Fontes Aquarum,’” 71; Alonso Schökel, “The Poetic Structure
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despite the reasons for seeing the psalms as one, that it is notable that the water imagery of Ps 42 does not
carry through the unified psalm (Ps 42-43). Approaching Ps 42 by itself reveals that water is not just one of
many images but is integrally related and intertwined with the whole.
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Water and Temple
Water and temple both feature in Ps 42 as ways the divine has been experienced.
Psalm 42 opens with the image of a deer thirsting for water in an arid landscape.
Likening the psalmist’s longing to a thirsting deer conveys something about that longing
and evokes something about the psalmist’s yearning and sense of languishing. This
likening of the psalmist’s yearning to that of the deer creates a set of correspondences.334
Metaphor is to speak of one thing in terms of another.335 The longing of the psalmist’s
nepeš (“throat/self”) is spoken of in terms of a deer’s thirsting, and God in terms of water.
The opening quatrain, therefore, not only emphasizes the longing of the psalmist through
repetition, but through imagery as well. The image of a deer thirsting for water highlights
the experience of want and searching, as well as the significance of this longing because
finding water in such a landscape is essential to the survival of the deer. The psalmist
thirsts for the God of life ()לאל חי. In addition to the thirst for water evoking the
experience of yearning, water also signifies the object of this yearning: God. The
metaphorical accentuates what is also stressed through repetition.
E.K. Holt and Alonzo Schökel, among others, have recognized that God is likened
to water as the object of this thirst.336 Holt suggests that “God as living water” is a
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cognitive metaphor here. She draws from Keel’s work on ancient Near Eastern
iconography to emphasize how the divine is commonly represented as water.337 Water
and its effects become a way that the divine is conceived and spoken of. Water denotes
God and God’s life-giving attributes.338 Therefore, both water and temple become ways
of experiencing God’s presence and help. Rather than an inventive metaphor that plays
on incongruity, water is closely associated with the divine presence and help, and like the
deer, the psalmist seeks it.339 The two instances of the psalmist remembering draw upon
temple (v. 5 [Eng. 4]) and water (v. 7b [Eng. 6b]).
Water functions alongside the temple as ways the divine presence and help may
be experienced. That the temple functions this way has been readily recognized. This
psalm is often understood in light of a temple orientation common to the Korahite
psalms.340 The psalmist articulates the resolution of her distress as being able to return to
the temple.341 This is most clear in the question, “when shall I come and behold the face
of God? (v. 3b [Eng. 2b])” and in the psalmist’s remembering of past days of joyful
pilgrimage to the house of God (v. 5 [Eng. 4]). In this way, the psalmist’s question of

While Schökel does not speak in terms of cognitive metaphors, he clearly deems water as a way of
speaking about God, both God as life-giving water, and God as life-threatening water.
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when she will return to the temple is not merely metaphorical but indicative of the temple
as a representation and instantiation of God’s presence.
In the second instance of remembering in v. 6 (Eng. 5), the psalmist recalls, like
the temple, a place associated with God’s presence and help. “Therefore, I remember you
from the land of Jordan and of Hermon, from Mount Mizar.” Mays note the unusual use
of named geography, and suggests that these names are invoked for some effect.342 The
effect, I suggest, is to evoke a region where streams, like that which the deer of verse two
longs for, are more abundant.343 Like the memory of pilgrimage, something about this
landscape conjures an experience of God’s presence. God’s presence is associated with
water, as the psalmist remembers a place of flowing streams.344 This too is an expression
of how God has been experienced in the past, and how the psalmist conceives of
experiencing God’s presence again.
The imagery shifts, however, and is quickly complicated in verse eight by the
imagery of overwhelming water—waterfalls, waves, “deep to deep” ()תהום־אל־תהום.

Təhōm ( )תהוםis the Hebrew counterpart to the Babylonian apsu.345 It is the təhōm that
the Spirit hovers over in Gen 1. All of a sudden, the watery image takes on a threatening
aspect—water as violent chaos, unbounded, and uncontrolled. While this imagery (and
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specifically the term təhōm) is typically thought to call to mind primordial waters and the
salt sea,346 it actually evokes the same type of landscape and environment that is
introduced in the opening colon and in the streams of the Jordan and Mt. Hermon. Keel
writes, “The inhabitants of Palestine had special opportunity lacking in Mesopotamia and
Egypt—to experience the destructive power of the proud floods of Chaos.” He states:
The numerous dry wadis can in the space of a single hour become engorged with
water. The rain itself often falls somewhere in the mountains or far out in the
desert. the waters gather in the dry beds; then suddenly, perhaps even under a fair
sky, the flood appears in a place remote from the area of precipitation and carries
off with it both man and beast (cf. Pss 124:4-5; 126:4; Job 6:15-17; Sir 40:13).347
In the same place, therefore, that the deer searches for water, is the potential for a rushing
torrent. The psalm leverages the connotations of rushing and destructive water. In
contrast to the life-giving waters that represent God’s help, she is met by rushing waters.
This double imagery of water in Ps 42 has been fairly well noted. Schökel
comments, “the poet who desperately seeks water, finds it, but it is not life-giving
water—it is destructive.”348 I concur with Schökel regarding the double imagery of water,
that is life-giving water and life-threatening water. But whereas he sees a clear lifethreatening image of water in vv. 7b-8 [Eng. 6b-7], I argue there is a mixing of imagery
that creates ambiguity, that is the potential of two distinct meanings. Is this life-giving or
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life-threatening water? The ambiguity occurs in the moment of questioning which
applies. David Firth writes concerning ambiguity:
there are invariably points where using multiple possibilities for a particular
expression or concept makes for a more interesting text, one that draws readers in
to explore its various elements. Often, the use of the multiple elements can have
the effect of surprising readers who think they know the direction a text is taking,
only to find themselves forced to think it through again in the light of the
ambiguity. Making details within the text effective in multiple ways is thus an
important tool in leading readers to assess and then reassess what they are
reading.349
The psalmist employs the double image of water to draw the reader in to explore its
various implications—whether God will be present to help or overwhelm and wash away.
This moment of ambiguity deepens the expression of longing, uncertainty, and
turmoil. The psalmist seeks flowing streams, but then comes the question: Is this water
that the psalmist anticipates the gentle water that she has been longing for and thus
satisfaction or a manifestation of chaos and disorder? The third instance of paronomasia
that I identify happens here. Three terms are employed for the rushing water that all have
the same ending, ēkā (צנוריך, משׁבריך, )גליך.350 This repeated ending adds to the effect of
using three terms for rushing water, the three-fold emphasis of water rushing over the
psalmist coming after the term for chaos water, “deep to deep” ()תהום־אל־תהום.
This ambiguity between two potential meanings or connotations of water
contributes to the central contrast: between remembering and forgetting, between life-
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giving water and life-threatening water, between the joyful shouts of the pilgrimage
throng and the sounds of crashing water, between the implication of God’s presence and
those of God’s absence. The desire for God’s presence continues to be held in tension by
the continued abandonment. And in v. 10 (Eng. 9), rather than another instance of
remembering we hear: “why have you forgotten me” (?)למה שׁכחתני
The imagery of Ps 42, particularly water and temple, is interrelated and draws
upon conceptions of God’s presence and power. These images of water and temple are
intertwined. Life-giving waters as well as life-threatening waters are deeply connected to
the background and symbolism of the temple. For the temple retains both the notion of
being a microcosm of the world established over the chaos waters, and a paradesical
point of origins, out of which life and fertility emanate.351 So even while the psalmist is
away from the temple, the presence of life-giving water represents God’s presence and is
intertwined conceptually with God’s presence in the temple, not lesser than.
Psalm 65 exhibits a similar constellation of temple, chaos water, and life-giving
water. Psalm 65 opens “Praise is due to you, / O God, in Zion.” The early verses (vv. 2-5
[Eng. 1-4]) emphasize God’s house, and “your holy temple.” Verses 7-8 (Eng. 6-7)
continues the praise of God’s awesome deeds (v. 6 [Eng. 5]): “By your strength you
established the mountains; / you are girded with might. / You silence the roaring of the
seas.” God’s strength, and God’s temple as a happy and secure dwelling are associated
with God’s establishing power ()כון, and his silencing of the seas. (See also Ps 24:2-3
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[Eng. 1-2], and 136:6). Verses 10-14 (Eng. 9-13) then extol God’s care for the earth by
providing fresh water, vegetation, and fertility: “You visit the earth and water it, / you
greatly enrich it; / the river of God is full of water.” Psalm 65, therefore, exhibits this
constellation of temple and water but a vision of these things in order and harmony. Zion
is established. Chaos waters are contained. The earth is watered and enriched. In Ps 42,
on the other hand, things are not in order. The psalmist is cut off from temple as well as
from flowing streams and she is now accosted with unrestrained water.
Jon Levinson writes, “Temple is a visible, tangible token of the act of creation,
the point of origin of the world, the ‘focus’ of the universe.”352 The temple becomes in
Eliade’s parlance, the axis mundi, the point of intersection between heaven, earth, and the
underworld.353 Keel writes, “the temple is the place where the ordered and enlivened
world emerged after the conquest of Chaos. It stands on the spot from which Chaos was
first banished.”354 And from Zion, associated with the paradesical garden, life-giving
waters flows out to the earth. Psalm 36 says that “The river of delights emanates from
him” (Ps 36:9-10 [Eng. 8-9]).
Keel, in his Symbolism of the Biblical World, offers iconographic illustrations of
these dual associations of water, and their connected-ness to the cosmic mountain, and
divine presence and activity. Keel, Levenson, Albright, and others, furthermore, suggest
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that the temple and its courts likely featured symbols that represented these associations
with water. “Water, like trees,” Keel says, “is a feature of the temple courts.”355 Keel also
appeals to the “bronze sea,” that while not mentioned in the psalms directly, he argues it
plays a part in the water symbolism of the psalms. He states, “The term ‘sea’ indicates
that this is no mere wash basin … Rather its water represents the harnessed, subdued
Chaos from which the world arose.”356
Water and temple are deeply connected. The temple signifies the taming and
conquering of chaos. It signifies the establishing ( )כוןof order and security. And
furthermore, the watered and enriched earth speaks to the establishment of the temple and
Zion. But all is in disarray in Ps 42. The psalmist is in an arid landscape without water,
The psalmist is also away from the temple and the worshipping community. The psalmist
is accosted with the waters that were supposed to be tamed. And from the perspective of
one thirsting in a dry wadi, she might wonder if the temple is established at all. The
psalmist yearns for this life-giving water. These images of temple and water are both
intertwined conceptually, and so they work together naturally in the poetry of the psalm
to accentuate the desire and turmoil of the psalmist, and the languishing of the psalmist
and her people in such a dis-ordered world.
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“My Adversaries Taunt Me”
I have focused so far in this section on imagery primarily on water and temple.
The third image that I highlight as intertwined with water and temple is that of the
enemy. In the midst of the expressed yearning and lament of the psalmist in the early
verses of Ps 42 is the taunt of the enemy. Following the opening quatrain, the psalmist
asks when she will “behold the face of God” in v. 3b (Eng. 2b), articulating the distress of
her situation by calling her flowing tears her continual food in v. 4 (Eng. 3; day and
night), and then cites the taunt of the enemy. While the subject of the direct speech is not
named here, it is named in vv. 10-11 (Eng. 9-10) as enemies ( )אויבand adversaries ()צר
with the repeated line, and furthermore the expression “where is your God?” is a
formulaic taunt of an enemy or adversary in the Hebrew bible.357 The language and
imagery of the enemy is interwoven into the psalm in such a way as to accentuate the
languishing and powerlessness of the psalmist (highlighting the psalmist’s powerlessness
over her situation). The imagery of the enemy deepens the plea for God to intervene, for
it signifies that the adversaries and their god have claimed victory or power over the
psalmist and her god.
The question “where is your God?” and variations of it occur in Ps 42 and Pss 79
and 115.358 This question also occurs in Isa 10:9-10, 36:18b-20, Mic 7:10, Joel 2:17, and
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I Kings 18:27. In each case, the question occurs during or after a conflict. Rolf A.
Jacobsen investigates the above occurrences outside of the psalms and concludes that in
each situation the question is the victor’s taunt. The conflict between peoples or nations is
viewed as a conflict between the peoples’ or the nations’ gods, and that, “the victors
speak the taunt because they interpret the defeat of the foreign nation as the defeat of the
foreign god.”359 The sense of God’s absence and psalmist’s vulnerability are deepened,
therefore, in the language of the taunt. Not only has God not helped, God cannot help.
In addition to the taunt “where is your God?” the actual word for taunt ()חרף
occurs in v. 11 (Eng. 10). The enemy’s effect is articulated as both physical, a deadly
wound in the body, and verbal: “my adversaries taunt me while they say to me
continually: where is your god?” Patrick Miller has argued convincingly that the term
ḥerpāh (חרפה, meaning “reproach,” “taunt,” “insult”) and its related verbal forms ()חרף,
regularly refer to a challenge to the power of one who is being taunted, or to his or her
god.360 Miller investigates the use of ḥerpāh in narrative contexts (Judg 8:15; Neh 3:3334; Neh 6:13; I Sam 25:39; I Sam 17:10, 25, 26, 36, 45; 2 Kings 19:4, 16, 22, 23; Joel 2:
17-19). He states, “One cannot always discern the nature of the ḥerpāh in the laments,
but the narrative uses of this word offer some clues as to the content of the accusations or
complaints of the Psalmists.”361 These narrative instances demonstrate that ḥerpāh is a
taunt against someone’s power and status, and that of his or her god. When we look back
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at the psalms, Miller suggests, that is what we see as well.362 ḥerpāh is: “the taunt of an
enemy about one’s plight and assumptions of the powerlessness of the person in his or
her situation. But it is also a challenge against God’s power.”363
The taunt highlights the powerlessness of the psalmist for her god lacks the power
to help. The question “where is your God?” not only continues to articulate the psalmist’s
separation from the divine presence, but it accentuates the psalmist’s powerlessness and
vulnerability, and invokes God to act for the sake of God’s own power and dominion lest
God be proven inept. Part of how the God is invoked, is by calling on God to protect
God’s own reputation.
In addition, while the psalmist speaks in the first person, this formulaic question
evokes corporate aspects and the tradition of divine abandonment. Corporate realities and
the fate of national deities are implicated with the victorious taunt of the enemy, as it was
with the establishment or de-establishment of Zion and temple. The fate of the “I” has
communal implications, and the “I” may very well take on the sense of the communal
“I”. The taunting of the enemy has a corporate connotation, one taken up most explicitly
in the communal laments. Psalm 79, for example, speaks of the nations defiling the
temple, and laying Jerusalem in ruins. The enemy is not just a local adversary, but foreign
nations and their respective gods. Psalm 79:4 states: “We have become a taunt to our
neighbors, mocked and derided by those around us.”
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The connotations of the enemy, furthermore, conjure associations with chaos
water and its destructive forces. Bouzard highlights that the prevailing of the enemy in
communal laments is associated with rising of the sea dragon and the forces associated
with chaos water. Psalm 89 exhibits this association with the God’s battle against the sea
dragon with the battle between God’s anointed and his enemies. Psalm 89:10-11 (Eng. 910) reads: “You rule the raging of the sea; when its waves rise, you still them. You
crushed Rahab like a carcass; you scattered your enemies with your mighty arm.” Verse
26 (Eng. 25) speaks of God’s anointing on David as not only crushing his foes and
striking down those who hate him (v. 24 [Eng. 23]), but also that: “I will set his hand on
the sea ( )ים/ and his right hand on the rivers (נהר, v.26 [Eng. 25]).” Verses 40-47 (Eng.
39-46) refer to the enemies who God has given victory over God’s anointed. This
association is evident in Pss 74 and 83 as well.364
The onslaught of the enemy is likened in these psalms to the sea dragon and chaos
waters. The hope of God defending the psalmist and the nation is rooted in God’s past
defeat of the sea dragon (Ps 74: 12-17). The taunts of the enemies are therefore
stereotypical expressions spoken by those who would humiliate God and God’s people.
But as in Mesopotamian laments, Bouzard argues:
The attack by foreign foes is perceived by the Hebrew poets as an aspect of
disaster with cosmic proportions. The success of the enemies signals the triumph
of chaos with which the alien invaders are aligned. Both the destructive activities
of the foes and their taunts are in several instances explicitly coordinated with the
364
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manifestations of the primordial chaotic forces such as the raging sea monster,
fire, and earthquake.365
The battle with chaos as a means of establishing dominion over the world is not relegated
to the past. These forces are “not exhausted by their ancient defeat. In Israel’s human foes
the ancient dragon finds allies.” Bouzard concludes: “One should therefore understand
references to foreign enemies and their destructive activities as a re-emergence of the
threat posed in the mythological past by the chaos dragon.”366
Psalm 42 draws upon the interrelated aspects of this imagery. The taunts of the
enemy highlight the turmoil and powerlessness of the psalmist, implicate God’s power
and reputation, and connote themes of chaos and order as it relates to God’s presence and
power. Loneliness and adversarial speech, whether figurative only or a reflection of
social relationships, are an expression of a world in need of God’s ordering presence.
Chaos is present in the psalm not just through references of rushing water but also in the
taunts and assaults of the enemy.

CONCLUSION
There are many other poetic observations that could be made by a careful reader
concerning Ps 42 as an independent lament and lyric. I have limited my analysis to the
elements that are most integral to the development of the psalm, to the factors that
contribute to the sense that the psalm is a whole lyric, to the indications of an integrated
whole, and to the factors that contribute to a sense of closure. I have sought to give
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credence to its independence by virtue of internal evidence. I have also sought to give
focus to the compelling poetry of the psalm that both stands on its own and frames the
collection. My analysis of Ps 42 emphasizes themes, aspects of lament, and imagery of
water, temple, and enemy that not only speak to Ps 42 as a singular poem, but to the
themes and language that continue throughout collection. The lament of Ps 42 can stand
on its own, but it also is the lead psalm and microcosm of the collection. Chapters four
and five will focus on the Elohistic collection, approaching the collection through
comparison in order to further explicate the relationship of Ps 42 to the collection.
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Chapter 4
“My Lord, That Which Has Been Created:” Framing a Collection

Chapter three gave extensive analysis to Ps 42 as a poem and as synecdoche of
the Elohistic collection. I emphasized the lament language, intensity, imagery, and
patterns of development. One path I could take to continue this argument would be to
trace these themes, semantic and lexical elements, imagery, and distribution of divine
names throughout the following psalms—making my case for Ps 42 as microcosm by
mapping the literary connections and thematic and lexical consistency throughout the
collection. This type of mapping or tracking of lexical and thematic elements is the tact
often taken in Shape and Shaping studies, and this approach might be fruitful in drawing
out literary connections in keeping with my thesis. However, I find such an approach
insufficient in explaining the presence of counterexamples, psalms that do not cleanly fit
and do not share clear commonalities and lexical or thematic consistency. Without a clear
framework for discerning connections, including both similarities and differences, the
effort seems to veer too far towards a subjective reading of a particular reader that
obscures counterexamples.
Furthermore, I am not convinced that the presence of intertextual connections
alone, while fruitful in reading and ascertaining aspects of individual or small groups of
psalms, proves anything substantive concerning the boundaries, purpose, or character of a
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collection. One can expect to find intertextual connections with juxtaposed poems. These
intertextual connections require a framework for interpreting them. Therefore, I proceed
in my argument for Ps 42’s role as synecdoche within a model and a framework for
approaching a psalms collection. For when one perceives they are reading a poem, either
through lineation, meter, sparse particles, or metaphorical imagery, one begins to adapt
one’s reading strategy, and what one is looking to hear, experience, or be affected by.
When encountering a collection of poems, a similar adaptation is necessary as opposed to
encountering other types of works.
The Psalms are unique to the Hebrew Bible, as Alter asserts, for its “manifestly
anthological nature.”367 To what can we compare a psalms collection, therefore? There is
little in the Hebrew Bible that can provide a corollary or perspective on the literary nature
of the collection. And as I state at numerous points in this study, narrative is not a
sufficient model for understanding and construing the literary relationships of the
collection. My approach in this study so far has been attention to the manuscript tradition
and to the poetry of Ps 42 as well as the models of poetic collections and anthologies. As
I continue with attention to the collection as a whole in this chapter and the role of the
lead and closing poems in the next, I have chosen not to examine the Elohistic collection
in isolation, but in comparison to another ancient collection, TH 1-42, utilizing Jonathan
Z. Smith’s method of comparison as my method. I compare the Elohistic collection to TH
1-42 for at least two reasons. TH 1-42 is an ancient corollary, in contrast to more modern
and western models, and it is a return to where Wilson began his study.
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I compare the Elohistic Psalter to TH 1-42 because of TH 1-42’s ancient Near
Eastern context and because of the potential cultural contact and shared background. I
mention this, even though I do not situate my comparison in such a way that relies on
genealogical connection, imitation, or borrowing. However, since I draw considerably
from the Western literary tradition and contemporary literary theory, and considering that
the writing or placing of poetic texts together in sequence, collection, or anthology is
often considered a somewhat recent and western convention, TH 1-42 exhibits dynamics
and choices around a collection of poetic texts that is among the earliest preserved
documents that we have.368 While the production of TH 1-42 is separated from the
Elohistic Psalter by considerable cultural and temporal distance, investigating this ancient
Near Easter collection might help to mitigate against concerns of either cultural or
temporal anachronism.
I also compare the Elohistic collection to TH 1-42 as a return to where Wilson
began in his influential study on the editing of the Hebrew Psalter. Wilson argued for an
edited and shaped Psalter based on comparative evidence. He looked for clues of editing
and linking in the psalms by examining both Qumran psalms scrolls and Sumerian
collections—collections of hymn incipits as well as TH 1-42.369 Finding evidence of
deliberate strategies for linking and organizing poetic texts or incipits in a collection,
Wilson made a case for purposeful editing in the Psalter. I have raised questions and
critiques in this study concerning Wilson’s approach, namely that he assumes final
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editing that incorporates all remaining elements in the Psalter, that the Psalter is shaped
narratively to tell a story, and that it is post-cultic and cut off from ritual or liturgical
contexts. While I critique Wilson, I have long been intrigued by Wilson’s work and
compelled by his attention to collections and the dynamics the act of collecting creates. In
my attempt to redescribe and reimagine how Ps 42 relates to the collection, I attend to TH
1-42, one of Wilson’s points of comparison.
I share Wilson’s task, that is to analyze the character of psalms collections and its
impact on the experience or interpretation of a psalm. Therefore, I return to TH 1-42 with
a different perspective, new questions, and a different term for comparison. My third term
for comparison is how and to what effect a collection is organized. In other words, what
signals that these compositions are to be read together and form a collection and what can
we say about the event of the collection. My comparison is also modified from Wilson’s
in terms of scope. Wilson utilized TH 1-42, as well as hymn incipit catalogues and
Qumran scrolls, to make claims about the Psalter as a whole. My comparison is more
narrowly focused: comparing the Elohistic Collection of forty-two psalms to the
Sumerian collection of forty-two hymns to Temples.
In chapter two, I refined my use of the word collection positing a collection as a
group of compositions that do not merely have common characteristics or intertextual
resonances, but this set of compositions is framed as such and becomes a new literary
work. I based this definition in the study of poetic collections and anthologies. I test and
further explore this assertion through comparison, refining in what ways this is true of the
Elohistic collection, attentive to its similarities and differences with TH 1-42. My
provisional definition of a collection proposes that perception of a collection involves the
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perception of boundaries and framing—indications that these poems belong together for
some reason. In this chapter, I am interested in what signals that a set of poems are to be
read or encountered together and comprise a new literary work, what contributes to this
perception, and to what effect. These related aspects are my third term for comparing the
Elohistic collection with TH 1-42: how and to what effect these collections are framed
and organized as a new work.
Discerning the character of a collection, as proposed in chapter two, happens from
two directions: synecdoche and metonymy. Chapter three took the synecdochic approach.
I analyzed Ps 42 as an independent psalm that both stands on its own as a singular event
and is also first encounter and synecdoche of the collection. The first impression and
encounter with the Elohistic collection is through Ps 42. This initial impression is
confirmed, extended, or modified as one discerns a sense of the whole. In the current
chapter, therefore, I will approach the Elohistic collection with attention to the
metonymic. By metonymic, I mean what one gleans that gives a sense of the whole. I will
focus on how the collection is framed as such, and to what end. The synecdochic
impression Ps 42 provides is then confirmed, modified or extended through the
metonymic sense of the whole. Since my thesis concerns the relationship of Ps 42 to the
collection, I proceed in constructing a sense of the collection which confirms and works
in concert with the synecdochic role of Ps 42. Chapter five will continue the comparison
but with attention to the constituent parts and how key parts of the collection contribute
to the cumulative impression, moving between the synecdochic and metonymic.
Before proceeding with the comparison, I highlight one more aspect, that is the
effective potential of ancient Near Eastern poetry. My treatment of Ps 42 highlighted not
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only its imagery and poetry but the effectual potential of the lament and the impulse to
invoke God to intervene. When I argue, therefore, that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the
Elohistic collection, I do not mean solely in terms of themes, imagery, or emphases, but
also the actuational potential. My comparative work will be attentive, therefore, to the
relationship between actuational poems and the collection. Whereas Wilson saw the
Psalter as transforming psalms to a new purpose or function, that is to portray a history
and tell a story, I propose that the collection does not necessarily transform these prayers
into something different, rather the collection participates in, coopts, or extends the
effective potential of its constituent poems. I am interested in the ways these collections
do not merely preserve or present their constituent works but become a new work with a
cumulative impression or actuational potential.370
I emphasize the functional and actuational aspects because there is risk that we
view a psalms collection the way we are prone as modern western-influenced readers, to
reads psalms merely as texts on a page to be read privately, enjoyed and interpreted.371
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liturgically, or apotropaically is difficult to ascertain. Furthermore, these texts have long lives over many
years and shifting contexts. These collections might invoke the divine, ward off calamity, secure the
continued blessing of the divine, and reiterate the centrality of nation and temple. While I seek to discern
the effectual aspects of these collections through comparison, the precise nature of their effects will have to
remain non-descript or imprecise. We simply don’t have the data to posit exact circumstances or an original
Sitz im Leben. While I do not present a particular context and ritual or liturgical effect, I do argue that the
new work these collections comprise involves the potential to effect. While the effect is non-descript and
hard, if not impossible, to determine exactly, I maintain that the effect is not merely in terms of emotional
experience (enjoyment, expressing of grief, comfort, peace) or cognitive or theological conceptions, but to
move the deity to act in a way that affects actual circumstances in one’s world.
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Culler, Theory of the Lyric, 5; Attridge, The Experience of Poetry: From Homer’s Listeners to
Shakespeare’s Readers, 2. Culler comments concerning much lyric theory and pedagogy, that there is an
unnecessary presumption “that the goal of reading a lyric is to produce a new interpretation.” He suggests
that this is a distinctly twentieth century presumption and that in prior centuries poems were expected to
teach and delight. Attridge comments similarly of the goal of enjoyment of poetry rather than
interpretation.
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While ancient poetry, as with my experience of Psalm 42, can be read, enjoyed, and
interpreted, the Elohistic collection is literature born out of a particular cultural milieu, a
milieu where prayer and poetry were rooted in ritual and liturgy and were effective in
altering circumstances.372 In biblical lyric and in poetry and prayer in the ancient Near
East, poetry affected and effected, bearing a functional and actuational aspect. Therefore,
psalms, as lyrics, seek to be an event of a particular sort.
There has been a movement within the study of religion in recent years to
recognize religious experience as holistic, involving all aspects of a person as well as the
cultural and material.373 This recognition has come, in part, through acknowledgment of
Protestantism’s influence on the study of religion and its focus on belief.374 This focus on
religion as a set of beliefs shaped the way scholars interpreted and analyzed, and
ultimately created the modern concept of religion.375 Religious experience as well as
religious texts, however, are more complex and aimed at more than the articulating of
beliefs, nor are they merely the reflection of beliefs. Poetry and prayer texts in the ancient
Near East were effective, part of a world that could be altered or maintained through
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ritual, incantation, and words.376 Prayers could invoke the divine to act. Poetry and prayer
were operative in the lives of individuals and communities. The study of the Psalter has
not integrated these more holistic approaches, still interpreting the Psalter through the
lens of narrative and as texts to be read and interpreted.
If individual psalms or hymns are more than a poem on the page, but effectual
texts for performance in particular contexts, I consider if collections bore an effectual
aspect as well. The collection may coopt or extend the effectual potential of texts, thus
bearing an actuational intent or effect from the collecting of particular texts in a particular
way. Furthermore, the written and preserved text is more than a method of preservation,
but texts come to have apotropaic purposes and associations, becoming meaningful not
just through their content, but their apotropaic connotation and potential.377 I will explore
this implication more later in this chapter.

COMPARING THE ELOHISTIC COLLECTION WITH TH 1-42
As stated in the introduction, I will employ Jonathon Z. Smith’s comparative
method that has four distinct steps. The first is to describe the comparands. The second is
to compare them with respect to the third term. Third, the comparands are redescribed
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See the following studies: Farber, “Associative Magic”; Gerstenberger, “Modes of Communication with
the Divine in the Hebrew Psalter”; Gerstenberger, “Praise in the Realm of Death: The Dynamics of HymnSinging in Ancient Near Eastern Lament Ceremony”; Greaves, “Wordplay and Associative Magic in the
Ugaritic Snake-Bite Incantation RS 24.244”; Greaves, “Ominous Homophony and Portentous Puns in
Akkadian Omens”; Greaves, “The Power of the Word in the Ancient Near East”; Hurowitz, “Alliterative
Allusions, Rebus Writing, and Paronomastic Punishment”; Jaques, “‘To Talk to One’s God’”; Lenzi,
“Invoking the God.”
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Bouzard, We Have Heard with Our Ears, O God, 86-87; Mark E. Cohen, Balag-Compositions:
Sumerian Lamentation Liturgies of the Second and First Millennium B.C. (Undena Pubications, 1974), 15.
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with respect to the third term. Finally, the category or term that the scholar has employed
for comparison is redescribed.378
Several points of commonality and similarity between the Elohistic Psalter and
TH 1-42 that I describe below contribute to my choice to compare these two
collections.379 However, the work of Jonathan Z. Smith suggests that similarity is not
necessarily a criterion for comparison. Instead, the necessary criteria are a clear
framework and procedure. Comparison helps us to consider how to conceive of
something or redescribe it while cognizant of differences and polygenetic origins and
influences.380 Comparison is, according to Smith:
A disciplined exaggeration in the service of knowledge. It lifts out and strongly
marks certain features within difference as being of possible intellectual
significance, expressed in the rhetoric of their being ‘like’ in some stipulated
fashion.381
The objects are not ultimately “like” as of the same type or substance, but they are “like”
in some specific manner or observation. Smith places emphasis not on the similarity of
phenomena or the objects of study chosen, but the scholars, their questions, and their
theoretical problems.382 In this manner, the significant differences between TH 1-42 and
the Elohistic collection do not inhibit but enhance the comparison, highlighting similarity
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304.
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“Comparison provides the means by which we ‘re-vision’ phenomena as our data in order to solve our
theoretical problems (emphasis original),” Smith, Drudgery Divine, 51.
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and difference while attending to certain features. Comparison ought not to conflate two
things but lead to a redescription of each in view of the scholar’s interest or question.

Describing Comparands
The first step in Smith’s method is to describe the comparands. I begin, therefore,
by describing the Elohistic collection, and I will then describe TH 1-42. The Elohistic
Psalter, as it is most often referred, is forty-two psalms (Pss 42-83). These psalms include
smaller collections. Psalms 42-44, 46-49 all share a superscription “psalms of the Sons of
Korah.” Psalms 51-65, 68-70, are psalms of David (all have  לדודincluded in the
superscription). Psalms 73-83 are Psalms of Asaph. Genre or form-critical categories
vary throughout these forty-two psalms, though there is a significant number of laments.
Among the forty plus individual laments in the Psalter (counts differ slightly), there are
thirteen in the Elohistic collection.383 Of the seven communal laments that Bouzard
studies, six are in the Elohistic collection.384
The Elohistic collection overlaps with other layers of organization within the
Psalter. Book II of the Psalter runs from 42-72. Book III runs from 73-89. Therefore, the
Elohistic collection of 42-83 overlaps and does not coincide cleanly with the seams of
these other layers of collection. While there are commonalities among these psalms (4283) to be observed or that come to light through their juxtaposition, commonality alone is
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Pss 42, 43, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 64, 69, 70, and 71.
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Pss 44, 60, 74, 79, 80, and 83. Bouzard, We Have Heard with Our Ears, O God, 142. I reference what
Bouzard considers the clearest examples of communal laments. Other lists of communal laments are
broader and include other less clear examples.
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not enough to suggest these poems have been placed together and together become a new
work, especially as the boundaries are in tension with other sub-collection boundaries. It
is the divine name use grouping these together that stands out, suggesting these have been
placed together according to some logic or purpose, which has caused scholars to look for
further patterns or commonality.
These forty-two psalms stand out as a distinct collection by virtue of their
preference for ͗əlōhīm385 (— אלהיםgod/gods/God) to refer to Israel’s god as opposed to
yhwh386 (—יהוהLORD) which is the preferred name in the rest of the Psalter and
elsewhere.387 Laura Joffe provides a graph that shows the distribution of name use in the
Psalter.388 Her graph presents visually the decided and noticeable shift in the name used
for Israel’s god in these psalms.389 John Day, similarly, provides the following statistics
to show the shift in name use. In Pss 1-41, yhwh occurs 278 times, ͗əlōhīm just 15. In the
Elohistic Psalter, (Pss 42-83) yhwh occurs 44 times, ͗əlōhīm 200 times. In Pss 84-89 (what
Joffe calls the tail to the Elohistic Psalter), yhwh occurs 31, ͗əlōhīm 7. And in Pss 90-150,
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Whereas I used the more common English spelling in earlier chapters (Elohim), I utilize a more precise
transliteration here to be consistent with other transliterations.
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This distinguishing characteristic is widely recognized and commented on. See the following works:
Wilhelm Gesenius, Thesaurus Philologicus Criticus Linguae Hebraeae et Chaldaeae Veteris Testamenti, 3
vols. (Lipsiae: Fr. Chr. Guil. Vogelii, 1835); Heinrich Ewald, Die Psalmen, Die Dichter Des Alten Bundes
2 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1839); F. Delitzch, Symbolae Ad Psalmos Illustrandos Isagogicae
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The Psalter does not typically group by sameness. There is variation in ordering, not ordering large
groups of psalms by genre or superscription. Therefore, it is notable statistically and visually the
concentration of psalms that display a noticeable pattern, and that these psalms that privilege ͗əlōhīm appear
together within the Psalter.
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yhwh occurs 339 times, and ͗əlōhīm only 6.390 Outside of the Elohistic Psalter, only Ps 108
has more occurrences of ͗əlōhīm than yhwh. Psalm 108, however, is considered a
composite psalm made up of 57:8-12 [Eng. 7-11]/60:6-14 [Eng. 5-12]. Both Pss 57 and
60 are in the Elohistic Psalter.
In addition to the preference for ͗əlōhīm, Joffe notes that the Elohistic Psalter,
“delights in a variety of appellations for God, and these often occur more in the Elohistic
Psalter than in the other major sections of the Psalms (Ps 1-42, 84-89, and 90-150). These
include: “lord” ()אדני, “hosts” ()צבאות, “god” ()אל, “most high” ()עליון, “God of Jacob”
()אלהי יעקב, “LORD God” ()יהוה אלהים, “god” ()אלוה, “almighty” or “sovereign”
()שׁדי.391
There has been considerable interest in recent years in the Elohistic Psalter,
recognizing this as a distinct group of psalms and positing rationale for its origins and
organization.392 The rationale posited for the Elohistic Psalter and what has guided or
shaped its organization have varied, each proposal suggesting something different about
the nature of why and how this collection came together. The most prevalent and long-
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John Day, Psalms, OTG 15 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1990), 114. I do not present Day’s
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standing explanation for this noticeable preference for ͗əlōhīm that marks Pss 42-83 as a
distinct collection, however, is that Pss 42-83 were edited to change the divine names,
reducing the occurrences of yhwh, for the preferred ͗əlōhīm.393 The instances where
psalms in the Elohistic Psalter occur elsewhere support the notion of editing, that the
divine name may have been changed by a scribe. When psalms from this collection occur
outside of the Elohistic Psalter, yhwh occurs in place of ͗əlōhīm. These instances include
Ps 68:1 in Num 10:35, Ps 68:7,8 in Judg 5:4,5, Ps 53 in Ps 14, Ps 70 in Ps 40: 14-18.394
The one exception is Ps 108 as already mentioned.395
If the divine name preference is a result of editing, then what reasoning explains
this pattern of editing? The explanation proposed most often for this editing is the
prohibition against pronouncing the Tetragrammaton ()יהוה.396 The argument is that there
is a deliberate removal and avoidance of yhwh (“The LORD;” )יהוה. This rationale has a
significant issue and has, therefore, incited its own range of explanations because yhwh
has not ultimately been removed. The name still occurs over forty times, and often in
prominent places and in parallel with ͗əlōhīm, which is problematic if the rationale is the
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prohibition of speaking the name at all.397 Also, the prohibition against pronouncing the
name is agreed to be a later development. Therefore, others have proposed that the intent
of editing was not to erase the name of yhwh altogether but to highlight it through
selective use.398 In addition is the question as to why the editing would break at Ps 83, not
coinciding with other organizational levels of the Psalter.
Other arguments seek to explain patterns of divine name use in the Elohistic
Psalter through the logic of a theological or cultural shift and to look for some theological
tendency or consistency. Millard emphasizes a Name Theology that is present mainly in
the Asaphite collection that closes the Elohistic Psalter where God’s name is a stand-in
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Hossfeld and Zenger, “The So-Called Elohistic Psalter”; Joffe, “The Elohistic Psalter”; Robert G.
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for the divine presence. God’s name is present but concealed.399 Similarly, Hossfeld and
Zenger suggest a particular theological tendency to use ͗əlōhīm for those who are far away
from God, and yhwh for those who are close.400 Ziony Zevit’s proposal is not rooted in
the Psalter, but in an older polytheistic cultic background where yhwh was worshipped
alongside other gods.401 Burnett, following The Shape and Shaping approach, finds
context in the Psalter and the stages of its development proposing a dual psalm book: one
book that groups by yhwh (Pss 1-41) and a second that groups by ͗əlōhīm (Pss 42-83).402
These examples demonstrate a tendency to look for consistency of thought,
theology, or editing to explain the patterns of divine name use in the Elohistic Psalter.
They seek to uncover what these psalms bear in common or how they have been edited
for commonality. Despite the manifold attempts at an explanation, Weyde concludes that
in many cases there is no satisfactory or consistent explanation as why one divine name is
preferred over the other.403 While strains of theology or ideology may make their way
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into this collection, there is not sufficient evidence that these rise to the level of a
consistent revision, nor a principle of collection. Furthermore, if editing is to explain
divine name use, this editing too is uneven. Many of the psalms have at least one if not
several occurrences of yhwh, and the remaining have no occurrences of yhwh,
only ͗əlōhīm.404
Much of the argumentation concerning the Elohistic Psalter tends to focus on
editing, and for some this editing is part of the formation of the MT Psalter. I state
clearly, therefore, that while we lack a physical artifact for the Elohistic collection and
our textual evidence is relatively late, I follow Joffe and Burnett who propose that this is
a preexisting collection that gets incorporated into the Psalter, rather than the result of
late editorial activity.405 While the MT corpus show variation in the number of
compositions, there is ample evidence in MT of the forty-two psalms of the Elohistic
Psalter, supported further by the LXX. Burnett has also demonstrated that the psalms of
the Elohistic Psalter present at Qumran are consistent with the Elohistic Psalter divine
name use.406 This preexisting collection with its distinctive distribution of divine name
use has been incorporated into the Psalter. Book divisions have been inserted, but the
organizing principles of this older collection remain discernable.
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Divine name use is the predominant organizing principle that functions to set
these psalms off from others, to frame them as being placed together purposefully, even if
further rationale has not been easily discernable. To proceed in considering the way in
which these psalms are framed as belonging together as a work and to what end, I utilize
the comparison with TH 1-42 to propose another possibility: the collection is forty-two
psalms, grouped according to a conventional number. I will turn for now, therefore, to
describe and introduce TH 1-42 and how it is framed as a collection that is its own work.
Temple Hymns 1-42 (TH 1-42) is a set of forty-two Sumerian hymns to temples
compiled in the third millennium and was preserved and copied into the Babylonian
era.407 Just as psalms collections bring together psalms from various contexts and set
them together, the hymns of TH 1-42 come from various cities where these texts would
be potentially rooted in a particular Sitz im Leben. Wilson, Wilcke, and Hallo view the
hymns as coming out of a particular setting. Wilson states: “It is generally accepted that
the cultural matrix of the ‘basic form’ of these hymns is the ceremonial institution (or
reinstitution) of temple worship for the various deities described, as well as the
construction (or reconstruction) of the temples addressed.”408 These texts are rooted in
the tradition of viewing defeat or destruction as divine abandonment, and the ritual
performances that reinstitute or maintain divine presence and protection. These texts
seem to have been gathered from these various sites and collected and written together.
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These hymns are written together on the same surface, framed through the
colophon as collected together for a reason that is not merely archival, but to be its own
created work.409 There are fifty surviving clay tablets and fragments that attest to this
collection.410 The majority of these were excavated in southern Iraq in the late nineteenth
century. Of these, seven of the tablets come from Ur, thirty-seven from Nippur. Two of
these texts date to the Ur III period, the remaining are the result of copying and
transmission and date to the Old Babylonian period.411
Each exemplar features hymns written on the same surface, a feature referred to
by numerous scholars as compilation or Sammeltafeln.412 Whereas individual texts are
commonly written on their separate tablets, they can often appear along with other texts
on the same tablet, a practice Kleinerman describes as ubiquitous throughout the
cuneiform record.413 She describes compilation “as a sequence of compositions, often
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drawn together from various sources and not necessarily composed with one another in
mind.”414 Worthington states similarly that “the term Sammeltafel identifies a tablet
whose contents were not composed as one but collected together from independent
compositions.”415
The practice of writing texts on the same surface may or may not coincide with
how I am defining and describing a poetic collection—works brought together that
become a new work. According to Kleinerman, a variety of factors might guide the act of
compilation in Mesopotamian texts. These include genre distinctions,416 literary
compositions, texts invoking the same deity, texts used in the same ritual,417 thematic
similarities, texts grouped for pedagogical concerns or scribal exercises, texts within the
repertoire of the singer, shorter texts grouped together, and texts grouped or associated
with each other for some other reason.418 There might be a number of the above factors
that might apply in a given compilation, rather than being one or the other.
In order to constitute a collection as I am defining it, there needs to be some
elements that frame these as belonging together and which suggest to the reader that these
are together a new work. I say this recognizing the interplay between authorial or
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editorial choices, readerly perceptions, and the difficulty discerning where these intersect
or to what degree these overlap. Nevertheless, in addition to the material evidence of
these compositions written together on the same surface, there are a number of aspects
that support the assertion that this collection, TH 1-42, is a collection as I am defining it,
that these are framed as a new work. These include common form or genre, the colophon,
the role of Enheduanna, geographical trend, and that there are forty-two hymns.
Each of the hymns of TH 1-42 follow a definite pattern form-critically. The
pattern, according to Sjöberg, is “address to the temple with hymnical epithets, followed
by an reference to the deity in similar style and a refrain: ‘He/she (deity) has placed his
house on your muš, he has taken his seat on your dais.’”419 The pattern is noticeable from
hymn to hymn. Such consistency in a compilation or collection is not surprising in
Mesopotamia. Wilson notes the tendency to group by “genre”420 in the catalogues of
incipits. He states: “Genre interests seem, therefore, to exert important influence on the
organization of the catalogues whether in overt or implicit terms.”421 Hymns, in
particular, tend to be catalogued and collected with other hymns. The Temple hymns are
somewhat unique in that they do not address or sing of the deity, but address the temple,
and are not as well attested as other hymns outside of this collection.422
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Genre, in this context, is roughly synonymous with form according to formcritical observations. I do not imply a static or essentialist category, but an attempt to
discern the emic distinctions or understandings as reflected in the written record.
Vanstipout states concerning Mesopotamian texts that, “we can infer the existence and
operation of an active generic consciousness” from several indirect and direct indications,
one of these direct sources being the lists of incipits of literary compositions, “the
majority of which we know to have been much studied in the Old Babylonian
schools.”423 The common form and conventions displayed in these forty-two hymns make
these discernable as belonging to a particular context or type of discourse, leading
Wilcke, Hallo, and Wilson to presume a particular Sitz im Leben in the respective cities
throughout Sumer.424
While common form or genre offers one reason these are written on the same
surface, the colophon is the clearest indication that these have been brought together
intentionally as a new work. It is perhaps for this reason that Sjöberg describes TH 1-42
as unique in the ancient Near East because this collection of hymns is written and
preserved in a similar fashion to other literary texts rather than compilations of texts of a
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similar type.425 The colophon and its related features draw attention to how this collection
is framed as a new work.
The final hymn of the tablet closes with a variation in consistent patterns. This
variation includes the absence of the closing refrain present in the forty-one prior hymns,
and the addition of a colophon marking the end of the collection.426 The colophon states:
“The compiler of the tablet (is) Enheduanna. My lord, that which has been created (here)
no one has created (before).”427 A colophon of a tablet typically contains information that
a modern book might have on its title page. A colophon may include the title of the text,
often the incipit or first line, the name of the owner, or the scribe, or the date.428
Sometimes additional comments might be added, such as that the texts are secret or
added curses for those who remove it.429 Oppenheim suggests that certain accounting
tablets and all literary texts reserve space for the colophon.430 The colophon of a literary
or accounting text indicates that the writing included on this tablet is together a work.
Rather than forty-two hymns that might have been collected together because of a
common Sitz im Leben or use, these create a new literary work, something “no one has
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created before.” The colophon does not direct the reader to another tablet for the next
hymn or text in a series but, rather, directs the reader to consider these hymns together.431
Another aspect of the colophon is that it indicates that the En-priestess,
Enheduanna, daughter of Sargon of Akkad (2300-2230BCE) compiled these hymns.432
While a colophon often features the scribe, Enheduanna is not the typical scribe.
Enheduanna is well known as a poetess, with works attributed to her, writing three long
poems to Innana: “Inanna and Ebih,” “Lady of Largest Heart,” and “The exaltation of
Inanna.”433 Her fame as a poet is unusual in a context where authorship is most often
anonymous and male-centered. Hallo calls her, “the first non-anonymous author is
Mesopotamian History and perhaps all of History.”434 Wilson describes her significance
as follows:
Enheduanna is well known from historical (inscriptions), archaeological (cylinder
seals mentioning her name and a fragmentary disc bearing her likeness along with
her name), and literary (the products of her own strongly marked style) sources.
She was an immensely talented woman, a princess by birth, priestess by
appointment of Sargon and a poetess in her own right.435
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Enheduanna is named here likely due to both her prestige as well as for political
purposes. Temples, worship, and territory are enmeshed in politics. The historical
significance of Enheduanna is relevant to the nature of this collection, exposing the
political interest of the work.
Hallo states that when Sargon conquered Lugalzagesi of Uruk “he laid the basis
for a new departure in Mesopotamian political organization and ushered in a complex of
social, religious, and artistic innovations that deserve to be regarded as a king of cultural
explosion.”436 One reason for the collection may be the rebuilding of cities and temples
brought about through wars between Sargon and Lugalzagesi. If so, this supports Wilson,
Wilke, and Hallo’s assertion that the “’basic form’ of these hymns is the ceremonial
institution (or reinstitution) of temple worship for the various deities described, as well as
the construction (or reconstruction) of the temples addressed.”437 They see a close
connection, therefore, with the city lament tradition.438 Meador emphasizes other
potential reasons or aspects, such as the radical changes that Sargon instituted in the
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region, seeking to maintain or win support from a vast territory through maintaining
tradition, worship sites and their deities, and preserving the Sumerian language.439
The cultural, social, and religious changes associated with Sargon are significant
because the identification of the author or compiler here is not merely standard procedure
or at random. Enheduanna was a prominent figure whose connections to Sargon were of
great consequence for her father’s rule and the cohesion of his empire. Enheduanna’s role
acts as an organizing principle for the collection. Just as these many cities with their
respective temples and deities comprise Sargon’s kingdom, so these various hymns from
various cities represent a whole text.
There is some question as to Enheduanna’s role, and this has significance to how
we understand and compare this collection. Is she the compiler of hymns from various
cities and temples, per Sjöberg, Wilke, Wilson, and others?440 Or is she, as a poet herself,
both the author of the hymns and their compiler, per Meador—a deliberate collection of
poems composed by one authorial hand.441 The significance of the question is whether
TH 1-42 is a compilation of independent texts in the fashion of an anthology, or whether
TH 1-42 is more like the modern poetic collection or sequence—a set of poetic texts
written by one hand and intended to go together. Whereas Meador has argued for the
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latter, I side with Wilson, Hallo, Wilke and others who view Enheduanna’s role as the
compiler of these hymns.
The colophon, most straightforwardly, indicates Enheduanna acts as the scribe,
compiling these hymns together.442 The unique aspect (the thing never been done before)
seems to be that these are gathered together from all over Sargon’s realm. She, therefore,
is the compiler of the collection, not necessarily the author of the constituent hymns. The
role of compiler, furthermore, ought to be conceived of within an ancient Near Eastern
framework of “authorship,” where multiple stages and hands are likely involved, and the
prestige of an author can lend weight and antiquity to a work. The collection varied
among tablets,443 and likely came together in stages.444 Furthermore, some have noted
that certain hymns (TH 8, TH 9, TH 12, and TH 20) address later kings or temples,
making Enheduanna’s role in these particular hymns less likely, the suggestion of her
authorship of the hymns included less likely,445 and even her role as compiler more
nuanced. It is noteworthy, nonetheless, that Enheduanna is unique for her fame as author
of poems to Innana.446 Whatever Enheduanna’s actual role in this compilation of hymns,
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her acclaim as a poetess contributes to the framing of this collection and speaks to its
significance and authority447 and its potential impact and effect. Her status as the
daughter of Sargon creates a tie to the political interest’s of Sargon’s empire which is
represented through select cities that cover Sumer from Southeast to northwest. Another
characteristic of TH 1-42, therefore, is the geographical aspect.
The collection begins with Eridu located near the Persian Gulf and moves
generally north and east to Akkad.448 There are exceptions to this southeast to northwest
movement, though Wilcke suggests the movement is primarily by region, and within
regions the major sites are listed before the minor ones regardless of location within that
region.449 While not progressing in a perfect line, there is a general geographical
movement. The major exception to this is the last hymn to the Ereš temple of Nisaba,
located near Nippur, departing from the pattern Wilcke describes and moving abruptly
from Akkad in the far north back towards the center of Sumer.450
A final characteristic of this collection that acts as a way of forming a collection
out of these hymns is the sum of forty-two. While the fact that TH 1-42 has forty-two
compositions may seem random or of little consequence, the quantity of forty-two occurs
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somewhat often in terms of the number of hymns in a collection.451 In addition to TH 142, Wilson discusses a group of catalogs of hymn incipits that date from Ur III down to
the Neo-Babylonian period.452 Wilson cites 22 of these, and in some of these the number
forty-two serves an organizational role. One such is a hymn catalogue dated to Ur III that
lists the opening lines (incipits) of 42 hymns. Another text from Neo-Assyrian Nineveh
has a section division at line 42.453 Burnett summarizes:
The occurrences in question cover the full chronological range of these texts,
from Ur III to Neo-Babylonian times, and thus suggest a longstanding convention.
That is to say, within an ancient Mesopotamian tradition of hymn collection, the
number 42 served as a conventional organizing principle in the assemblage and
presentation of hymns.454
The next most common number for organizing catalogues and incipits is twenty-one.
Burnett states:
Besides forty-two, the only other number that recurs in this fashion is half of that
number’s sum, twenty-one, which is the number of lines in catalogues from Ur III
Nippur and Neo-Assyrian Nineveh and which is the number of compositions
represented by a Neo-Babylonian catalogue.455
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Hymn incipits are collected according to other quantities as well, and there is nothing that
confines a collection to operate by intervals of forty-two, or half of it, twenty-one.
However, the reoccurrence of forty-two as a quantity in hymn or incipit collections, and
its half, suggests that forty-two is one conventional way to organize a collection of
hymns.
The collecting of hymns by the quantity of forty-two draws attention to this aspect
of the Elohistic collection. Following the manuscript tradition of separation of Pss 42 and
43 and of Pss 70 and 71, the Elohistic collection is also forty-two compositions. Both
Joffe and Burnett have given considerable attention to this previously overlooked aspect
of the Elohistic collection. Their work has drawn attention to forty-two as a conventional
number, not only in the collecting of hymns, but a conventional number that has a long
tradition and a variety of usage.456 Forty-two is employed in varying ways in different
corpuses and contexts. Their work shows a range of connotation with ideas such as
disaster, judgement, curse, ill-omen, calamity, or warding off of judgement, calamity or
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disaster.457 These instances occur in the Mesopotamian hymn collections, Hebrew Bible,
New Testament, early Jewish sources, as well as Egyptian sources.458
Joffe proposes that, similar to the use of forty-two in Sumerian hymn and incipit
collections, that forty-two is an organizing principle for the Elohistic Psalter that frames
the collection. She argues further that not only does the quantity of forty-two frame this
as a collection but forty-two’s connotations around calamity and curse suggest a purpose
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or function of this text, to avert calamity and curse. The framing device, therefore, not
only frames these psalms as a collection but deploys this collection for a desired effect.
While Joffe’s specific claims concerning the effect of the Elohistic collection and
how divine name usage is part of that are unprovable, she does point to the possibility
that like TH 1-42, the Elohistic collection may have an effective or actuational aspect as
well. The number forty-two with its connotations around calamity, disaster, and divine
judgement is one component that might suggest such. In addition is the lead psalm with
its language of lament and divine abandonment (“where is your god?,” “why have you
forgotten me?,” “when shall I come…?”). I will return to the role of the lead psalm in
chapter five. I mention the lead psalm briefly here because the quantity forty-two is not
enough on its own to suggest a specific function or purpose of the text. However, there
are a number of elements working together, as chapter five will continue to show, that
may suggest the effective connotation or potential with the collection.
While Joffe is the first to suggest a purposeful or functional aspect to the Elohistic
collection, the actuational aspects of texts has long been affirmed concerning TH 1-42.
The scholarship on TH 1-42 has identified the significance of geography and the
implications of Sargon’s royal rule. Numerous scholars, as already mentioned, have
suggested a liturgical or ritual origin for these constituent hymns around the (re)building
and (re)institution of temples. What is often unclear amid these assertions is if these
assertions are concerning the constituent hymns themselves as connected to a particular
Sitz im Leben or to the collection as a whole. And what is the relationship between the
potential effective-ness of the constituent compositions and that of the collection?
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The political implications of TH 1-42 for Sargon’s empire are clearly in view
through the ways the collection is framed as a collection. The extending and symbolizing
of divine protection over Sargon’s rule is likely the focus and purpose of this particular
collection. As the Sitz im Leben for the constituent hymns is the (re)building or
re(establishment) of temples, Burnett states:
“The temple hymn collection may thus represent an effort, on behalf of the king,
to invoke the sympathy or favor of the gods and thus to counter divine wrath
associated with the destruction of these temples or resulting from their restoration
and continued use within the realm of his rule.”459
Military defeat and the destruction of temples were interpreted as the defeat of the god, or
as an expression of divine disfavor.460 Such a predicament was overcome by attributing to
the god the powers needed for deliverance through praise, through the appeasing of the
divine anger, or through invoking the God to act through lament.461 Burnett suggests,
therefore, that TH 1-42 may be understood through the perspective of the “ancient Near
Eastern theology of divine abandonment,” and the formalized effort to invoke the divine
to reoccupy temple and territory and to protect.462
What Burnett implies but does not state clearly, is that the collection takes on and
extends the effectual and actuational aspects of the constituent temple hymns. However,
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the collection’s effectual aspects may be conceptual, symbolic, or apotropaic, and may
not be tied to a particular performance or ritual. The collection, nonetheless, bears an
effectual connotation. Therefore, it is possible to affirm the potential effectiveness of a
collection without reconstructing a specific Sitz im Leben or use for the collection itself.
Walter C. Bouzard’s work has identified examples of texts, texts connected to the
tradition of divine abandonment and the rebuilding and reinstitution of temples, that
continue to be viewed or used as having an apotropaic power even when no longer
connected to an original or specific Sitz im Leben. His work focuses on the balag and
ershemma compositions that have roots in the Sumerian city laments. He makes a
distinction, however, between the city laments and these other compositions that seem to
come out of the city lament tradition but are written later and are then passed into the
ongoing liturgical tradition and which are more general and adaptable to different
contexts. It is this distinction that I consider helpful.
There is a crucial difference, he suggests, between the city laments and the
balags.463 “The former reflect the historic circumstances which inspired their
composition, including the references to the cause of the catastrophe that befell the cities,
mention of Elam, the su-people, the Gutians, and especially the misfortunes of Ibbi-Sin.”
In contrast, the balags, bear the “principle of adaptability.”464 In Cohen’s words, they “do
not portray any one specific historical occurrence, but rather describe the destruction of
the land in general terms.”465
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The city laments were written for one particular occasion, and then, while copied
and passed down as part of the corpus of literary works, were retired from cultic and
liturgical use.466 The balags and ershemmas, in contrast, “were incorporated into the
ongoing liturgy of the Babylonian and Assyrian cults and, specifically, into the liturgies
of the gala priesthood.”467 I emphasize this distinction for it draws attention to the
general adaptability of these laments, that do not link to one event in the way that the city
lament does, but bear an ongoing cultic use and apotropaic purpose intended to divert
divine wrath. Bouzard cites one example that gives the sense of the ongoing life and
purpose of these texts in turning away the wrath of the gods.
A Mari balag to Inanna appearing in association with the festival of a new moon
as well as subsequent mention of balag/ershemma laments in texts detailing the
rituals of the gala priests, in calendar texts, as a part of the akîtu festival at Uruk,
and even in a namburbi indicate that the lamentation remained a means by which
the priests maintained an ever-constant vigil against the inadvertent evocation of
the god’s anger.468
Cohen summarizes, commenting on the use of these texts in various contexts for
apotropaic purposes:
The balag-lamentation was originally composed to placate the wrath of the gods
during the razing of sacred structures. As early as the Old Babylonian period the
laments also became part of a fixed liturgy for certain days of the month,
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presumably to pacify the gods over unknowingly committed offenses that may
have been totally unrelated to the demolishing of temple buildings. This dual
usage of the balag-lamentation was maintained throughout the first millennium
B.C. when the balag was even used in rituals to avert portended evil.469
Cohen’s example illustrates how a composition is incorporated on occasion, not because
of the specific content, but for its apotropaic associations.
Bouzard’s and Cohen’s work draw attention to an ongoing effectiveness and
purpose even while no longer connected to a particular context. This is true of TH 1-42.
These hymns to temples are compiled together, no longer isolated in their temples and
individual rituals, but now representing, symbolizing, or serving to maintain the divine
presence and blessing over all Sumer.
The Elohistic collection’s psalms do not have as clear and specific of origins as
the temple hymns do. However, if the collection accents and extends its constituent
poems’ connotations and potential, I continue to explore how this might be true of the
Elohistic collection. Pushing back on Wilson’s conclusion that the Psalter transforms
psalms and they are no longer connected to liturgy or ritual, I emphasize that the
collection does not sever the psalms effectual-ness, but coopts their potentiality. Put
differently, the cumulative impression and potentiality of the collection is derived in part
from the potentiality and effectuality of the constituent poems, though likely not realized
in the exact same ways.
The Elohistic collection’s psalms very in genre, tone, length, and voice, as already
noted. However, I draw attention to the fact that some of the constituent psalms bear
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similarity to the lament tradition and the tradition of divine abandonment and the ritual
and liturgical response to it. Bouzard’s study, already mentioned, compares the balag and
ershemma compositions to the communal laments of the psalms and argues for a
common tradition, hence a point of connection to the tradition of divine abandonment.
The communal laments he focuses on, what he calls the clearest example of communal
laments, all besides one fall within the Elohistic collection: 44, 60, 74, 79, 80, 83.470 Like
the ongoing apotropaic use and connotation of the balag and ershemma, he suggests an
ongoing effective connotation not rooted to one particular context, ritual, or liturgy for
the communal laments.
Bouzard notes the distinct absence of penitential motifs in the balag and
ershemma laments and he asserts that the reason for this is clear: “the cultic setting had
nothing to do with penitence but instead focused on averting divine wrath and,
consequently, calamity.”471 In the biblical communal laments, this absence is peculiar, he
suggests. If these laments are understood in light of the events of 587 BCE, and in a
similar period as the Deuteronomistic Historian and prophets like Ezekiel and Jeremiah,
then it is noticeable the lack of penitential themes in these psalms. He suggests, therefore,
that these laments may have already found use in Israel’s cult for reasons concomitant
with the Mesopotamian communal laments. They are not focused on the people’s fault or
the cause of calamity but invoking the deity to reoccupy temple and territory and to bless.
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If a collection retains and extends something of its constituent poems’ effectual-ness and
potentiality, then is this possible with the Elohistic collection as well?472 I will explore
this more in chapter five.

Comparison
My working definition of a collection seeks to differentiate a collection from
merely a compilation of texts written on the same surface or scroll. These collections do
share certain main features with a compilation. Most importantly, these collections
assemble independent compositions. These compositions are separated and differentiated
by scribal spacing and individual poetic features. These independent compositions are
written together, serially on the same surface. However, a collection, as I have proposed,
involves some framing or organizing principles that indicate these poems are written
together for some purpose or effect, that they become a new kind of work through the act
of collection, not just a set of pre-existing works. Having described these two collections
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with respect to how they are framed as a collection and to what effect, I now compare
these two with respect to this third term, noting what similarities and differences emerge.
In my description of each, I have noted the organizing principles that frame these
as collections. In doing so, a few points of contrast between the Elohistic collection and
TH 1-42 are immediately evident with respect to how they are framed as being a
collection. The first is due to available evidence. There are no textual artifacts for the
Elohistic collection. Whereas tablets remain of TH 1-42 as a collection on a physical
tablet, there are no manuscript remains of these forty-two psalms written together on one
scroll. Instead, we only have traces of the collection as preserved in the Masoretic
tradition, the Greek witnesses, other witnesses, and as its constituent psalms are
preserved at Qumran.
A second distinction is the role of the author or compiler. The anthological nature
of TH 1-42 is evident in that an anthology is a set of independent texts brought together
by a compiler according to some principle or purpose. Enheduanna is identified as the
compiler, and her role, therefore, acts as an organizing principle, further reinforcing that
these are assembled purposefully. No editor or compiler is known for the Elohistic
collection, nor any author of the psalms or psalm-groupings.473 The Psalter and its subcollections are compiled anonymously. One can conclude that divine name use was a
purposeful strategy in collecting these psalms, but no explicit editorial or authorial
activity is stated explicitly.
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The third distinction is that in the Elohistic Psalter, form, or genre is not
consistent. As already noted, there is a prevalence of lament, particularly in the early
psalms of the Elohistic collection. However, the Elohistic collection does not group
psalms according to a particular form-critical category in any disciplined manner. The
genre varies, as does tone, voicing, and length. The hymns of TH 1-42, on the other hand,
show consistent form-critical elements, with each ending in a patterned refrain.474 Even
without the framing devices I have highlighted, their common genre might be a selfevident reason for their being written together.
A fourth distinction is that the Elohistic Psalter does not have features such as a
colophon or incipit to further identify it as a collection. TH 1-42 has both of these
features further identifying it as a literary work. The lack of such formal features, as well
as the lack of these other organizing principles that TH 1-42 has, highlights the ways the
Elohistic collection is framed: through the pattern of divine name use and the quantity of
forty-two. The first is unique to the Elohistic collection, the second in common with TH
1-42.
These points of distinction draw attention to the ways that the Elohistic collection
is framed as a collection and that these psalms have been brought together for some
reason. These are the preference of ͗əlōhīm and the quantity of forty-two, that there are
forty-two psalms. In light of the scholarship on the Elohistic collection and the search for
some consistent rationale for its tendencies, what comes to light through the comparison
is that the name use becomes a type of literary device, not unlike the framing devices in
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TH 1-42. It is not reflective of a consistent theology or editing, the type that so many
scholars have searched for. The unique aspect of name use and being collected as fortytwo compositions, like the organizing principles of TH 1-42, frames these psalms as
being a collection.

Redescription
The redescription step in comparison seeks to identify what perspective we gain
on the comparands through the play of similarity and difference, or how we come to view
or appraise these similarities and differences differently.475 Rosenberg states that the
dialectical process of moving between the similarities and differences “reveals new
things about the comparands which we had not noticed, or allows us to reframe, retheorize, or otherwise rethink the data we have already seen.”476 This is what leads to our
redescriptions. In this section, therefore, I call attention to how this play of similarity and
difference between these two collections serves my interest—to reconceive how these
psalms are a collection and how they relate in creating a cumulative impression or effect,
and how that cumulative impression or effect is signaled and encapsulated in Ps 42.
While the term collection is used broadly in Psalms studies to refer to the writing
of psalms with each other, I have proposed a provisional definition for a collection. My
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definition of collection has been a group of compositions that do not merely have
common characteristics, or are written together, but which are framed or organized as
belonging together, and that this set of compositions, therefore, becomes a new work.
The comparison in this chapter highlights the key aspect of being framed and organized
as belonging together. While there are aspects to TH 1-42 that seem as self-evident
reasons for their being written together, such as artifacts, the common genre, common
refrain, and the regional focus on Sumer, it is the framing devices, and in particular the
colophonic material, that contribute to the character of the collection. The colophonic
material indicates that these selected hymns are their own work. Features such as
Enheduanna’s mention and role contribute to the larger conceptions and significance.
The Elohistic collection, as already remarked upon, lacks an artifact or scroll. It
lacks colophonic material or other more formal organizing principles. Nonetheless, the
Elohistic collection has been long viewed as a collection due to the pattern of name use.
While no clear rationale has been discovered as to why, it is clear this has marked these
psalms in a noticeable way. The use of ͗əlōhīm to refer to or address Israel’s god links
these psalms together. The first psalm highlights this feature with a trifold emphasis, the
psalmist yearning for ͗əlōhīm. The collection is also forty-two psalms, a feature noted
retrospectively due to the fact that the collection is embedded in the Psalter.
If a collection is conditioned by similarity or consistent elements, the assortment
of psalms that comprise the Elohistic might prove perplexing, as they have for scholars.
The collection, however, is not conditioned by an obvious or consistent similarity or
commonality. Rather, commonality comes to light as a product—through the collection
and its organizing principles. The indications that suggest these poems have been placed
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together for some purpose creates the expectation of commonality and a setting where
intertextual resonance comes to light. This is particularly true of the Elohistic collection
that lacks the consistency in form of TH 1-42. However, by being framed together
through the use of ͗əlōhīm and the conventional quantity of forty-two, the commonalities
present become clearer and discernable. The common themes, language, and imagery
emerges, not because of a common Sitz im Leben or form, but through the expectation
that these belong together. For while the Elohistic collection does not exhibit a consistent
form, the tone, themes, language and impulse of lament that are introduced in Ps 42
continue throughout in keeping with the significant number of lament psalms in the
collection. There are thirteen individual laments in the Elohistic collection,477 and six
communal laments.478 Gunkel adds Ps 58 to this group, a psalm often classified as
imprecatory, as well as portions of Pss 53, 60, 68, 77, and 82. In addition to these psalms
that classify cleanly as laments are psalms with different tones but similar emphasis on
Zion and God’s help. These include Pss 46 and 48, songs of Zion, as well as individual
thanksgiving psalms (66, 67), a communal thanksgiving psalm (75), an enthronement
psalm (47), and psalms of confidence (62, 63). While form, tone, voice of the speaker,
and manner of address all vary, there is a prevalence of lament in terms of form and in
terms of the themes and emphases that carry into psalms that do not classify as laments.
It is this aspect of the collection that is seen most clearly through the comparison
with the Elohistic collection, that a certain degree of commonality is not the condition for
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a collection, but the distinctive similarities and differences come to light through the act
of collection. While TH 1-42 has commonalities (such as consistent form and a repeated
refrain) that would be easily noticed even without the framing devices, I suggest that its
being framed as a collection, particularly through the colophon and the lead and final
hymns, that draws out the character and shape of TH 1-42 more fully.
The preceding description and comparison confirm the ways that TH 1-42 and the
Elohistic collections are collections as I have defined it. Each has features that frame
these compositions as belonging together and that the collection is a new work, not just a
collection of prior works. The framing features of TH 1-42, especially, affirm these
hymns have been gathered in such a way to form not just a compilation, but a new work:
“My Lord, that which has been created here no one has created before.”479 TH 1-42 is the
explicit creation of a larger work out of these otherwise independent hymns.
The Elohistic collection is also a collection as I have defined it. The framing
devices of divine name use and the quantity of forty-two frame these as belonging
together. These are not just poems with a common feature, that being a preference
for ͗əlōhīm to refer to Israel’s god, but this collection is a work. It is a work that is not
defined by a consistent theology or ideology around divine names, but which uses divine
names as framing device to mark the collection. The act of collection sets these psalms
together in a way that then coopts and extends its constituent psalms creating a larger
work with a cumulative impression and potential effect.
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Another feature of the collection that this comparison highlights is the
relationship between the individual compositions and the collection. This aspect will be a
continued focus in chapter five. Nonetheless, this aspect has come to light in this step of
the comparison as well, in particular as it relates to the effectual connotations and
potential of poems and of collections.
While the scholarship on TH 1-42 highlights the presumed association with a Sitz
im Leben within the (re)establishing of a temple, as well as the tradition of divine
abandonment and the securing of the divine presence again, it is hard to ascertain if
scholars are referring specifically to the compositions that comprise the collection, or the
collection itself, as already stated. The lines of argument are sometimes blurred between
claims about individual compositions and the collection as a whole.480 The aspect often
noted explicitly concerning the collection is the cumulative geographical movement and
significance of this collection as it relates to Sargon’s rule. However, the reference to an
individual hymn’s Sitz im Leben seems to refer to the individual hymn and its original
setting. How does this relate to the collection as a whole?
While the effectual and symbolic aspects of TH 1-42 have been noted and agreed
upon, these scholars have not offered specific claims concerning how the constituent
poems relate to the collection. Therefore, I reinforce a claim already made throughout
this study. The collection does not transform these works into something else, noneffective texts, as the Shape and Shaping approach asserts with psalms, but accents and
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extends the connotations and potential of its constituent hymns. Therefore, while not
specified, the conclusion of TH 1-42’s effectiveness is warranted because, I argue, the
collection coopts and extends the potentiality of the individual hymns. The effectual or
symbolic potential of the collection, however, need not be conceived of in the exact same
way as the potential of the individual compositions.
The cumulative impression and potential effectiveness of TH 1-42 is because the
collection builds upon, accents, and extends the character of the constituent works. The
associations and Sitz im Leben of the constituent poems contribute to the sense of the
collection. The collection is a new work that gives a cumulative sense not just of an
isolated temple, but of the whole of Sargon’s empire. The collection gives a cumulative
impression of the region, as well as of the prosperity and divine occupation of the whole,
and the ongoing maintenance of divine presence and blessing. The collection, therefore,
connotes both the protection or securing of divine favor for individual cities within
Sumer, but also of the whole, creating a greater impression and effect for the whole of
Sargon’s empire. While a specific context for its reading or performance is not known,
TH 1-42 passed into the scribal curriculum and was copied and passed down.481 Perhaps
the collection had a symbolic purpose, standing for the empire and representing divine
presence and protection over the expanse of Sargon’s rule. Perhaps its existence
contributed to a sense of divine occupancy and blessing.
I argue the same for the Elohistic collection. The effect of the collection is not a
consistent theology related to divine names. Rather, the collection builds upon, accents,
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and extends the character of the constituent works. Certain aspects of how the collections
are framed can contribute to that sense. For example, just as the role of Enheduanna as a
framing device contributes to the sense and concern for Sargon’s empire, similarly, the
conventional number of forty-two contributes to the sense of curse, calamity, and
judgement and the concern of avoiding or averting these.
Through this comparison, the themes and language of the tradition of divine
abandonment have come to light, not just for TH 1-42 but also for the Elohistic
collection. In the Elohistic collection, these aspects include the opening lament, which I
will address further in chapter five, the number of communal laments included as well as
other laments already noted, and the organizing principle of the quantity of forty-two
with its connotations and implications around averting calamity and divine wrath.
Furthermore, as Burnett states, The language of divine absence is expressed most
succinctly in the cry “where is my/your god?,” as in Ps 42: 4, 11 (Eng. 3, 10). This type
of expression invokes the deity to be present and reoccupy a temple or territory and is
associated with some liturgical, ritual, or apotropaic effect.482 In the same way that TH 1-
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42 coopts the effectualness of the constituent hymns, so the Elohistic collection coopts
and extends the effective potential of its constituent psalms.

Rectification of the category of collection
The fourth step in Smith’s comparison is to rectify or redescribe the category
itself, or the third term and the scholar’s point of interest. My term and point of interest in
this comparison is the collection. I have posited a definition of a collection in this study,
differentiating a collection from other types of compilations or examples of poetic texts
written together. I have delineated a criterion for this category, that there are some type of
framing devices or organizing principles that suggest these are written together according
to some purpose or function. These two collections both show such elements, though
these elements are noticeably different for each collection. The Elohistic collection is less
explicit than TH 1-42 with fewer organizing principles and principles that are less
explicit than TH 1-42’s features such as a colophon, compiler, and consistent genre. This
raises the question of the category of collection. What elements must be present for a
group of poems to be in the category of collection, and at what point does the category
prove unhelpful or unprofitable?
Smith makes a distinction, for the sake of comparison, between monothetic and
polythetic notions of classification. Monothetic classification requires a particular
element or trait to be present in order to be a member of a particular category.483 In
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contrast, polythetic classification involves multiple potential elements or traits which may
be true of each member of a category. Each member is expected to have some of those
elements or traits, but not all and not necessarily the same ones.484 He states:
in this new mode, a class is defined as consisting of a set of properties, each
individual member of the class to possess “a large (but unspecified number” of
these properties, with each property to be possessed by a “large number” of
individuals in the class, but no single property to be possessed by every member
of the class.485
According to Smith, members of a class need not display the same traits, but simply
display traits consistent with the class or category. Comparing with respect to how they
are organized draws attention to their similarities and differences and how they are
uniquely organized and, furthermore, how they are in the same category while displaying
different traits or patterns.
Concerning the “trait” framing device or organizing principle, I have not
delineated, nor will I, a fixed set of traits. However, the two collections in focus evidence
a range of framing devices. TH 1-42 has artifacts, colophon, incipit, compiler,
conventional quantity, and geographical trend. The Elohistic collection shows only two
such “traits” and only one in common with TH: 1-42—the quantity of forty-two. Does
this make the Elohistic collection less a collection than TH 1-42? I suggest it does not
because members of a category need not show the same number of traits nor the same
ones. Each category will have “clearer” members showing multiple traits and others
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displaying different and fewer. Smith asserts, “the probability would be high that the
individuals at either extreme would scarcely resemble one another, that is, they may have
none of the properties of the set in common. In such a system, there will always be
borderline cases.”486 On this basis, despite differences in framing devices, both type and
quantity, both TH 1-42 and the Elohistic collection are aptly described as collections
according to my proposed definition.
Because this study is situated within the study of the Psalms, this clarification of
the category is necessary. What qualifies a group of psalms as a collection, and how
many traits are necessary to do so? I would suggest that a psalms collection need not be
as explicit as the example of TH 1-42. The (sub)collections of the Psalms are less explicit
than the example of TH 1-42 or even scrolls from the Dead Sea where the physical
manuscript contributes to the sense of a purposeful collection. Therefore, I do not expect
the framing or organizing devices to be as explicit or numerous in the case of
(sub)collections of psalms.
The presence of framing devices or organizing principles that suggest a group of
compositions has been purposely placed together is important to how I am defining a
collection. This aspect of the collection helps to differentiate between a collection and a
set of psalms whose intertextual connections and resonances come to light through
juxtaposition. While intentionality or purpose is most often difficult to ascertain, I
suggest that intertextuality does not presuppose intention or a collection as I am defining
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it.487 This, in no way, is to diminish the significance of how juxtaposed psalms can bring
to light features of each other and can be a fruitful approach to reading and interpretation.
However, in Psalms studies, the line between intertextual connections and a purposeful
collection seems to be blurred or conflated. Therefore, my argument for Ps 42 as the
microcosm and lens to the collection is not based solely on intertextual connections, but
in Pss 42-83 being framed as collection.
Another aspect of an ancient collection is the effectual aspect. I have proposed
that an ancient collection does not merely preserve poems nor present them for private
reading, interpretation, or enjoyment, nor merely preservation. I have already drawn
conclusions from the comparison in the redescription. However, I emphasize this as a
step in rectifying the category of collection. A collection need not transform effectual
prayers into non-effectual texts. The collection rather coopts and extends the character of
its constituent poems.
While the scholarship on TH 1-42 generally affirms this collection’s participation
in the tradition of divine abandonment and the effectual aspects of an ancient text, I have
made my case more specific. How the compiler accomplishes this through the collection
is by harnessing and extending the potential and actuational aspects of its constituent
poems. The hymn to a temple is identified with the attempt to invoke a deity to re-occupy
or to be present in a temple and its city. Therefore, the collection harnesses and extends
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David M Jr Howard, “Editorial Activity in the Psalter: A State-of-the-Field Survey,” WW 9.3 (1989),
285. Howard states: “It should be obvious that, if work at the lower level continues very long, soon every
pair of adjacent psalms will be shown to have some significant—or logical—links between them, and a
pattern of purposeful editorial activity will emerge at the lowest levels, alongside the patterns already
demonstrated at the higher levels,” 285. The presence of intertextual connections is seen as evidence of
purposeful editorial activity.
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that effectual potential or symbolic weight. This supposition about the ancient collection
raises questions then as to how the psalms, and particularly the many laments (individual
and communal) and lament language of the Elohistic collection are harnessed and
extended. I argue that the lament and language of divine abandonment of Ps 42 is not
merely one part of the collection, but frames and anticipates the collection, and that the
collection takes on the effective potentiality of this psalm, inviting and inciting God to act
out of the responsibilities of relationship and in preservation of his reputation.488
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See pp. 125-126.
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Chapter 5
The Thing Never Created Before: Encountering the Whole Through Parts

Chapter four compared the Elohistic collection with TH 1-42 with respect to how
and to what effect a collection is framed and organized as a collection. I approached the
collections metonymically. By metonymically, I mean what one gleans that gives a sense
of the whole through how a set of poems are framed and organized and how this framing
may direct how one reads or encounters the constituent poems. In this chapter, I continue
this comparison with respect to how and to what effect a collection is framed and
organized as a collection but by focusing on the constituent parts and how they
participate and contribute to the sense of the collection. In chapter two, I argued that the
poetic collection decisively engages the reader, and certain points within the collection
play prominent roles in the reading process. These are the lead poem, the final poem, and
the points of closure and reassessment in the subsequent poems. Therefore, I direct my
focus to these parts of the collection.
While chapter four analyzed the ways that TH 1-42 and the Elohistic collection
are framed as belonging together and how the organizing principles may serve to direct
the reader’s impressions or contribute to its effectual potential, these organizing
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principles are not encountered or discerned immediately.489 The poems are set
paratactically, and their intertextuality discovered progressively. These aspects require
the reader to ascertain the poems’ relationships and to experience or articulate the
collection’s impact or meaning. The “contexture” of the collection is not apparent
immediately but through sustained engagement.490 The lead and final poems become
important aids to the reader, enclosing the collection.

DESCRIPTION—LEAD COMPOSITION
The first step is to describe the lead compositions to these two collections.
However, due to chapter three’s detailed analysis of Ps 42, I will not provide a lengthy
description of Ps 42 here. However, there are a few notable features that I reiterate here
concerning Ps 42 before turning to describe TH 1. Psalm 42 opens with thrice repeated
longing of the psalmist for ͗əlōhīm, introducing the distinctive use of ͗əlōhīm to refer to
489

I argue in this chapter that the initial poems of each collection provide initial impressions and a lens
through which the collection might be seen, representing the collection in microcosm. The initial poem
begins a process of reading and retrospective patterning in order to realize the collection’s organizing
principles and its unique contexture. There are two potential exceptions to this premise in the case of TH 142. These are the material aspect of the tablet and the role of incipit titles. The material aspect of the tablet
is one way that the organization of the collection might be discerned immediately. If someone encountered
TH 1-42 in the archives at Nippur, initial observations would include, first and foremost, the material
aspect of being a tablet containing a set of compositions. This stands in contrast to Elohistic Psalter for
which we lack a textual artifact. This material aspect does not overshadow nor undermine, however, the
other aspects of reading a collection. Mesopotamian tablets do not always coincide with the boundaries of a
collection. Texts can be written on the same surface without being a collection, and collections or literary
works can span tablets. See Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia; Ayres-Bennett and Volpilhac-Auger,
“Compilations, Recuëils, Collections”; Worthington, “Sammeltafel,” 625–27. To determine whether the
tablet represents a stand-alone collection requires reading, including colophons at the end of the tablet.
The other potential indicator of a collection that the reader encounters immediately is the first line of the
tablet. If one knows of the collection by its incipit, this may tell the reader what he is holding, what it is
comprised of, or perhaps what it is about or what it does.
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Fraistat, “Introduction: The Place of the Book and the Book as Place,” 3. I employed Fraistat’s term
contexture to express “the contextuality provided for each poem by the larger framework within which it is
placed, the intertextuality among poems so placed, and the resultant texture of resonance and meanings.”
See chapter 2.
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and to address Israel’s god in this collection. Furthermore, the presence of God that the
psalmist seeks is represented through the imagery of water and the temple. The psalm is a
lament that intensifies through questions and the language of divine abandonment. The
language of memory, the direct speech of the enemy, and the languishing of the psalmist
all appeal to God to act on the psalmist’s behalf, to be present and to give help.
I turn now to describe TH 1. I have presented the text of the hymn below as
translated and rendered by Sjöberg and Bergmann.491
Eunir, which has grown high, (uniting) heaven and earth,
Foundation of heaven and earth, ‘Holy of Holies’, Eridu,
Abzu, shrine, erected for its prince,
House, holy mound, where pure food is eaten,
Watered by the prince’s pure canal,
Mountain, pure lace, scoured with soap,
Abzu, your tigi belongs to (your) me’s,
Your great …. wall is kept in good repair,
Into your….., the place where the god dwells,
The great ….., the ….., the beautiful place, light enters not,
Your firmly-joined house is clean, without equal
Your prince, the great prince, a holy crown
He has placed for you upon your ..., O Eridu with a crown on your head!
Growing ….., pure…………,
Shrine Abzu, your place is a great place,
In your place where they call upon Utu,
Where the oven brings bread, (good) to eat,
On your ziqqurrat, the lofty shrine, stretching toward the sky,
Where the oven rivals the ‘Holy of Holies’ (or “banquet-hall”):
Your prince (is) the prince of heaven and earth [whose word] can never be
changed,
[….]….., the creator, the wise one,
[…..]…., the lord Nudimmud,
has, [O Eengura], placed the house upon your …., has taken his place on your
dais.
[23 (lines).] The house of Enki in Eridu.
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Temple hymn 1, as lead to TH 1-42, is a hymn to the temple of Enki in Eridu.
This hymn leverages explicitly primordial origins. “Eunir, which has grown high,
(uniting) heaven and earth, Foundation of heaven and earth, ‘Holy of Holies’, Eridu”
(lines 1-2).492 Here, temple is not conceived of as a building built by human hands, but as
before creation, and the site of creation. Jon Levinson’s insight is relevant here, as it was
with Ps 42’s temple imagery and connections with the primeval waters: “Temple is a
visible, tangible token of the act of creation, the point of origin of the world, the ‘focus’
of the universe.”493 Waters of creation are mentioned: “Abzu” (lines 3, 7, 15), “Watered
by the prince’s pure canal” (line 5). The temple tower, eunir or ziqqurat, is mentioned
twice (lines 1,18). Line 18 reads: “On your ziqqurrat, the lofty shrine, stretching towards
the sky.”494 E-u-nir ( or u-nir) refers to the temple tower, the point of connection between
heaven, earth, and underworld.495 The temple to Enki is extolled for its height (line 1), its
foundations (line 2), its great walls (line 8). Its preparations are also emphasized, that it is
a “pure place,” “scoured with soap” (line 6, see also line 11), “where pure food is eaten”
(line 4), where ovens bring bread to eat (lines 17, 19).496 It is “the place where the god
dwells” (line 9) and where humans maintain that presence through feeding the god by
way of offerings.497
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TH 1 does not speak of an explicit concern or prayer. It extols the temple and
proclaims its readiness, a place where Enki can dwell and be fed with offerings. In the
lament, the plea or request for the divine to act is sometimes explicit, other times implied
in the cries of abandonment and the presence of threats. The hymn, however, bears its
own appeal even when such explicit plea or petition is lacking.498 That appeal is that the
deity would dwell there. Each hymn of TH 1-42 represents such a concern. Each follows
a common pattern, extolling a different temple to its respective deities in the respective
cities across Sumer. Even so, Eridu and its god, Enki, are notable among temples and
gods for a couple reasons: it is first among cities and a site of creation in mythology, and
the place from where Enki went forth throughout Sumer distributing divine powers to
other gods. Furthermore, it is also notable that while TH 1 references the primordial
waters, this is a different creation tradition than that of Gen 1 or Enuma Elish.
The abzu, in Sumerian cosmology, is the sweet-water ocean. As opposed to the
Chaoskampf tradition which Ps 42 reflects, creation happens not out of defeat of a seamonster but out the mixing of water and out of Nammu the self-procreating goddess of
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Gerstenberger, “Modes of Communication with the Divine in the Hebrew Psalter,” 102-107; Thorkild
Jacobsen, The Harps That Once... Sumerian Poetry in Translation (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1987), xiii. While the types of appeal in various lament and hymnic literature differ, there is an appeal or
aim embedded in these various genres. In the hymn, for example, Gerstenberger argues that the worshipper
seeks to attribute to the divine the resources needed, 102-107. Jacobsen asserts that all Sumerian literary
works derive from incantations. He states: “The praise hymns appear to have their roots in spells meant to
call up in, or lay into, the thing or person praised the innate and needed powers for proper effective
functioning.” Furthermore, Jacobsen states: “The strictly literary Sumerian works can be defined generally
as works of praise. The praise can be for something extant and enjoyed, a temple, a deity, or a human king.
It can take narrative form as myth or epic, or descriptive form as hymn. The praise may also, however, be
praise of something cherished and lost, a destroyed temple, a god who has died, or a dead human relative.
These genres all seem to derive ultimately from incantations,” xiii. Concerning the city lament tradition, he
adds: “The works of lament similarly will have developed from spells to bring back what was lost: the
destroyed temple, or the dead god, through the magic power vested in fervent desire.” Therefore, TH 1 both
recalls the primordial origins of this temple, as well being aimed at (re)instituting the divine presence and
occupation through its performance, or perhaps the maintenance of that presence and its consequent
blessings.
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the abzu who sourced all life. The waters of the ocean are associated with the waters of
Nammu’s womb. Enki does not come from Nammu, but becomes part of the procreation
of life as the god of sweet water, his sperm filling the Tigris and Euphrates.499 Creation,
according to Sumerian mythology, happens out of the abzu at Eridu.500
The hymn to the temple at Eridu draws upon a mythological and conceptual
framework concerning the world and the relationship of cities and their respective deities
within Sumer. It is the site of creation, and the place from which divine power and
resources were distributed through Sumer. This mythological and geographical
background gives a loose type of structure to the collection. The collection reflects and
renews conceptions of Sumer. The conceptual and historical aspects of Eridu are
consequently intertwined with this hymn and its place at the head of this collection of
hymns to 42 temples.501 Eridu is first in order, and it is the portal through which kingship,
sovereignty, divine blessing, and prosperity emanate out to the rest of Sumer.
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Meador, Princess, Priestess, Poet: The Sumerian Temple Hymns of Enheduanna, 29; Herbert Sauren,
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While Nippur, featured in hymns 2-5, would be a more prominent urban center and fitting place to start
the collection, Eridu’s temple hymn is the first. In the perceptions of Sumer’s history and as a source of
divine powers and resources, Eridu is perhaps first in importance. Its antecedence is attested in at least three
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As a site of creation, Eridu is a source of blessing and prosperity. Sjöberg states
that “Eridu was considered to have possessed all of the divine decrees that were
fundamental to civilization.”502 The hymn to Enki’s temple gives exalted praise to Enki
for “his bountiful gifts to humanity at the creation of the world.”503 In the mythological
origins of Eridu, furthermore, Enki, beyond his role in creation, distributes both divine
power and human resources throughout Sumer.
In the myth, “Enki and the World Order (EWO),” “Enki identifies very closely
with every aspect of how the world is organized.”504 Enki’s importance among Ananu
gods is emphasized, deriving his powers from Enlil, the senior deity in the pantheon.
“This entitles Enki in turn to distribute powers and privileges to other gods and to
mankind.”505 In EWO, Enki has two episodes of self-praise (lines 61-139). Enki recounts
how Enlil commissioned him in the first, and how Enlil “gave him the gift of the me’s

how the gods create humankind, and then how kingship is instituted and the first cities established: “The
first of the cities, Eridug, was given to Nudimmud the leader.” Black, The Literature of Ancient Sumer,
210-211. In addition, the Sumerian King lists gives kingship first to Eridu. As Schmidt summarizes:
“Kingship as created by the gods ‘comes down from heaven,’ and lodges first at Eridu. From there it passes
from city to city.” Brian B. Schmidt, “Flood Narratives of Ancient Western Asia,” in Civilizations of the
Ancient Near East (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1995), 2337–51; Meador, Princess, Priestess,
Poet: The Sumerian Temple Hymns of Enheduanna, 29; Piotr Michalowski, “History as Charter: Some
Observations on the Sumerian King List,” JAOS 116.2 (1983): 237–48.
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and nam-tar, the various cultural components that made up the core of Sumerian life and
culture, and the power to determine destinies, respectively” (lines 61-85).506 In the second
(lines 86-139), “Enki proposes to take a journey through Sumer on his barge, in order to
fulfill his commission to establish proper order and prosperity in Sumer.”507
I emphasize this background because Eridu represents not just a place of origins
for itself, but for all of Sumer. Enki’s journey represents the distribution of order and
prosperity throughout Sumer. The third section of EWO, and the long central section of
the work, tells of Enki’s journey where he decrees the destiny of the Sumerian world
(lines 140-386). The first part of this section addresses Sumer as a whole, and especially
Ur. It then moves to surrounding regions of Magan, Melubba, and Dilmun (lines 140249). In the second part of the journey, Averbeck states, “he comes back to the Sumerian
homeland itself, where in a twelve-cycle series he assigns specific deities to take charge
of the functions of various regions and elements of the Sumerian world order (250386).”508
As my interest in this study concerns the relationship of the lead poem to the
whole, it is notable that this background to Enki and Eridu helps elucidate the symbolic,
historic, and mythological significance contributing to why this hymn to Eridu is the first
hymn to the collection, and to how it inflects upon or shapes the cumulative impression
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of the collection. As mentioned in chapter four, there is a general geographic movement
in the collection.509 Beginning at Eridu, there is a general movement north and west from
the region of Eridu to Akkad.510 Therefore, not only does the hymn affirm the primordial
origins and foundations of the temple at Eridu, but in doing so, also represents the
beginnings of Sumer’s prosperity and sovereignty, rooted in Enki’s role and journeys.
This hymn encapsulates the tenets and significance of securing the divine presence, and it
anticipates, through the figure of Enki, the shifted focus that comes in the following
hymns to other temples and deities throughout Sumer. The ensuing hymns move out
geographically throughout the cities of Sumer and the deities who received their
commission first through Enki’s travels.511

Comparison
I have described and provided some historical and mythological background to
TH 1, the hymn to Enki’s temple in Eridu. I now compare TH 1 to Ps 42 with respect to
how and to what effect a collection is framed and organized as a collection. In both cases,
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there is a degree to which the lead psalm is just one poem that is not remarkably unlike
the rest of the poems in the collection. For example, TH 1 follows the common
progression that Sjöberg notes. It is one hymn among 42 similar ones written one after
the other. The Elohistic collection lacks a consistent form and its psalms vary in multiple
respects (length, tone, form). Due to variation in the Elohistic collection, Ps 42 is a poem
with similarities and discontinuities with the other psalms. Therefore, both TH 1 and Ps
42 seem to correspond to the character of their respective collections, TH 1 for a degree
of conformity, Ps 42 for a degree of uniqueness while having similar themes and pleas of
lament that echo in other psalms.
Both Ps 42 and TH 1, however, while conforming to their collections, represent
and reflect key aspects to their respective collections. In TH 1, conceptions of cosmic
origins and divine presence that are central to the character and effectiveness of the
collection are introduced. In Sumerian mythology, cosmic origins begin at Eridu and the
gifts and powers for prosperity and rule are carried forth and distributed throughout
Sumer by Enki. Furthermore, the divine presence isn’t concentrated in one center. The
picture of divine occupancy of Sumer and the resulting protection and prosperity reflects
a polytheistic context, many sanctioned temples, and a cumulative aspect. The forty-two
temples highlighted in TH 1-42 gives both a representative, in that it is not exhaustive,
and cumulative sense of a secure Sumer—each city secure with its deity occupying its
respective temple. As TH 1-42 progresses, a greater sense of Sumer, its geography,
prosperity, and divine protection is conveyed.
As the lead psalm to the Elohistic collection, Ps 42 articulates the desire for God’s
presence and protection from adversaries. In the psalm, that presence is represented in
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both water and temple. While the temple and its cosmological connotations are evident
and intertwined in the psalm, the primary concern is God’s presence and help, a presence
and help that can be experienced at the temple or away from the temple. While Zion and
temple are present in certain psalms in the Elohistic collection, the primary concern in Ps
42 is God’s presence, help, and blessing, expressed in various ways.
There are a number of psalms in the Elohistic collection that draw upon temple
language or which focus on concerns of Zion or temple.512 Some psalms are more
figurative and not explicit in their references to temple and holy mountain, or the throne
of God,513 whereas in other psalms the reference to Zion and Jerusalem is explicit.514
There are also non-specific references to God’s holy mountain, sacrifices, refuge,
stronghold, the altar of God, and other similar expressions. In contrast to TH 1-42, these
references to city and temple are oriented to one center. Nonetheless, while Ps 42 draws
upon conceptions of God’s presence, including creation and temple, it is not focused on
the temple in the same way. God’s presence and help can be experienced away from the
temple, just as water can flow through an arid land.
Each lead composition reflects the respective conceptions of divine presence.
Temple Hymn 1 extols the temple at Eridu for its height and preparedness to house the
diety. Enki’s presence evokes not only Eridu but the relationship to the rest of Sumer as
point of origin and source of divine powers. Psalm 42 expresses a longing for God’s
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presence even while she is away from the temple. One way the temple is evoked in Ps 42
is the place where the psalmist returns to thank and praise the deity for help received.
These lead compositions also introduce the distinctive patterns of their respective
collection. Ps 42 begins the patterns and organizing principles that are signaled in the
opening quatrain of the psalm and which will become discernable throughout the
collection through retrospective patterning. This includes a distinctive preference
for ͗əlōhīm. The opening quatrain to Ps 42 presents a distinctive pattern—resorting
to ͗əlōhīm (“God”), and its variations, to refer to the psalmist’s god. The psalmist appeals
to Israel’s god with the name of and address to ͗əlōhīm: “so my throat/self longs for you,
O God” ()כן נפשׁי תערג אליך אלהים. In the context of the Psalter, this pattern stands out.515
No psalm in the Psalter prior to Ps 42 has more occurrences of ͗əlōhīm than yhwh. The
tetragrammaton is the preferred and most used name for Israel’s god in the rest of the
Psalter. In fact, only nine of Pss 1-41 have any occurrences of ͗əlōhīm. Psalm 42 opens
with a concentrated tri-fold repetition of ͗əlōhīm, six occurrences overall in the psalm. In
combination with this pattern, the personal name of the LORD has not been eliminated
altogether but occurs in a heightened place of emphasis in v. 9. The initial encounter with
Ps 42, therefore, is the first indication that a new collection with its own purposeful
organization has begun. Furthermore, the questions expressing notions of divine
abandonment and isolation create a first impression and a lens through which one might
begin to understand the collection.
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Temple Hymn 1 extols the temple for its height and secure-ness. It is active, the
deity dwells (line 9), the temple is pure (lines 4-6), and food is offered to the deity (lines
4, 17, 19). The cosmic origins and conceptions of the temple are expressed by reference
to its Ziggarat and to the abzu. And just as Ps 42’s reference to the “face of God” (v. 3)
and the “house of God” (v. 5) evoke conceptions and associations, so the hymn to Enki at
Eridu evokes conceptions and associations, making clear that this hymn is not merely
interested in the well-being and security of Eridu alone. It anticipates the movement
outward to the other temples, but Eridu stands for the security and resources needed as
well. For as Sjöberg states, “Eridu was considered to have possessed all of the divine
decrees that were fundamental to civilization.”516

Redescription
This comparison is with respect to how and to what effect a collection is
organized. While chapter four highlighted how these collections are framed as
collections, these framing or organizing principles are discerned gradually and give a
limited sense of the collection. The poems are set paratactically, and a sense of the whole
is discerned progressively. For example, for TH 1-42, most of the features that frame it as
a collection I identified appear at the end of the collection. For the Elohistic collection,
divine name use may be encountered immediately with the opening quatrain, but the
overall distribution or consistency of that preference discovered progressively and
retrospectively. Certainly, the quantity of forty-two is discerned, not announced.
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Therefore, while the metonymic aspect is important to a sense of the collection, the
metonymic is discerned gradually. This puts weight on other aspects of the collection for
discerning the character and themes. The metonymic is counterbalanced, therefore, by the
synecdochic, the lead psalm as initial impression and lens through which to understand
and encounter the collection.
Synecdoche, as I have defined in this study, means that the initial composition
both stands alone as a poem with its own singular experience, and it introduces and
encapsulates in microcosm the character, intent, and effect of the collection. The close
attention given to Ps 42 in chapter three showed Ps 42 as an independent and singular
poem. Despite its connections to Ps 43, Ps 42 is independent and stand-alone. Even so,
comparing Ps 42 to TH 1, and considering the relationship of Ps 42 and the collection, it
is evident that Ps 42 poignantly introduces and characterizes the themes of longing and
yearning for God, and potentially shapes one’s impressions of the collection. Psalm 42
expresses the language and fervency of lament. It draws upon and implies what an
orderly cosmos looks like, Zion established, chaos contained, enemies quieted, and fresh
water flowing out to the outer reaches where the psalmist may find herself. It invokes
God to remember even as the psalmist remembers God’s actions and help in the past. The
questions of “where is your God?” (vv. 4, 11) and “Why have you forgotten me?” (v. 10)
articulate the sense of divine abandonment and the impulse to reestablish that presence
and help. As Ps 42 creates an initial impression, the themes and language of lament and
divine abandonment and the attempt to bring God’s presence and blessing near become
discernable in the psalms that follow, as I will discuss later in this chapter. Psalm 42
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represents the collection in microcosm as well as affects what similarities and
commonalities might come into view.
Temple Hymn 1 introduces TH 1-42 in a way that is representative of the form of
the hymns that follow. The hymn also stands for the whole of Sumer, its origins, its
divine powers and resources, and the connection between Eridu and all of Sumer
mythologically and geographically. It represents the primordial roots of creation and
divine presence and blessing that will be reiterated throughout the collection in other
hymns. The mythological structure, as well as the cosmological and political concerns of
the collection are embodied in this first hymn. A sense of the whole, both its genre and
concerns of restoring or maintaining divine presence, as well as the geographic trends are
embodied and anticipated in TH 1. One has a sense of the collection, the main currents,
concerns, and scope of the collection in this hymn.

Rectification of the Category
The Rectification step reconsiders the category and third term. Having compared
the lead compositions of these respective collections, I return to and refine the rectifying
conclusions I drew in chapter four. The goal is to refine and clarify the category of
collection.
One of the conclusions I drew in chapter four is that the collection is not
predicated on certain similarities or commonalities, but that the collection creates
commonality, reading each in light of each other with commonalities emerging. This is
not to say there are not clear points of connection that led to the collection of the poems,
and thus a degree of similarity, this seen most clearly in TH 1-42. However, from a
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readerly perspective, these commonalities, and their significance, come to light through
the collection. There are certain elements in the collection that make these common
themes, emphases, imagery, and phrasing discernable. One contributing factor is the
metonymic, the framing devices and organizing principles, as addressed in chapter four.
Furthermore, what aspects of the constituent poems that emerge will vary due to a
number of factors. One key factor is the lens of the initial poem—the synecdochic, the
encounter with a part that gives an interpretive lens into the whole, and lens through
which to see similar themes and emphases throughout the whole. This is significant
because not only do the organizing principles create boundaries, expectations, and an
intertextual environment, but the lead poem becomes a lens that affects what aspects,
similarities or differences come to light in the poems that follow.
The lead composition in both of these collections provides a lens through which
to understand the poems that come after, and to identify the common tropes and imagery,
and the common concerns with securing the divine presence and reversing divine
judgement. The synecdochic acts as a lens or an interpretive key to discerning the
common themes and thrust of the collection.
A second conclusion I drew in chapter four concerning the collection is that the
collection coopts the effective and actuational connotations, symbolism, and potentiality
of its constituent compositions. For TH 1-42, TH 1 quickly introduces the form and the
genre’s connotations and expectations. The consistent form reinforces the language and
expectations of the temple hymn throughout the collection. However this collection
functioned in actuality in ancient Sumer, whether religiously, symbolically, or politically,
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this effect, I argue, was not by subverting or transforming these hymns, but by drawing
upon and coopting their related connotations and perceptions of effectiveness.
As stated earlier, the form of psalms in the Elohistic collection are not as
consistent nor a common Sitz im Leben as likely. Nonetheless, the fervent language and
concerns of lament are present in Ps 42 and these come to light in many of the
collection’s later psalms. Psalm 42 introduces the language, themes, and impulses of
lament. The notable questions and language of divine abandonment and related searching
and longing for God’s presence frame the collection.
To assert that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the collection, this includes the potentiality
entwined in prayer and lament. It is not just aspects such as themes and imagery that
become a lens and microcosm of the collection, but also the effectual potential and the
impulse to invoke God to be present and to act on behalf of the psalmist. In similar
fashion to TH 1-42, I argue that this psalm contributes to the potentiality of the
collection. The effective connotation of the whole is derived from the effectual potential
of its constituent poems, and in particular, the lead poem, Ps 42.
I began this study of Ps 42’s role within the Elohistic collection by situating my
argument within the study of the Psalter because to speak of psalm 42’s role requires
explication of the nature of a poetic collection and how the poems relate to each other.
Whereas in Shape and Shaping studies, the lead psalm tends to introduce a movement or
narrative trajectory, the lead psalm of the Elohistic Psalter frames, in microcosm, the
central conceptions and desired effects of the collection. Just as ancient poems are rooted
in ritual and liturgy and effective in altering the circumstances of one’s world, so the
collection is not just a theological articulation, it is functional and effective for invoking
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or maintaining the divine presence and help. This presence and help are seen to be
effective for the person in the outer regions, and for the person reunited to the
worshipping throng.
The lead poem in a collection is not an introduction to a narrative but is more like
an incipit. As synecdoche, the lead poem can retain its own voice and contribution, even
while standing for the whole. The lead poem conveys in microcosm the character and
intent of the whole. The whole is encountered in the lead poem.

FINAL PSALM – FINAL POINT OF CLOSURE
I turn my comparison toward the final poem, comparing Ps 83 to TH 42 with
respect to how and to what effect a collection is framed and organized as a collection. I
turn my focus to the final hymn because of the prominent role of the final hymn in
providing closure and retrospective patterning to the whole as discussed in chapter two.
The final poem confirms and reifies both the boundaries of the collection and the initial
impression provided through the lead psalm. A sense of closure can be accomplished in a
number of ways but often include some type of inclusio or enveloping features, variations
in patterns signaling disjunction, and the concluding or fulfilling of patterns.

Description
The two consistent factors already identified that provide cohesion to TH 1-42
from hymn to hymn both vary in TH 42. The disruption of a consistent pattern
contributes to a sense of closure. These patterns that get disrupted in TH 42 include the
consistent genre with its common closing refrain and geographic movement. The final
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hymn varies from the form of the 41 prior hymns in that it lacks the closing refrain. The
temple of Nisaba in Ereš, in addition, is not in the north near Akkad (TH 41), but much
further south, lacking any consistency or logic in relationship to the general geographic
progression, but providing a point of disruption.517 This geographic jolt raises the
question of why the sudden shift, putting emphasis on the choice of Nisaba’s temple in
Ereš as the subject of the last hymn.
Temple Hymn 42518
Shining house house adorned with lapis lazuli, spreading in all lands,
………………………, which establishes (them?) in the shrine,
Ereš, the primeval lords raise(!) their heads monthly to you,
On (your) ‘plorform’ the lye plant ………..,
The great Nanibgal, Nisaba,
has brought the me’s from heaven, she has added (them) to your (own) me’s,
Sanctuary, established for ………………,
The true woman who possesses exceeding wisdom,
Who cools off …., opening her mouth,
She consults a tablet of lapis lazuli,
She gives advice to all lands,
The true woman, the holy lye plant, born of the ….reed,
She measures off the heaven, she places the measuring-cords on the earth.
Nisaba, praise!
The compiler of the tablet (is) Enheduanna.
My lord, that which has been created (here) no one has created (before)
14. The house of Nisaba in Ereš.
Incipit: e-u-nir.
The number of its verses are together 480.
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Each prior hymn ended with the refrain “DN Has, O house TN, placed the house
upon your…, has taken his/her place upon your dais.”519 Following the refrain, the temple
and city are named again in each hymn.520 In TH 42, several variations occur in these
final lines. First there is an added doxology: “Nisaba, zá-mì” (“Praise to Nisaba!”).521 The
doxology is added just between the main body of the hymn and the colophon. In place of
the refrain is the colophon attributing the collection to Enheduanna, followed by “The
house of Nisaba in Ereš,” followed by the incipit and the total number of lines of the
collection.522
The colophon is placed before “The house of Nisaba in Ereš,” seemingly inserted
into the hymn rather than added at the end. Sjöberg and Bergmann note this unusual
feature, as the expectation would be for the colophon to be after the entirety of the
hymn.523 The line count, however, does not include the colophon. Furthermore, a textual
note is appropriate as text B, the best preserved tablet that attests to all 42 hymns, has the
colophon after the line count.524 Texts A, O, and Q, however preserve the colophon as
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Sjöberg transmits the text, the colophon coming before line 545.525 Willgren suggests the
possibility, on the basis of A, O, and Q, that the colophon came to be a part of the
collection itself, rather than a fixture of a particular tablet, now being copied and
transmitted as a part of the text.526 Therefore, Willgren suggests, that the colophon not
only plays a role in providing closure, but also legitimizing the text, as the “mentioning
of Enheduanna could be seen as warranting a certain antiquity and perhaps suggest some
authoritative use.”527
The line count at the end of the hymn provides an additional indication of closure,
signaling the end, not just of hymn 42, but of the collection. Other hymns include a line
count of the particular hymn. The line count for TH 42 is the line count for the
collection.528 This total line count further signifies that this collection of hymns is
consciously written and copied as a whole.
The doxology to Nisaba is another notable feature, both because the other hymns
do not include a doxology, and the significance of Nisaba as the goddess of writing.
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Many Sumerian compositions end with a doxology to Nisaba.529 It is notable that the
doxology closes both the hymn to Nisaba’s temple and the collection.
As discussed concerning TH 1, the organization of this collection draws upon
geographical and mythological conceptions. Just as Enki’s place at the start of the
collection is significant to the whole, so Nisaba’s prominence is fitting as literary and
conceptual closing. The Temple Kesh hymn, as translated by Thorkild Jacobsen, is an
example of Nisaba’s significance and frequent inclusion in literary works. The hymn tells
us Enlil was moved to sing the praises of Kesh:
Establisher of the standard version thereof
was Nidaba,
she spun, as it were, a web
out of those words,
and writing them down on a tablet
she laid them (ready) to hand.530
Nisaba was originally an agricultural goddess who comes to be associated with the
scribal arts, including writing, accounting, and surveying.531 Leick calls her a goddess
that bridges nature and culture.532
Temple hymn 42 highlights Nisaba’s association with writing, with wisdom and
her association with the establishment of cities. Her house is adorned with lapis lazuli, a
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stone associated with divinity (line 529), and she “consults a tablet of lapis lazuli” (line
538).533 Nisaba is “the true woman who possesses exceeding wisdom” (line 536). “She
gives advice to all lands” (line 539). “She measures off the heaven, she places the
measuring-cords on the earth. Nisaba, praise!” (line 541-542).
Not only is Nisaba associated with divine writing and the effectiveness of that
writing, as well as wisdom, but she is associated with the security and prosperity of the
city. A Royal Hymn of Išbi-Erra is addressed to her and associates her with kingship and
the city.
You rejoice at the place of the tablet reed,
You satisfy the heart of Enlil…
Nisaba – you make firm the foundation of kingship,
You establish the crown of lordship.
Nisaba – the one who heaps up grain, the “forehead of Enlil”…
Nisaba – the place which you do not establish,
(There) mankind is not established, cities are not built,
The palace is not constructed, the king is not elevated,
The laving rite of the gods is not arranged.
Nisaba – the place which you do not approach,
(There) no stall is constructed, no sheepfold erected,
The shepherd does not soothe his heart with the flute,
The tending staff is not set up, (the stall’s) cleaning is not performed,
The little shepherd does not church the mild, does not pour it in the jug,
From it, milk and cream do not issue,
The table of the gods is not set.
Nisaba – you are the lady who builds cities, the lady who establishes joy.534
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Nisaba is a god in her own right with her own tradition of worship. But furthermore, she
is a god who legitimizes the rule, writings, and cities of other gods.
Given the associations of Nisaba, and her frequent invocation in literary texts and
hymns, Willgren asserts:
Hence a concluding function for this doxology would be quite reasonable to posit.
As a ‘grand finale,’ praise is directed toward the deity in a final confession, and
the very name of the deity addressed – Nisaba, the patron goddess of writing –
also indicates the function of the hymn as it ties the doxology more closely to the
colophon. In the latter, the greatness of a compilation of this kind is described,
suggesting that the whole hymn served a concluding function in that it both
constituted a climax to a suggested geographical orientation of the collection as
well as focused on the actual art of compilation.535
These aspects highlighted here both serve as closural devices, but also, in doing
so, give information and a final impression or confirmation of what this collection is
about, which may then affect the reader’s ongoing impressions through retrospective
patterning. The final hymn to Nisaba’s house and the closural features reinforces the
concern of invoking the divine to protect and establish Sumer as a whole. Meador writes,
“Nisaba is the goddess who represents the defining cultural achievements that belong to
all the cities.”536 “Nisaba – the place which you do not establish, / (There) mankind is not
established, cities are not built.”537 Therefore, just as the hymn to Enki’s temple in Eridu
elicited the sense of all the divine functions needed for civilization, Nisaba evokes the
divine cultural achievements befitting all the cities.
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The closural aspects of TH 1-42 are observable, in part, because they break from
patterns established throughout the collection. The patterns in the Elohistic Psalter are
less structured, relying on themes, common language, impulses, and function. Psalm 83 is
continuous with these aspects, but also turns these with a forceful emphasis, contributing
to a sense of closure. Psalm 83 invokes God’s action but turns that divine action towards
the annihilation of the enemy, pronouncing Israel’s security through the enemies’ defeat
and shame and establishing of God’s sovereignty. The chaos that threatened the psalmist
in Ps 42 is now directed at adversaries. Thus, Ps 83’s relationship is rooted in literary
observations, connections and variations, lacking the explicit enveloping features such as
those in TH 1-42.
Psalm 83 closes with a dual petition (vv. 17-19 [Eng. 16-18]) that Israel’s enemies
would be filled with shame and perish, and a petition that Israel’s God, “whose name is
yhwh” be known as the most high god in all the earth. This reversal of shame, shifting it
off the psalmist and off of Israel and onto the taunting enemies, is a declaration of
victory, vindication, and restoration. The LORD’s ( )יהוהname being known demonstrates
a heightened role of the divine name, featuring prominently here as it did in Ps 42.
The petition of Ps 83 is general. We do not hear what specific actions the psalmist
envisions, only generally that the enemies be shamed and perish. Psalm 83 opens with
three successive petitions for God to act voiced as negative imperatives, imploring God to
not be at rest, unmoved, or quiet (דמי, חרשׁ, )שׁקט. The psalmist seeks God’s care and
presence and for God to act on the nation’s behalf. This three-fold plea, therefore,
expresses God’s absence or acquiescence to Israel’s enemies. For in contrast to God’s
silence, the nations are in an uproar ()המה, those who hate “you” (Israel’s God) “lift their
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head” ( )נשׂאו ראשׁin pride and arrogance. The nations have presumed to defeat Israel and
its God.
There is a conflation here. To hate and act against Israel is to be God’s enemy and
to hate God ()משׂנאיך. In v. 4 (Eng. 3), Israel is described as God’s protected ones
()צפוניך, reinforcing the connection between an attack on Israel being an attack on God.
Israel’s enemies are God’s enemies.538 To defeat a people is to defeat their god. A victory
of a people is the victory of their god.
The threat in this psalm is overtly political. This threat is clearly other nations and
their threat to Israel as a nation and to God as the sovereign over Israel, as well as to God
as sovereign over the whole earth (v. 19 [Eng. 18]). This psalm is a communal lament or
complaint.539 As Gunkel states concerning the communal complaint, the complaint is
“almost exclusively political in nature.”540 Verses 5-6 (Eng. 4-5) report on the enemies’
plans and schemes, how they counsel together against Israel. They cut a covenant
“against” Israel, emphasizing Israel’s isolation and vulnerability in the face of the
nations.541 Here the nations are not isolated and individual threats, but unified as a
magnified and perhaps hyperbolic threat. Their ultimate goal is Israel’s defeat and
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destruction—to wipe them out as a nation, and to erase the memory of their name
()שׁם ישׂראל. The enemies and “those who hate you,” while general in vv. 4-6 (Eng. 3-5),
become explicit and specific in vv. 7-9 (Eng. 6-8).
All of the nations and tribes mentioned in vv. 7-12 (Eng. 6-11) are known from
biblical references, but as Tanner states, “the ten together are not from any known
historical event.”542 While attempts have been made to identify an historical setting, it is
generally agreed that a specific historical moment is not being identified. Rather, there is
created a cumulative impression of the nations and tribes that have threatened Israel.
Kraus suggests it is a “freely composed” and “stereotypical list.”543 Hossfeld and Zenger
propose a “poetic-symbolic configuration” that represents the “catastrophic side of
Israel’s history as a whole,” and that the nations and tribes named are “emblematic for the
world of nations experienced and feared by Israel throughout its history, the nations and
tribes in whose midst Israel lived.”544 Zenger also notes a geographical aspect, that there
is a movement from south to north, and from eastern nations and tribes to western.545 The
cumulative effect of recounting these is that it evokes the sense of Israel surrounded by
threatening nations all conspiring Israel’s demise. The last reference is to the superpower,
the “big actor” as Zenger calls it. But Assyria, as Mays suggests, may be symbolic as
well, as “the name came to be used, like that of Babylon, as a cipher for the great enemy
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who wields power in the world.”546 So while not tied to a particular historical moment,
the list of ten names carries the freight of Israel’s history and the threats that have come
from all around.
Verses 10-13 (Eng. 9-12) draw from Israel’s history and invoke God to not only
protect Israel from the plans the enemies are drawing up to annihilate Israel, but to
annihilate Israel’s enemies because they had conspired to annihilate Israel. In graphic
terms, the psalmist invokes God to destroy those who attempted to take the “pastures of
God” for their own possession ()אשׁר אמרו נירשׁה לנו את נאות אלהים. Whereas vv. 10-13
(Eng. 9-12) invoke God to act in a way that appeals to God’s actions in the past on behalf
of Israel, vv. 14-16 (Eng. 13-15) express the same desire in the imagery of the storm-god.
God is cast as not only the one who contains and causes nature to flourish but yields the
weather elements in combat against Israel’s enemies.547 In a series of nature comparisons
the LORD ( )יהוהis presented as the storm god who will bring destruction on Israel’s
enemies. Hossfeld and Zenger summarize:
As a martial storm-god employing hurricane and lightning: he is to drive them
away like dry tumbleweeds or clumps of straw blown over the land and through
the air by a strong storm wind (cf. Isa 17:13). And (by his lightnings) he is to cast
fire on them, a fire that the storm will spread like an unstoppable forest fire or
prairie blaze.548
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The nature imagery here draws to light similarity and contrast with the lead
psalm, Ps 42. Psalm 42:8-11 (Eng. 7-10) feature a barrage of disturbing imagery as the
psalm nears its close. With the exception of the expression of hope in v. 9 (Eng. 8), these
verses feature a climaxing of troubling water, questions that indicate God’s abandonment,
and the scornful taunts of the enemies. This series is emphasized through sound play,
particularly in v. 8 (Eng. 7) with the sounds of the foaming waters, v. 10 (Eng. 9) where
“( למהwhy”) is repeated and the question is emphasized through consonance, and in v. 11
(Eng. 10) where consonance intensifies the threat of the enemy. In these verses, the
psalmist, even while she maintains hope, is assaulted, languishing, and prey to the
enemies as they taunt her powerlessness absent of God’s help. In Ps 83, the tides have
turned.
The shame that the psalmist of Ps 42 experienced, in Ps 83, now lands on the
enemies. The shame the psalmist of Ps 42 felt in the enemy taunts and questions is now
directed onto the enemies. Furthermore, the threatening potential of water and nature is
also directed at the enemies. The storm is directed towards the enemies, bringing the
resultant defeat and shame upon Israel’s adversaries. The psalmist prays that the tempest
storm, סערה, and the hurricane, סופה, be weapons used against the enemies. The waters
in Ps 42 overwhelm and represent chaos, abandonment, and the enemy army bringing
defeat and shame. The tempest and hurricane in Ps 83, however, along with the whirling
winds and the lightening fire, are more explicitly weapons of the war god turned upon the
enemies. At least this is the psalmist’s prayer. In Ps 42, the “deep” ( )תהוםroars, the
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cataracts and waterfalls come over her. In 83, God is called upon to pursue the enemy
with “your tempest” ()כן תרדפם בסערך.
The shame the psalmist experiences through the taunting of the enemy in Ps 42, is
explicit in Ps 83. The psalmist prays that as God turns the terrifying elements of nature at
the enemy, they would know the defeat and shame.
v. 17a (Eng. 16a): “Fill their faces with dishonor” ()מלא פניהם קלון
v. 18 (Eng. 17): “Let them be shamed and dismayed in perpetuity (יבשׁו ויבהלו עדי־
)עד
Let them be ashamed and perish.” ()ויחפרו ויאבדו
The closing of Psalm 83 emphasizes the sovereignty and victory of the LORD ()יהוה. The
enemies who opposed God and God’s people now know who the true sovereign is. The
psalm closes with the plea that the LORD’s ( )יהוהname would be known.
v. 19 (Eng. 18): “Let them know that you alone, whose name is the LORD,
()שׁמך יהוה
are most high over all the earth.” ()עליון על־כל־הארץ
The divine name use that began in the tightly packed opening quatrain of Ps 42 continues
in Ps 83 with four occurences of ͗əlōhīm, or the shortened form ()אל. However, just as Ps
42 highlighted the select use of yhwh, the psalm ends with two occurrences of yhwh, both
occurring in the phrase, “your name O LORD ()שׁמך יהוה.” This prayer for the enemies to
know the LORD is not about conversion or the world conforming to the worship of the
LORD, I suggest, but more about the enemies coming to acknowledge the sovereignty of
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the LORD, or that their acknowledgement is a way of articulating that it has happened.
The LORD has prevailed.
Commentators do tend to see a conversion of sorts in the prayer for the enemies to
seek and know the LORD’s name.549 Hossfeld suggests the enemies perish in so much as
they are no longer enemies.550 Tate suggests that to “know the LORD” is to “recognize
his name and to submit to his will.”551 Others comment that the psalmist is leaving
vengeance to the LORD, and not taking it into one’s own hands. Tanner, addressing the
difficult topics of vengeance and violence, states: “the purpose of violence is not
retribution or vengeance, but God’s gracious will for all.”552 Such a theological situating
of the violence and reversal language and imagery of the psalm seems to minimize and
reshift the significance of the reversal prayed for and portrayed. The impulse of lament
puts the prayer for shame to fill their faces squarely within the agency of the psalmist. I
maintain, therefore, that the chief impulse and aim is that the worshippers would know
God’s victory and redemption, and the LORD, in whom they have hoped, would be
known as and reestablished as the most high in all the earth. Sovereignty is demonstrated
through the defeat of enemies.
Psalm 83 echoes and emphasizes the common language and imagery of lament
while turning these in a decided direction, the shifting of shame and calamity onto
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Israel’s enemies, whether conceived of as literal or figurative. While the collection
incorporates a diversity of forms, and modes of address, there is a preponderance of the
elements and themes of lament. These include the impulse to invoke God’s presence and
action, the psalmist’s vulnerable predicament, and reliance on the Lord for intervention.

Comparison
I have described the final composition in each collection with respect to how and
to what effect a collection is framed and organized as a collection. TH 1-42 is distinct
from the Elohistic collection concerning clear closural features in the final poem that
signal for closure and unity. These include a total line count on the last, a clear departure
from the geographic trend, absence of the refrain in TH 42, the colophon, and the
doxology to Nisaba. A further distinctive is the polytheistic aspect of the context and the
collection. The hymns draw upon pre-conceptions of these deities, their roles, their
myths, and the relationships. Hence, the placing of Enki at the beginning and Nisaba at
the end draw upon and reify their significance in conceptions concerning Sumer and
connect the lead and final hymns as enveloping the collection. There is an additional
significance to Nisaba in the closing hymn. For not only is Nisaba associated with
writing, but there is a sense that she makes writing efficacious. “Nisaba – you are the lady
who builds cities, the lady who establishes joy.”553
Psalm 83 brings the Elohistic collection to a close, determined by the fact that Ps
83 is the last psalm to have more occurrences of ͗əlōhīm than yhwh. This ending point
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provides a point of retrospective patterning. The culmination of this pattern in
coordination with being the forty-second psalm gives a sense of a fulfilled pattern. The
literary echoes and deviations detailed in the previous section give a further sense of the
collection. The themes and desired effects expressed in Ps 83 extend and heighten the
language and fervency of lament present in Ps 42. The psalm takes up the concern of
enemies that is present in Ps 42 but expresses God’s help and vindication vividly in the
shifting of shame onto the enemies.
The Elohistic collection lacks the clear enveloping structures of TH 1-42—total
line count on the last, colophon, clear form change, and closing doxology. However, the
enveloping structures of TH 1-42 draws attention to the ways that the Elohistic collection
is framed and how Ps 83 completes the collection, even if in less explicit or structured
ways than TH 1-42. Psalm 83 is the forty-second psalm of a collection and ties into and
amplifies the themes and language of lament introduced in Ps 42 and brings to close a
consistent tendency in divine name use.

Redescription
Attention to the final hymn of TH 1-42 and its relationship both to TH 1, as well
as the collection as a whole, shows how the final hymn brings the collection to a close
and how it exemplifies the themes and intent of the collection which relate to the welfare,
prosperity, and divine protection of Sargon’s empire. Nisaba’s divine tablet (line 538)
and her wisdom, advice, and measuring of heaven and earth (line 539-540) lead to
closing and emphatic doxology to Nisaba. The doxology praising Nisaba is both a
closural device, as well as signifying the hope that this text would be efficacious, calling
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on the god of writing. This doxology to the god of writing is followed immediately by the
colophon which names Enheduanna as the compiler and speaks to its singular expression:
“that which has been created here no one has created before.” The final hymn continues
and is consistent with the themes and conceptions established in TH 1. The features of
closure exemplify the principle of retrospective patterning, providing a clear point of
closure from which “connections and similarities are illuminated, and the reader
perceives that seemingly gratuitous or random events, details, and juxtaposition have
been selected in accord with certain principles.”554
Similarly, Ps 83 continues and heightens the themes and language of lament
present in Ps 42. It includes storm language that resonates with aspects of Ps 42 even
while varying from and being distinct from Ps 42. While the crashing waves of Ps 42 are
most closely connected with the chaotic sea ( )תהוםtamed at creation, the whirlwind and
tempest of Ps 83 is more closely connected to the weapons of the storm god. The enemy
of Ps 42 who taunts becomes the object of shame in Ps 83, and God’s help is
demonstrated through the enemy’s defeat. These connections are perceived
retrospectively, with the expectations created through indications of closure.
The connections observed between Ps 42 and Ps 83 are a direct result of their
placement in the collection. For in a collection, these are previously independent
compositions, and so the literary echoes are different from a work composed by a single
hand. In a collection, poems can be assembled in such a way that their resonances can
come to the surface, while their differences are held together and are viewed or
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experienced as purposeful. Furthermore, the placement as lead and closing psalms foster
the finding of meaningful connections.

Rectification of the Category
This section has emphasized the significance of the final poem thematically but
also the way it brings closure to the collection. In both cases there are indications of
closure and the concluding or fulfilling of patterns. This observation both reinforces my
working definition of a collection, as well as reinforces a distinction between a collection
as I am defining it and a set of juxtaposed poems that have intertextual connections. I
have defined a poetic collection as a set of poems that have been brought together by
some purpose or organizing principle, are framed as belonging together, and which form
a new work with a unique contexture and potential effect. The fulfilling or concluding of
patterns reinforces the sense of a collection and provides the final point of closure and
retrospective patterning. Furthermore, this perception of a collection is connected to ways
it is perceived to be framed and organized as a collection.
In both TH 1-42 and the Elohistic collection, the closing poem is marked with
features that indicate the fulfillment of patterns. This fulfillment of patterns reinforces the
boundaries of the collection and the cumulative impression of the collection. In the case
of TH 1-42, we have numerous indicators as already mentioned including a tablet,
quantity of forty-two, the colophon, closing doxology and line count. In the case of the
Elohistic collection, in the absence of an artifact, there is a shift in divine name use that
marks the end of this collection in concert with the quantity of forty-two.
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The fulfillment or concluding of organizing patterns is essential to recognizing the
Elohistic collection as a collection. Because we do not have an artifact attesting to this
collection, we only encounter it as it is incorporated into the Psalter. This feature of the
Elohistic collection may be somewhat unique to a psalms collection in that most
(sub)collections may not have as many clear framing devices and may not have patterns,
such as name distribution and a conventional quantity, to determine that these psalms
have been brought together by some purpose or organizing principle, and when those
patterns are fulfilled or completed.
In both TH 1-42 and the Elohistic collection, the final poem not only closes off
the collection but reinforces the themes and effectiveness of the collection that was
introduced in the first hymn, and which is confirmed and reinforced through the
metonymic aspects highlighted in chapter four. The final psalm is not a conclusion of an
argument or of a narrative. It is perhaps more of an endcap and exclamation point. The
end poem, in both these cases, reinforces the thematic elements and effective potential of
these writings, though with its own emphasis or twist. In the case of TH 1-42, the
effectiveness is aimed at and conceived of as the preservation of Sumer’s cities and
Sargon’s empire, concluding with Nisaba’s activity and blessing. In the Elohistic
collection, it is invoking God to be present, help, and reinstate cosmic order, ending with
God’s order established by turning judgement upon the enemies. This cosmic order
entails the containing of chaos, the refreshing of the earth, the unseating of enemy forces,
and God dwelling in Zion.
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INTERVENING POEMS
In this chapter so far, I have compared the lead and closing poem of the
collections with respect to how and to what effect a collection is framed and organized as
a collection. I continue this comparison given attention to the intervening poems with a
focus on the character of these collections as series of independent poems juxtaposed
paratactically.
Retrospective patterning has been a key aspect of this study. Given a particular
poem’s tendency to shift imagery, pick up earlier images, words, or sounds, and to end in
such a way that invites one to reevaluate what one has already encountered, points of
closure are influential to our impressions and experiences of a poem. Retrospective
patterning describes how the reader or listener may make connections, hearing what came
before in light of what comes after, working back and forth. In a collection, this process
repeats as poems are juxtaposed without comment or explicit linkages. If one follows the
direction of writing, one poem ends, and the next begins with its own opening theme,
modes of development, imagery, perceived structure, and point of closure. Even if one
reads or encounters the poems out of order of their sequence, one develops a sense of the
collection progressively as one encounters or experiences more of the collection. This
progressive discernment, however, is affected by or shaped by the synecdochic (initial
poem as interpretive lens), and the metonymic (the ways the collection is framed and
organized). These key aspects of the collection as already discussed (Framing devices,
lead and end poems) influence one’s reading of the whole, encountering each poem and
interpreting and reevaluating with each point of closure, or each instance of commonality,
resonance, or dissonance.
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Description
The Sumerian Temple Hymns illustrate the incremental or progressive aspects of
a collection. TH 1-42 does not progress by a narrative or some clear enveloping structure,
nor does the next hymn build on or expand the content of the prior. Outside of the
framing and organizing aspects already discussed, the collection lacks explicit comment
or indication of how they relate to each other. This paratactic feature of the collection
draws attention to certain aspects of TH 1-42. The common form is one of these aspects.
While each is a self-contained hymn separated from each other by spacing, and while
there are differences in imagery and length, each hymn follows a common progression.
Each begins with a focus on a particular temple, and each ending in the common refrain:
“He/she (deity) has placed his house on your muš, he has taken his seat on your dais.”555
Each hymn follows a definite pattern, each addressing a different temple, each hymn
referencing the corresponding deity.
If one reads the hymns in order, one follows a general geographical movement
from south to north, from the region of Eridu, north, and west to Sippar.556 The repeated
refrain at the end of each hymn, therefore, builds the collection cumulatively, one more
hymn, temple, and power of a deity. The character of the collection grows, each hymn
and its respective temple, city, and deity participating with the whole while retaining their
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particularity. What one encounters as a series of hymns begins to establish a sense of the
whole of Sargon’s rule and its relationship to divine presence and protection, represented
not through every city or temple, but through select cities and temples, forty-two of them.
The Elohistic Psalter, like TH 1-42, is a collection whose character develops
progressively. The significant difference between these two collections, as already
mentioned above, is that the Elohistic Psalter is not comprised of a standard form or
genre. I have emphasized in this study the significance of parataxis and the reader’s role
in making connections and discerning the basis for these poems’ juxtaposition. The
paratactic arrangement of TH 1-42 is no less than that of the Elohistic Psalter, though the
consistent form and geographical movement of TH 1-42 provide consistency and even a
sense of predictableness after encountering even a small sampling of the forty-two
hymns. In the absence of this consistency, the Elohistic Psalter develops coherence
differently relying on other aspects: a consistent plea for God’s presence, favor, and help,
a drawing upon of the interconnectedness of temple, water, and enemy, as well as
characteristic emphases, themes, and focus on enemies, shame, and dominion.
I argue that Ps 42 frames the collection in terms of lament and the yearnings that
drive lament: to invoke the divine to be present, to act, and to restore. While the form of
the ensuing psalms shifts, approximately half of the collection is a type of lament,
advancing these themes, energy, and impulses. These themes and commonalities include
the threats of enemies, the need and desire for God’s intervention and blessing.
I will survey the early psalms of the Elohistic Collection to suggest that the
disjunction of form from psalm to psalm puts weight on other aspects. The energy,
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impulse, and common imagery and themes of lament carry through despite the variation
in form and tone.
As the Elohistic collection proceeds from the initial psalm (P 42), Ps 43 reinforces
the lament impulse opening with the prayer, “Vindicate me, O God, and defend my cause
/ against an ungodly people” (v. 1). The psalm echoes the questions of “why” (vv. 2a, 2b)
and waiting for God to act and the anticipation of praise (v. 5). The resolution the
psalmist envisions in Ps 43 is more directly related to the temple, that God’s light and
truth would lead her to the “holy hill” (v. 3).
Psalm 44 begins with a definitively communal tone, recalling past memory as Ps
42 did, but this time it is a distinctly communal memory recalling God’s acts for the
people. The lament develops, however, bemoaning that God has rejected and abased
God’s people, turning back from them and abandoning them. The psalm closes in v. 27
(Eng. 26) with the plea: “Rise up, come to our help. / Redeem us for the sake of your
steadfast love” ()קומה עזרתה לנו ופדנו למען חסדך.
In these first three psalms of the collection there is variation in length and tone,
but the form and intensity of lament is present, shifting from the individual voice with
communal implications of 42 and 43 to the communal lament of 44. In Ps 45, there is a
decided shift. Psalm 45 is a royal wedding psalm. There is none of the angst of the lament
psalm present. Psalm 45 reminds us that in a collection, poems can be assembled in such
a way that their resonances can come to the surface, and their differences held together.
What is consistent, however, is the national concerns and conceptions of how God’s
favor is extended.
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The disjunction of form as one proceeds to Ps 45 highlights what is continuous.
What continues is the desire for God’s orderly rule and a vision of what God’s orderly
rule looks like. Psalm 45 celebrates the marriage of the king.557 The psalm even praises
the king as an expression of God’s rule and blessing.558 It expresses that when God
protects and extends blessings to the nation, the king rules as God’s proxy, creating
alliances and being praised by all the peoples (v. 18 [Eng. 17]). Psalm 45 is a corporately
minded psalm, a vision of Israel’s prosperity and security as seen in the proceedings of
the King’s court—divine dominion exhibited in and through the stability of the King
seated in Zion and of God’s blessing. The psalm closes with a vision of God’s king and
his offspring blessed and established, and an expectation that all the nations will
recognize God’s sovereignty so expressed and will praise Israel’s God ( )אלוהיםforever
(v. 18 [Eng. 17]). This positive emphasis on sovereignty puts the enemy’s taunts at bay,
those taunts we hear in the laments that suggest God is no longer sovereign (i.e. Pss 42,
44, 55, 69).
Psalm 46 is a song of Zion, that opens in v. 2 (Eng. 1) with confidence in God as a
refuge ( )מחסהand strength ()עז, which are terms often used in association with the
temple and an established and protected Zion,559 as well as to God’s protection against
enemies and threats.560 The psalmist expresses confidence in God as a refuge and a
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strength even in the face of dire threats (vv. 3-4 [Eng. 2-3]). We hear close association of
chaotic and fresh water with the establishment and protection of Zion.561 The intertwined
imagery of chaos water (v. 4 [Eng. 3]), life giving water (v. 5 [Eng. 4]), Zion and temple
(v. 6 [Eng. 5]), and the threat of the enemy (vv. 7, 10 [Eng. 6, 9]) is present here as well.
Verse 4 (Eng. 3) speak of the mountains shaking in the heart of the sea(s) ( )ימימand its
waters ( )מימroaring and foaming. Verses 6-7 (Eng. 5-6) evoke the nations ( )גויםand the
kingdoms ( )ממלכותthat come against the city, fostering a correlation and similarity with
the threats of undoing order and security. Threats are posed both by the foaming waters
of chaos and the nations that loom. Even amidst these threats, The Lord of Hosts brings
comfort (v. 12 [Eng. 11]), “The LORD of hosts is with us” ()יהיה צבאות עמנו.
Psalm 46 is a communal psalm that expresses the concerns and hopes of the
community in very communal terms and speaking in a communal voice. So while the
psalmist of Pss 42 and 43 speaks in an “I” voice that uses communal ways of speaking
and thinking, here, like in 44, God is “our” refuge. While a song of confidence and
lacking the desperation or pathos of the lament, the language of threat is present, of the
earth shaking, creation being undone, enemy armies at the walls of the city. The nations
and the kingdoms are representations of the threats against God’s people. The
overwhelming emotion of the psalm, however, is confidence despite these things. The
city will stand, as will creation/earth. The establishing of the earth and Zion is associated
with God’s sovereignty and dominion. God’s dominion is emphasized further with the
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affirmation of vv. 9-11 (Eng. 8-10), that the Lord will ultimately subdue the nations.
Verse 11 (Eng. 10), towards the close of the psalm, issues a call of calm and confidence
that Israel’s God is sovereign over the earth and over enemies and will ultimately prevail,
despite the noise, clamor, and chaos.
Psalm 47 is an expression of confidence, that the Lord ( )יהוהis the great king
( )מלךover all the earth. The psalm summons Israel to praise the Lord for his sovereignty
and kingship, subduing peoples and exerting authority over the nations. It is sometimes
classified as a hymn. It is often considered an enthronement psalm, referring to
Mowinkel’s theory of an annual new year’s festival where the Lord is celebrated and reenthroned as king.562 The divine kingship is based on the Lord’s subduing of the peoples
( )עםand the nations ()אם. Israel’s security is rooted not in their strength or obedience but
in the fact that the Lord chose them. The nations and their princes find themselves under
the Lord, the king of the earth.
Psalm 47 is a collective hymn of praise, set potentially in a festival or ritual in the
life of the nation. God’s sovereignty is expressed in part by the fact that enemies are not
present, but that all the peoples ( )עמיםare invited to sing and to proclaim God’s kingship
(v. 2 [Eng. 1]). God’s dominion as king is the focus of the psalm (v.3 [Eng. 2]). The
elements often present in the lament are here, such as other nations (vv. 4, 9 [Eng. 3, 8])
and the question of dominion and sovereignty (v. 10 [Eng. 9]), but they are articulated
with a sense of confidence.563
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Psalm 48 proclaims the greatness of the LORD ( )יהוהas reflected in the holy city.
It is considered a “Song of Zion,” though as Craigie states, it is the praise of God, whose
presence and protection is symbolized by the holy mountain and its sanctuary.”564 Verses
2-3 (Eng. 1-2) describe the city as the “city of our God ()אלוהים,” “holy mountain,”
“beautiful in elevation,” “joy of all the earth,” “Mount Zion,” “city of our great king,”
and “sure defense.” The kings recognize the greatness of God by virtue of the city and
tremble and flee from before it. Verse 10 (Eng. 9) speaks of God’s steadfast love in the
midst of the temple, and God’s ( )אלוהיםname ( )שׁםreaches to the ends of the earth (v. 11
[Eng. 10]). It is a psalm that proclaims God’s sovereignty and rule, and the security that
is found in relationship to this God. This all becomes manifest and visible in the
establishment of Zion and the temple. The psalm is written in a collective voice, as “we”
consider God’s steadfast love (v. 10 [Eng. 9]). The language of enemy is present, though
the tone of lament is absent as the psalm extols God’s greatness. The kings, presumably
of potentially hostile nations, see the greatness of Zion and flee (vv. 5-6 [Eng. 4-5]). The
psalm celebrates God’s dominion and extols God who is present as mediated in and
through an established and protected temple and Zion. Verse 13 (Eng. 12) invites the
listener to walk around Zion and to consider its aspects, for “this is God” ()זה אלוהים.
Psalm 49 closes this Korahite sub-collection with a wisdom psalm that lifts up God’s
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sovereignty and care in general terms. God’s sovereignty and care is to be trusted above
the success of the wealthy and those who seem to succeed through wickedness.565
The few introductory psalms surveyed so far comprise a Korahite sub-collection.
The dynamics I have pointed out, however, continue beyond the juncture of the smaller
collections. Psalm 50 is a psalm of Asaph. Psalm 50 is unique in certain respects and
difficult to characterize. Declaisse-Walford calls it a community hymn urging its hearers
to proper faithfulness to God.566 However rather than speaking of God, or to God, the
psalm speaks in first person divine speech. Despite the lack of clarity on the psalm’s form
or cultic use, the psalm presents God as the God of the theophany (v. 1), who shines forth
from Zion and who controls the rain and the lightening ( )אשׁ־לפניו תאכלand who is
represented by the mighty tempest winds ()נשׂערה מאד. The wisdom tone continues from
Ps 49 with the contrast between covenant keepers and the wicked ()רשׁע.
The focus of Ps 50 is not on prevailing over enemies as an expression of God’s
sovereignty but rather God’s fury and judgement is directed towards the covenant ()ברית
people (v. 7). The focus is on covenant faithfulness to the faithful one. Wisdom speech
against the wicked is used, but it is not clear if these are non-covenant people, or
disobedient covenant people. The faithful relationship is expressed in v. 14 as a sacrifice
of thanksgiving ( )זבח לאלהים תודהand the fulfillment of one’s vow ()נדר. The language
of  תודהand  נדרevoke the sense of a relationship with God’s presence and help. The vow
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is made in distress, and when God answers with God’s help and presence, one returns to
the temple to offer one’s thanksgiving, telling the story of God’s deliverance, as in Ps
42.567 The psalm is communal. “You” is Israel as a people. There is little mention of
enemy here, rather its language is addressed to the covenant people. The temple and the
theophany are presented as ways God’s presence and help is discerned and mediated.
God is presented, particularly in the theophany, as the sovereign to whom God’s people
owe a faithful covenant response.
These comments concerning Ps 50 are intended to show some similarities and
differences, for collections preserve difference. Yet, when read in juxtaposition with the
previous psalms, the paratactic aspect invites the reader to look for clues as to why these
compositions have been set together. When reading TH 1-42, genre and geography help
to answer or guide answers to this question. In the Elohistic Psalter, the lack of consistent
form or discernable movement puts weight and emphasis on themes, imagery, common
language and motifs, and common function or aim. By function, I mean what a psalm is
intended to do: to secure a favorable response from the divine.
I continue this survey a bit further, as Ps 51 involves another sub-collection shift.
Psalm 51 bears a Davidic superscription, the first of fifteen Davidic psalms. It is written
in the first person, interpreted in the voice of David and in light of a historical moment.
But the concerns and implications are communal. The psalm closes with a plea for God to
do good to Zion, and to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem, with the expectation that worship
in the temple would be righted and effective (vv. 20-21 [Eng. 18-19]). God’s restored
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favor and presence are mediated in and through the temple and a rebuilt and fortified
Zion. Psalm 51 is a penitential psalm within the penitential tradition in which the anger
and disfavor of the divine is attributed to some sin or impropriety of an individual or
group.568 The psalm seeks to restore God’s favor and help and the welfare of Zion by
confessing and seeking forgiveness for the psalmist’s infractions. The psalmist of Ps 51
uses 14 different synonyms for the wrongdoing of the psalmist.569 Whereas in Ps 44 the
psalmist complained of being broken ()דכה, a strategy of lament for invoking the divine,
here the psalmist professes the value of a broken ( )שׁברand contrite ( )דכהspirit,
confessing one’s sins and iniquity so to move the divine to act.
This survey of Pss 42 through 51 is a partial survey of the Elohistic Psalter to
highlight the play of similarity and difference. This similarity and difference include
common concerns, themes, imagery, and tropes that continue despite shifts in
superscriptions and subcollections, genre, length, tone, and voice.

Comparison
My comparison of the intervening compositions accentuates the play of similarity
and difference. This play of similarity and difference highlights commonality and a
cumulating impression of the collection with its themes, emphases, and potential
symbolism or effect. This play reinforces the boundaries and independence of the
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compositions with their unique emphases. Furthermore, the lead psalm becomes a lens
that affects what comes to light highlighting their commonalities and distinctives. The
common background and conceptions come to light as well as the differences, the unique
configuring of those backgrounds and conceptions, but all within the frame of the whole
and through the lens of the lead poem.
This comparison continues to be with respect to how and to what effect these
collections are framed and organized as a collection. The hymns of TH 1-42 build a sense
of common concern and purpose through their consistent genre and the corresponding
hopes for divine presence and blessing. The consistent form and the consistent reiteration
of the language and concerns of the temple hymn counterpoint the variation present in the
Elohistic collection. As already noted and reiterated, the psalms of the Elohistic
collection vary in genre, length, tone, voice and other such respects. Even so, the
Elohistic collection develops coherence differently. Common vocabulary, themes,
emphases, and purpose provide consistency and connectedness throughout the collection.
Themes and motifs become prominent: God as source of help, enemies, shame, and
sovereignty. Each of these which are introduced in the lead psalm, carry through the
ensuing psalms in varying ways.
In the course of reading, the commonalities and themes that I have referred to
along the way, create a powerful impression. As stated already, over half of the Elohistic
collection display the characteristics of lament.570 The threats and taunts of the enemies
or the wicked reoccur throughout the collection.571 While the tone may be different, from
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Pss 42, 43, 44, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 64, 68, 69, 70, 71, 74, 77, 79, 80, 82, 83.
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deep laments to wisdom psalms, to historical recounting, these psalms consistently
employ this language. Another distinctive aspect highlighted in both Ps 42 and Ps 83 was
the imagery of water, particular the chaos water that overwhelms the psalmist in Ps 42,
and how the nature imagery of the storm god is turned towards the enemy in Ps 83. While
water imagery is not as prevalent as the language of the enemy and is diverse, numerous
psalms feature some aspect of God directing water, whether chaos water, storm god
imagery, watering the earth, or historically rooted aspects such as the deliverance through
the red sea.572 These thematic elements provide cohesion and consistency across the
collection, coming to closure in Ps 83.
While the common genre of TH 1-42 is a prominent feature, the unique
expression of each psalm in the Elohistic collection even while creating a cumulative
impression highlights this aspect of TH 1-42—the way difference and uniqueness is also
highlighted in TH 1-42. The common form and progression accentuate the unique
accolades and descriptions of the temples, regions, and the corresponding gods. Amidst
the common flow and form, the unique expressions of each hymn come through. These
include references to landscape and physical features which might be metaphorical or
physical descriptions unique to each city.573 These unique expressions also include
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These include: “Primeval city” (TH3); “Plain with heavy clouds” (TH 10); “small city” (TH12); “high
plain” (TH 27); “city...built on an empty plain” (TH 30).
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descriptions of the temples,574 representations of the respective deities,575 as well as
associated powers or characteristics of each deity.576

Redescription
In chapter two, I introduced the term contexture which Fraistat defines as “the
contextuality provided for each poem by the larger framework within which it is placed,
the intertextuality among poems so placed, and the resultant texture of resonance and
meanings.”577 Chapter four highlighted the first aspect, how the framing of the collection
provides boundaries of context indicating these poems belong together for some reason.
The current chapter has attended to the way the poems, through their juxtapositions,
contribute to and are affected by this collection, to the intertextuality among poems and
the resulting texture and resonance. Comparing the intervening poems with respect to
how and to what effect a collection is framed and organized as a collection, the unique
resonance of texture and meaning is more discernable. Both collections exhibit the play
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of similarity and difference, highlighting the common themes, concerns, and hoped-foreffects, as well as the unique character of each poem.
The constituent compositions of both collections stand in non-narrative
relationship to each other. In TH 1-42, the features of genre and geography provide some
framework that hold them together. These highlight what the hymns have in common.
There is no movement or theological change, but the hymns reinforce each other
concerning their mutual concerns for divine presence and blessing. Each hymn stands on
its own while accentuating and heightening the common themes and purpose. At the
same time, the unique representations of the temples and their deities are lifted up as
well. Each’s city and region and respective deity are not obscured but highlighted as they
stand juxtaposed.
The Elohistic collection shares some of these characteristics, building an
awareness of common themes, aims, imagery, and tropes. The juxtapositions highlight
each’s independence and unique character and emphasis even while contributing to a
sense of the whole. Therefore, in contrast to TH 1-42 and its more formal features, the
psalms shift in genre, shift from individual voice to a communal voice, and shift in tone
between complaint and angst to confidence and hope. Nonetheless, common themes,
motifs, and language form a thread that runs through the constituent psalms. This thread
runs from the lead psalm, through the constituent psalms to the final psalm. There is
variation among the psalms, but no discernable narrative movement or theological shift
could be easily supported. The psalms reiterate and accentuate the themes, leading to the
emphatic heightening in Ps 83, as already discussed.
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Rectification
My term for comparison has been how and to what effect a collection is framed
and organized as a collection. This comparison highlights further the differences between
the collections. Temple Hymns 1-42 displays more formal features, whereas the Elohistic
collection develops coherence differently, relying on themes, motifs, images, and
common language and rhetoric of lament. However, this comparison also highlights a
significant similarity in how the compositions relate. It is a relation best described
through the lens of a poetic collection or anthology. These poems bear a likeness brought
to the foreground through their collation. The relation is one of mutual illumination,
bringing to light common themes and emphases in each, and emphasizing and
heightening the themes and hopes that were introduced in the lead composition and
which will be reiterated and brought to further emphasis and closure in the final
composition. Narrative, while commonly applied to the psalter, does not describe the
relationships. Nor are these unrelated texts that get recorded together for practical
purposes. These are texts organized in a collection that are encountered sequentially on a
tablet or scroll, but which develop through emphasis and reiteration, all while expanding
and heightening the central theme or aim of the collection.
The thesis of this study has been that Ps 42 is the synecdochic lead to the Elohistic
collection. I have explicated the nature of the collection through comparison in support of
establishing Ps 42’s role. The comparison of the intervening poems has highlighted how
the themes, language, imagery, and concerns of Ps 42 carry through the collection in
varying ways, accentuating and reinforcing the currents introduced in the lead psalm. I
emphasize, however, that these observations are directly related to the placement of Ps 42
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and the themes and emphases that become reinforced. Psalm 42 is a lens and interpretive
key causing certain features to come to the forefront. Psalm 42’s character of lament
foregrounds the lament’s impulse, language, and desire, shaping the cumulative
impression of the collection. I emphasize Ps 42 as a lens and interpretive key, because it
is the literary arrangement of the Elohistic collection that creates this particular singular
event. A different ordering of the same psalms including a different lead psalm might
lend to a different contexture altogether.
Another aspect of the collection that comes to light through this comparison
concerns the polythetic notion of a category, as discussed in chapter four. As noted in the
description and comparison steps, there is variation in the geographic movement of TH 142, namely that not all temple sites follow a clean northwest movement. Wilcke
explained this by saying in some regions the main sites are listed before minor ones and
thus stray from the geographic movement. While Wilcke may be correct, the polythetic
texture of a collection can accommodate variation. If a continuous line of geographic
movement was a monothetic trait of the hymns in the collection, then such variation
would question a particular hymn’s place. However, there are numerous traits that
contribute to the character of the collection, and thus variation in this trait does not create
an issue.
This is clearer in the case of the Elohistic collection, the category of collection
can tolerate change and variation. While certain aspects may be consistent, such as every
psalm having occurrences of ͗əlōhīm and more occurrences than yhwh, there are many
psalms that have no occurrences of yhwh. While there are common themes and language
of lament that run through many of the psalms there are points of significant variance,
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such as Ps 45 which seemingly disrupts the lament emphasis and genre of the first several
psalms of the collection. If we view the collection as polythetic then multiple traits or
organizing principles means that variation in one element or trait does not disrupt the
poem’s inclusion in the collection nor the category of collection. Furthermore, these
variations can serve for emphasis and to call attention to shifts in emphasis. The
geographic variation of TH 42 is a clear example, the shift in geographical movement
calling attention to the disruption of the pattern and to Nisaba’s significance.
I make one additional comment concerning the polythetic aspect of these
collections. Certain aspects of these collections are likely more discernable if read in
sequence. The geographic aspect of TH 1-42, or the reiteration of the language and
concerns of lament in Elohistic collection. If these aspects were monothetic qualities of
the collection, then reading in sequential order might be deemed essential to discerning
the collected aspect. However, with multiple indicators and ways of organizing,
sequential reading may not be as essential.
I reiterate what I asserted earlier in this study, that the collection might be
encountered similar to the way an one might encounter an individual poem.578 With a
poem, the opening and closing lines play prominent roles in shaping initial impressions
and providing a point of closure. However, the principle of retrospective patterning
suggests that one moves back and forth and through that back and forth progressively
discerns the connections and patterns. Therefore, while poems may be read in their
presented sequence, and certain aspects may be more discernable in sequence, sequential
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reading may not be as appropriate of an expectation as with other types of works. One
may gain a growing sense of the collection by moving back and forth between poems.
Even while a reader may encounter a poetic collection in a non-sequential
manner, I maintain that the lead poem plays a prominent role in shaping impressions of
the collection and lens through which one perceives the features of the poems that come
after.579 The direction of writing and the materiality of scrolls create expectations and an
awareness of the work’s arrangement. For texts written and accessed in manuscript rolls
there is the physical reality of working with a large scroll.580 The technology of the tablet
too, in the case of TH 1-42, has an accepted practice of writing that tells the reader where
to begin reading and where to end. In addition, texts from Mesopotamian archives often
come with colophons that indicate its connection and ordering with other tablets,
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Perry, “Literary Dynamics: How the Order of a Text Creates Its Meaning [With an Analysis of
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demonstrating a practice of texts/tablets being connected sequentially.581 Texts used
together in liturgies would likely be understood in a certain order. Furthermore, the
practice of referring to hymns or other compositions by the incipit signifies a practice of
representing a work by the way it begins. The incipit, as with a synecdoche, can both
stand for the lead composition and the collection at the same time. This is, in fact, the
case with TH 1-42.
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Conclusion

This study is not a final analysis of Ps 42 as a definitive object. It is a study of Ps
42 as it is passed down in preserved manuscripts as an independent psalm, and as a lead
psalm of the Elohistic collection. I have followed the boundaries of the psalm as
preserved in textual tradition, leveraging not a posited original moment, but the
manuscript tradition and what it reflects, and the traces of a collection. Furthermore, I
have attempted to describe this collection as a literary work arising from ancient Israel
and the role that Ps 42 plays within it.

FOLLOWING THE BOUNDARIES
As stated in the introduction, this study began as an initial impression. That
impression was guided, however, by the boundaries of the poem. I read and analyzed a
discrete poem as preserved in MT and represented in translation. I have followed the
boundaries of individual poems as preserved in the textual evidence, but also have
attended to the boundaries of a collection. These boundaries are less clear than the
spacing that separates distinct poetic units. Therefore, I have constructed a working
definition of a collection that draws from the study of poetic collections and anthologies.
This working definition is that a poetic collection is a set of poems that have been
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brought together by some purpose or organizing principle, are framed as belonging
together, and which form a new work with a unique contexture and potential effect.
The comparison with TH 1-42 was valuable in part because of the prominent
ways TH 1-42 is framed as a collection. While the Elohistic collection is not framed as
explicitly with a colophon, doxology, and clear variations in the final poem as with TH 142, there are two features that serve to group these psalms and frame them as a collection.
These include the predominant use of ͗əlōhīm in place of tetragrammaton that diverges
clearly from the surrounding psalms, and that there are forty-two psalms. These features
serve to frame these as a collection. I also argue, however, that these strategies for
framing are connected to connotations of the collection and potential effect. The number
forty-two is not a random or arbitrary number, but a conventional number with
associations of curse or calamity and can be employed in an attempt to avert such things.
This association is applicable to both TH 1-42 and to the Elohistic collection.

SYNECDOCHE AND METONYMY
Treating the Elohistic collection as a stand-alone collection that is framed as a
collection, I have approached this collection from two directions, the synecdochic and the
metonymic. Synecdochically, Ps 42 is both a singular poem which is capable of being a
unique event, and a lead poem that provides a first impression of the collection,
representing the main emphases and impulses in microcosm. I have proposed that the
initial understanding of the collection, its primary aims, images, and themes, comes
through Ps 42.
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My understanding of synecdoche is the power of a poem to be a singular event
even as it stands for and in relationship to the collection. Singularity, as Attridge
describes, is not a static property but realized as an event. It is realized through being
performed and “depends on openness to change and porousness in new contexts.”582
Singularity entails several aspects, including a “specific collocation of words, allusions,
and cultural references,” as well as how these affect the reader who participates in a
shared cultural experience where the codes are familiar.583 It also involves not just a
general cultural context, but the unique representation of that culture as expressed in a
particular individual or community’s “assumptions, predispositions, and expectations.”584
I describe Ps 42 as singular because it expresses not just the way this poem configures a
cultural framework, but the particular event that ensues and the way the poem becomes
something new or potential. Attridge writes: “The experience I am describing involves an
appreciation, a living-through, of the invention that makes the work not just different but
a creative re-imagination of cultural materials.”585
While bearing much in common with ancient psalmody, Ps 42 is a singular poem
with a distinct expression of a lament. I have emphasized that Ps 42 bears much in
common with its ancient context, A poem’s imagery, structures, and conceptual
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background may all serve to locate and limit it in certain ways. Psalm 42 is a psalm of
ancient Israel. As such it employs the common and intertwined imagery of water, chaos,
temple, and enemy, employs repetition, and leverages the impact of sound. Psalm 42, like
other poems in an ancient Near Eastern context, is functional, aimed at invoking the
divine to act and to intervene. A poem, while sharing much in common with its cultural
context and with other poems, however, is still singular. The potential for new resonance
or the “re-imagination of cultural materials” in a poem may surface or be realized as a
poem is placed in new collections or configurations and the resulting contextures.
The singularity of Ps 42, in the context of this study, is tied to its potential to be a
synecdoche of the collection. As synecdoche, the independent potential of a poem
persists even while it shapes impressions and stands for the collection in microcosm.
These dynamics are not static but depend on that openness to change and porousness to
new contexts. The trope synecdoche has served this study in two respects. It has
represented the tension between a poem as a stand-alone composition with its own
independent existence and a poem as experienced and understood as a part of the
collection. It has also provided a way to describe the relationship of a part to a whole,
how one poem (Ps 42) corresponds to and provides an initial encounter that shapes
impressions of the Elohistic collection.
Metonymy, in contrast to synecdoche, is where the part can stand for the
collection, but whose meaning and impressions are determined by or overshadowed by
the collection. As one gains a deeper sense of the collection, that sense of the whole helps
one interpret the parts in that light. In constructing a working definition and a sense of the
Elohistic Psalter as a collection, this sense of the whole helps to confirm, refine, or extend
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the synecdochic impression of the collection that Ps 42 provides. These two approaches
have helped to construct the sense of a collection that expresses the longing and yearning
for God and for the manifestations of God’s power and order: a secure Zion and temple,
enemies subdued, and fresh water emanating out to the far reaches of the earth. It is a
vision of God’s power to protect and to provide, but a vision that has to be maintained
through invoking and imploring God to be present and to ward off the forces of calamity.
The thrust and central imagery of this collection is introduced in Ps 42 and confirmed and
extended in Ps 83.

AN INDEPENDENT PSALM
This study has dealt with the question of Psalm 42’s independence. My approach
is distinctive in at least two ways. Whereas the question of Ps 42’s independence and
dependence has been approached within the framework of traditional philology, I have
approached through the lens and emphases of new philology. The new philological
approach advocated in this study does not try to conflate variations to a posited original
but treats each variation as an iteration of the text. The various configurations represented
in manuscript evidence are upheld. Secondly, I have approached Ps 42 as a poem that
leads and is incorporated into a collection of psalms. I approach Ps 42 both as a poem
with boundaries preserved in the manuscript evidence, and in relationship to a bounded
collection as preserved in the MT.
Attending to smaller collections whose boundaries are overlapping and
intertwined through a new philological approach gives attention to the unique contextures
that emerge from each collection. This approach turns its attention not to how the larger
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Psalter determines or frames how we might read the constituent poems or the smaller
collection, but to the ways this smaller collection is framed as a collection. This approach
turns attention to the ways one might ascertain the character of the collection both
synecdochically and metonymically.

ONGOING WORK AND FURTHER STUDY
My thesis that Ps 42 is synecdochic of the collection proposes at least one way to
describe the dynamics of a poetic collection in non-narrative ways. I have approached the
psalms as poems embedded in collection and affected by their placement. In this way, I
show the influence of Wilson’s work on my own perceptions and approach. Wilson’s
influence has brought focus to the aspect of collection in Psalms studies. I agree with
Willgren, however, that despite its ongoing influence, “the canonical approach has
somewhat reached its limits, at least in its current form.”586 I propose a potential
trajectory for Psalms studies that would focus on the dynamics of collection while
uncoupling these studies from the three tenets of the Shape and Shaping approach that I
describe in the introduction and address throughout. These are a focus on a final form, a
narrative movement, and a transformation of effective prayers into a book that tells the
story of Israel.
In focusing on the collection in isolation, attending to how it is framed as a
collection and to what effect, and developing a sense of its character both
synecdochically and metonymically, I have departed from the primary tactic of the Shape
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and Shaping approach. I have not interpreted the distinctives of the collection in light of
perceptions about the Psalter as a whole, nor as stages in the editing of the canonical
Psalter. Furthermore, I am persuaded by the work of scholars who have studied and
explicated the pluriform and fluid aspects of the psalms, both the segmentation of psalms
in the Masoretic tradition, and the collection of psalms in the Qumran scrolls.587 These
have raised important questions and problematized the notion of a stable final form.
Therefore, I see a fruitful pull-back from the Psalter as final edited canonical work to
focus on the various levels of collection contained within.
My approach to the Elohistic collection is rooted in the study of poetic collections
and anthologies. This approach has been an intentional attempt to find better terminology
and models to describe a collection of poetic texts, setting aside narrative models. I have
sought to describe the new work that the Elohistic collection is and to attend to the ways
the constituent poems contribute to this new work, and the expanded and emphatic sense
that it conveys. The impact and effect of the collection are not developed narratively but
through the reiteration and expansion of the central themes, images, and aims. I propose
that psalms studies work to find new and non-narrative ways to characterize a collection
of psalms.
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The third point of departure concerns actuational and effective aspects of psalms
and of collections. The Shape and Shaping approach has treated psalms and the Psalter as
a whole divorced from actuational and effective conceptions and uses of ancient texts. In
this study, I have both attended to the effective and ritual roots of lament and praise, but
have suggested that the collection builds upon, intensifies, and extends those effectual
aspects, rather than transforming or defanging these prayers.
I do not suggest that the liturgical or ritual use or associations of a psalm remain
stable. As suggested in the introduction, how much of the functional aspect is retained
through the ongoing reception and the changing contexture and event-ness of a poem as it
is received and reperformed is difficult to trace. I do suggest, however, that psalms, like
lyric, do not primarily recall a past event or events, but seek to be an event.588 Lyric
language is performative in the sense that it seeks to “accomplish the act to which it
refers.”589 While each event of the lyric affects it, as does the horizon of its reception, I
suggest the psalm as a lyric retains this effective and performative aspect and potential.
Furthermore, the collection of psalms does not utterly transform the lyric into
something else. While the collection or anthology creates a new work, its contexture
affected by the constituent poems, their orderings, and their arrangement, and the cultural
context of reception and transmission, the collection amplifies, reifies, or extends the
effective potential of its constituent poems. The collection does not just contain poems
but is a poetic expression itself.
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